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Abstract 

This thesis presents a cross-layer policy for joint throughput and energy optimization 

in next-generation wireless sensor networks (WSNs). We derive the link suitability of 

a transmission channel, which determines the optimal physical (PHY) layer resource 

allocation that jointly maximizes achievable throughput and minimizes the associated 

power cost of using the link. This differs from current approaches that fit into one of 

two categories: those that perform rate control but do not model power cost in terms 

of the achievable throughput on the transmission link, or those that do not separate 

performance-related benefits and energy-related costs to ensure that we can jointly 

maximize throughput and minimize energy consumption. Our method ensures that 

WSNs allocate transmission resources that impact limited sensor energies to operating 

channels capable of a higher level of throughput and energy conservation. 

Using link suitability in a cross-layer policy, we contribute a cross-layer optimiza

tion protocol that is unique in identifying optimal routing paths with the highest 

trade-off between throughput benefits and energy costs across multiple transmission 

channels. Our policy is based on transmit power at the PHY layer, channel allocation 

at the link layer, and multi-hop path selection at the network layer. 
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A Network Planning Protocol (NPP) works in conjunction with our cross-layer 

policy and contributes the relationship between: expected throughput performance, 

network lifetime, message load for data and coordination packets, and energy capac

ity. This relationship enables network planners of next-generation WSNs to study 

the impact of various network design decisions on performance and network lifetime 

metrics. This is achieved by deriving NPP in terms of physical resources that affect 

throughput and energy capacity such that we may allocate resources appropriately 

to meet network objectives. 

We present these contributions for distributed and application-centric WSNs. 

Application-centric WSNs refer to sensor networks that execute applications with sig

nificant performance requirements, while incorporating energy conservation schemes 

for sensors. In many instances, it shall also be necessary to execute many of these 

sensory applications simultaneously, with centralized control of geographically dis

tributed sensor clusters. As a result, this thesis explores the use of overlay mesh 

networks to design a two-tier, application-centric and distributed WSN architecture. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The design of next-generation wireless sensor networks (WSNs) will require signifi

cant attention to be given to the performance of real-time applications. These ap

plications consist of those for system control and resource management with varying 

resource and performance requirements. For example, these applications may include 

the monitoring of the structural health of building and bridge infrastructures, video 

monitoring, or maintenance of light and temperature levels. WSNs also have many 

military and safety applications such as the detection of enemy units, chemical agents 

and intruders. Given that many of these applications are core to system control, per

formance is also a major consideration to enable timely responses to critical events. 

The consideration of application performance is complicated by sensors that have 

critical power constraints. As a result, the optimization of these networks traditionally 

takes the form of the minimization of energy consumption, or the maximization of 

network lifetime, in these networks as the primary objective [1][2][3][4]. However, 
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this typically occurs to the detriment of application performance. Certain studies do 

strive to reach a maximum delay requirement [5] [6] [7]; however, it is unknown if we 

can do better as performance is not optimized. Other studies perform rate control in 

WSNs but do not model the power cost of using a transmission link in terms of the 

achievable throughput level [8]. Next-generation sensor networks require performance 

optimization by considering both the potential performance that can be achieved and 

the corresponding impact on a node's energy capacity. This approach shall enable 

nodes to make more informed resource allocation decisions. 

In this dissertation, a cross-layer policy for joint throughput and energy optimiza

tion in these networks is presented. We derive the link suitability of a transmission 

channel, which determines the optimal physical (PHY) layer resource allocation that 

jointly maximizes achievable throughput and minimizes the associated power cost 

of using the link. This differs from current approaches that fit into one of two cat

egories: those that perform rate control but do not model power cost in terms of 

the achievable throughput on the transmission link, or those that do not separate 

performance-related benefits and energy-related costs to ensure that we can jointly 

maximize throughput and minimize energy consumption. By maximizing link suit

ability, our method ensures that WSNs allocate limited network resources to trans

mission channels capable of a higher level of throughput and energy conservation. 

Using link suitability in a cross-layer policy, we create a cross-layer optimization 

protocol that is unique in identifying routing paths with the optimal trade-off between 

throughput benefits and energy costs across multiple transmission channels. Our 
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policy is based on transmit power at the PHY layer, channel allocation at the link 

layer and multi-hop path selection at the network layer. We also consider power 

consumption in the transceiver circuitry for both transmitters and receivers, and 

real-time residual energies of nodes. This enables us to create an adaptive protocol 

that responds to the real-time state of the network. 

We also contribute the Network Planning Protocol (NPP) that derives the rela

tionship between expected performance, network lifetime, message load and energy 

capacity for next-generation WSNs. This relationship enables us to balance network 

requirements to achieve both significant network performance and sustainable net

work lifetimes. This goal is achieved by deriving the NPP in terms of PHY layer 

resources that affect throughput and energy capacity. As a result, we are able to 

study the impact of various network design decisions, such as the choice of commu

nication protocol or the frequency of presence announcements in the network, on our 

performance and network lifetime objectives. 

We present joint throughput and energy optimization for distributed and 

application-centric WSNs. Application-centric WSNs refer to state-of-the-art sensor 

networks that execute applications such as video monitoring with significant per

formance requirements. These networks require performance optimization, but also 

major considerations for energy conservation schemes for sensors. We denote the 

current state-of-the-art in WSNs based on low data rate technologies such as Zigbee 

as non-application-centric, as they achieve low performance levels and have a limited 

range of applications for next-generation WSNs. 
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In the future of system control and resource management, it will also be necessary 

in several instances to deploy one or more sensor clusters to execute multiple sensory 

applications simultaneously. We expect that these applications will have varying 

bandwidth requirements. For example, a controller on a university or office campus 

requires multiple sensor clusters to monitor temperature in a number of computer 

server rooms. Meanwhile, other sensor clusters perform video monitoring of high 

security areas. Additional sensor clusters measure the variations in ambient light 

on various building floors to automatically adjust light levels to save energy costs. 

This control system requires an architecture that enables the efficient feedback of 

diverse sensory data from geographically distributed clusters to one or more processing 

centers to manage resources or respond to critical events. As a result, we are exploring 

the use of mesh networks to enable the creation of a distributed WSN architecture. 

1.1 Wireless Mesh Networks 

A wireless mesh network is a type of wireless ad-hoc network where nodes are orga

nized in a mesh topology and are typically connected in a fully-connected or partially-

connection fashion. This provides reliability and redundancy by offering many com

munication options in the event that one node fails and can no longer operate. 

This study utilizes two types of wireless nodes, mesh nodes and sensor nodes. 

Mesh nodes in our study are located at sensory locations of interest and are assigned 

to govern sensor clusters as their cluster-heads. Given the increased size of mesh 
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nodes in comparison to sensors, they can be deployed with more resources such as 

more memory, a better central processing unit (CPU) and a larger battery than 

sensors in the network. As a result, these mesh nodes can assume the computational 

responsibilities for optimization, reducing the strain on limited sensor energies. Given 

the terrain or environment in which the sensor network is deployed, certain mesh 

nodes may be connected to power sources if the locations in which the mesh nodes 

are deployed have power sources readily available. Alternatively, we may be able 

to recharge the energies of mesh nodes with solar or light sources to replenish their 

energy reserves over time. Given these options, mesh nodes are well-suited to perform 

resource allocations on behalf of sensors in the network. However, even if power or 

light sources are not available at the specific location for a mesh node, the mesh 

node's larger size enables them to be deployed with more resources than sensors. 

This enables mesh nodes to provide centralized control such that we may reduce the 

sophistication of sensors. 

The cluster-head itself is responsible for two functions. Given that the cluster-

head is assigned to a cluster, it governs the operation of the sensors in its subsection of 

the sensor field by optimizing their resource allocations via cross-layer optimization. 

By leaving the computational responsibilities for the cluster with the cluster-head, a 

greater percentage of sensor energy can be used for sensing and communication, as 

opposed to computation. The second function of the cluster-head is to accumulate 

information from the sensors in its cluster and communicate that information to the 

master node. Given that the sensor cluster and mesh network will likely differ in 
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technology, the cluster-head will use software radio to convert packets arriving from 

a sensor cluster prior to transmitting those packets through the mesh network. 

The overall network is governed by a master node, which in our network is a mesh 

node that is responsible for gathering data from the cluster-heads in the network 

before transmitting that data to a processing center for analysis. The master node 

either transmits the information over the Internet to network operators who analyze 

the information provided to perform maintenance functions, or act as repositories for 

collected information and perform automated functions on behalf of the operator. In 

this work, the master node is the destination for all data packets. 

1.1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

WSNs are one form of multi-hop mesh network that consist of groups of hundreds or 

thousands of small, autonomous sensing nodes. These nodes act as both end nodes 

and intermediate relay nodes, and can be organized in a star or mesh topology, or 

in an ad-hoc fashion. A typical sensor network is presented in Figure 1.1. Each 

node consists of a short-range wireless transmitter/receiver, sensing unit, storage 

unit and processing unit [9], while they are also typically battery-powered, and have 

low computational capabilities and limited memory. Hence, sensors typically lack the 

sophistication necessary to govern the sensor field. Paths in WSNs are typically multi-

hop to reduce the range over which a sensor must transmit, but a greater number of 

sensors relaying traffic also reduces the overall remaining network energy. 
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Figure 1.1: A Sensor Network with Multi-Hop Paths 

With limited resources, energy conservation is crucial. As a result, sensors gen

erally sleep in low power states during periods of inactivity. It may also be possible, 

given certain applications that do not require immediate response, to store gathered 

sensory data in memory and transmit all the data at once to reduce the number of 

required sensor transmissions. For example, sensor measurements of light or tempera

ture levels may be taken every few seconds but may only transmit data once a minute. 

However, considerations must also be made for the limited memory of sensors. 

Groups of sensor nodes are also meant to operate in a self-organized fashion and, 

thus, the operation of WSNs has spawned analogies to the collaboration and syn

ergistic behavior within ant colonies [10] [11]. Computational tools such as swarm 

intelligence have also been developed to implement this self-organization [12]. 

1.2 State-of-the-Art in Mesh Networks 

Significant research is being conducted in next-generation WSNs based on high speed 

technologies such as Ultrawideband (UWB) and Bluetooth. EnOcean also offers 
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battery-free sensors and radio switches that perform energy harvesting to build self-

powered WSNs [13][14]. Research by the IEEE 802.11s Task Group to include medium 

access control (MAC) and PHY layers for mesh networks is also an attractive option 

for overlay design. However, prior to building and analyzing next-generation wireless 

mesh networks, a survey is needed of available mesh technologies. 

1.2.1 Communication Technologies for Mesh Networks 

In application-centric WSNs, the selection of the communication technology used for 

the wireless links is crucial. To date, the 802.15.4 Zigbee standard has typically been 

used in sensor networks and is inherently a low date rate technology. However, several 

IEEE standardization groups are working, or have worked, to include wireless mesh 

network specifications into their standards [15]. These include those for IEEE 802.11s, 

IEEE 802.15.5, IEEE 802.16a and IEEE 802.20, all of which have had tasks groups 

assigned to define requirements for mesh networking and are all at different stages 

in their maturity [15]. The 802.11s standard is looking to extend the IEEE 802.11 

architecture to provide extended service set (ESS) mesh, in enabling access points to 

establish wireless links among each other to perform dynamic path configuration [15]. 

This would also allow for the creation of neighborhood networks [15]. In July 2010, 

the 802.11s Task Group approved a motion to approve the latest draft in support of 

a request to forward the draft 802.11s to sponsor ballot [16]. The First Recirculation 

Sponsor Ballot and Second Recirculation Sponsor Ballot were closed on January 10, 
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2011 and March 5, 2011, respectively, both with 95% approval rates [17]. As of April 

15, 2011, some Third Recirculation Sponsor Ballot comments were available on the 

documents server of IEEE 802.11 [17]. 

The IEEE 802.15.5 is working to establish short-range connectivity for small 

groups of fixed and mobile devices, such as consumer electronics, cell phones, per

sonal computers (PCs) and personal digital assistants (PDAs). The use of mesh 

networking for the 802.15.5 group is motivated by the power limitations of mobile 

devices. Employing mesh-like multi-hopping communication increases the coverage 

of wireless personal area networks (WPANs) and allows devices to communicate over 

shorter links, thus preserving power. Doing so provides higher throughputs, fewer 

retransmissions and is better suited to the propagation characteristics of UWB [15]. 

The IEEE 802.16a standard was ratified in January 2003 to provide point-to-

multipoint non-line-of-sight (NLOS) operations and, thus, allowed 802.16a standard 

mesh extensions to be included in the specification. If operating in mesh mode, a 

subscriber station (SS) may have direct links to other SSs, and data traffic can be 

routed over multiple hops to the destination SS. Finally, the IEEE 802.20 Working 

Group intends to provide mobile broadband wireless access over the mesh networking 

paradigm at vehicular speeds up to 250 km/h in licensed bands below 3.5 GHz [15]. 

Cheekiralla and Engels [20] analyze communication technologies for WSNs by 

developing a classification scheme for WSN devices. Table 1.1 compares a number 

of these technologies, among others, with respect to data rates and operating fre

quencies. Zigbee is a low-data rate technology for wireless monitoring and control 
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Table 1.1: Typical Data Rates and Frequency of Operation for Different Standards 
[14][18][19] 

Standard 

Bluetooth Classic 

Bluetooth High Speed 

Bluetooth Low Energy 

EnOcean 

ZigBee 

UWB 

WiFi 802.11a 

WiFi 802.11b 

WiFi 802.llg 

WiMax 802.16-2004 

Typical Data Rate 

2.1 Mbps 

24 Mbps 

1 Mbps 

125 kbps 

250/40/20 kbps 

480 Mbps 

54 Mbps 

11 Mbps 

54 Mbps 

75 Mbps 

Frequency of Operation 

2.4 GHz 

2.4 GHz 

2.4 GHz 

868 MHz or 315 MHz 

2.4 GHz or 915 MHz or 868 MHz 

3.1-10.6 GHz 

5 GHz 

2.4 GHz 

2.4 GHz 

5.25 - 5.725 GHz 

systems. While Zigbee has a range of approximately 10-100 meters, it was ratified 

for use in ad-hoc and peer-to-peer networks specifically, and thus has been popular 

in developing initial WSNs. However, with an achievable data rate of 250 kbps, the 

current generation of Zigbee radio is unable to carry high-speed traffic in WSNs. On 

the other hand, an analysis of the power consumption of Zigbee compared to other 

communication technologies given in Table 1.2 demonstrates that Zigbee is among 

the lowest in energy consumption among its competing technologies. With that said, 

given its performance limits, Zigbee is not suited to application-centric WSNs. 

An alternative to Zigbee radio is UWB which occupies the spectrum from 3.1 to 

10.6 GHz at a level at or below -41.3 dBm/MHz [21] and currently reaches data rates 

of roughly 50-100 Mbps with achievable rates of 500 Mbps in the future [18]. However, 

UWB does not refer to any particular technology or radio type, but rather only to the 

available spectrum [22]. Thus, many technologies will occupy UWB spectrum. Due 
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Table 1.2: Energy Efficiency Coefficients for Various Standards [2] [23] 

Standard Energy Consumption Per Payload Bit 

Bluetooth Classic 2.5 //J 

ZigBee 0.5 nJ 

UWB 0.01 nJ 

WiMax 7.0 /xJ 

to the rates being discussed, devices based on UWB are also inherently short range, 

suitable for many applications for sensor networks but require significant multi-hop 

routing. Also, if we observe the energy efficiencies for these technologies in Table 

II, we see that UWB also has the lowest energy consumption per payload bit. As a 

result, the use of UWB WSNs allow us to achieve high-speed sensor networks that are 

energy-aware and show significant promise for state-of-the-art WSNs. However, the 

design of UWB devices is complex due to the need to design transceivers to operate 

over a wide band. 

An interesting development in the last few years has been the emergence of EnO-

cean, a German energy-harvesting technology for WSNs [13] [14]. EnOcean products 

include energy-harvesting wireless sensors and switches that contain miniaturized en

ergy converters that harness energy from motion, or changes in temperature, light 

or heat, whenever sensors take measurements [14]. They harness sufficient energy to 

transmit wireless signals without the need for batteries. These products also con

tain ultra-low power electronic circuitry and wireless transceivers for the deployment 

of maintenance-free and self-powered WSNs for industrial or home automation [14]. 

EnOcean technology uses the 868 MHz and 315 MHz frequency bands and can achieve 
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low data rates of 125 kbps [14]. As a result, they achieve lower rates than Zigbee, but 

provide significant benefits for low power WSNs. However, the applications for high 

capacity WSNs are naturally restricted given the low achievable data rates. EnOcean 

is assembling the EnOcean Alliance of leading companies worldwide to standardize 

and promote innovative control solutions [13]. A performance analysis of the EnOcean 

protocol is presented in [24], while other studies have also explored energy harvesting 

in [25] [26] [27] [28]. 

The Bluetooth Special Interest Group adopted the Bluetooth version 4.0 stan

dard in June 2010 [19]. Bluetooth v4.0 consists of three protocols: Bluetooth Classic, 

Bluetooth High Speed and Bluetooth Low Energy (LE); manufacturers of devices 

are expected to implement Bluetooth LE and subsequently choose the class or high 

speed modes to build on top of it. Bluetooth LE provides an interesting alternative 

to Zigbee for low-power networks. However, while applications will likely overlap 

between these technologies, they will likely exist in their own niches. Bluetooth LE 

maintains the synchronous connection from its Bluetooth predecessors that requires a 

hand-shaking between devices [19]. As a result, it will likely become more prominent 

in WPANs and wireless body area networks (WBANs). Since Zigbee maintains asyn

chronous communication, it will likely remain as an alternative to Wireless Local Area 

Networks (WLANs) and mesh networks. For WSNs specifically, while Bluetooth LE 

seems promising as it achieves significantly higher data rates with low power, Blue

tooth applications cannot access information necessary for synchronization and device 

discovery that has been the basis of the protocol since its inception [20]. At the time of 
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the writing of this dissertation, Bluetooth LE devices have been available for roughly 

six months and, while Bluetooth LE is meant to provide energy savings of ten times 

or more over Bluetooth Classic [19], the standard energy consumption coefficient for 

Bluetooth LE devices has yet to be published. 

1.2.2 High-Speed Mesh Networks 

Much research has been done in using high-speed wireless technologies such as UWB 

to build high-speed WSNs as an alternative to Zigbee networks. One study uses UWB 

WSNs to build a low complexity solution for outdoor applications for the transmission 

of location and tracking information. In this study, Oppermann et al. [2] use a wide 

deployment of low-power and low-cost sensor devices that are worn by several users, 

typically athletes across a facility to track both location and performance metrics. 

By taking advantage of the favorable time domain resolution characteristics of UWB, 

Opperman et al. use UWB' devices worn by cross-country skiers to relay positioning 

and performance information for each of these users via peer-to-peer connections to 

fixed nodes in the network for processing. 

If these users are out of range of one of the fixed nodes, the user devices send their 

information across multi-hop paths through other user devices that act as intermedi

ate relay nodes. Oppermann and Yu publish results for the root-mean-square (RMS) 

error of the position coordinates and failure rate using quasi-Newton methods within 

a monitoring area with dimensions 90(1) x 90 (w) x 4(h) metres [3]. While this study 
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demonstrates reasonably favorable results, it points to the large bandwidth of the 

UWB signal to distinguish many multi-path components to increase both the po

sitioning accuracy and diversity to exploit the available capacity [2]; this is highly 

beneficial in sensor networks to increase the achievable capacity and determine the 

position from which a measurement was taken. However, the fixed nodes in this study 

that relay information to the central processor are connected via cables to a central 

processor. Laying cable to connect fixed nodes is not always possible where WSNs 

are deployed, such as for military applications or for wide-scale deployment of WSNs 

to monitor the health of civil infrastructure. In fact, for some applications, the cost 

of laying cable can be 30-45% of the total monitoring installation cost [4]. As a result, 

while this work is useful, it may not be a practical model to use for our study. 

Several other studies analyze the UWB WSN for smaller research problems. One 

such study by Mehta and El Zarki designs a MAC protocol for UWB WSNs [4]. 

They focus on creating a topology formation and performing data aggregation in their 

study to use UWB WSNs in the monitoring of the health of civil infrastructure such as 

highways and bridges [4]. For their MAC protocol, they utilize a time division multiple 

access (TDMA) mechanism and a sink that is assumed to have unlimited amounts 

of energy and computational power. In their study, it is the sink's responsibility to 

execute their optimization algorithm to determine the routing paths from sensors as 

well as the transmission schedules of the sources of the data. This is a positive step as 

it takes the computational responsibilities away from ordinary sensors in the network 

to allow them to focus on sensing and routing as opposed to computation. 
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The major shortcoming of their optimization algorithm is an assumption that 

intermediate nodes between the source and sink are only considered as relay candi

dates if the distance between the prospective relay node and the sink is less than the 

source's distance to the sink [4]. This is not a realistic assumption in the optimization 

of the network lifetime. It is possible that a path through nodes with higher residual 

energies through intermediate nodes, which are not necessarily closer to the sink than 

the source, may lead to greater network performance. This may also avoid further 

draining of the energies of nodes between the source and sink by not using the same 

nodes in the routing process repeatedly, although Mehta and El Zarki do consider the 

energies of sensors during the routing decision [4]. However, by making this critical 

assumption and reducing the set of potential neighbors, paths are selected from a 

smaller set of candidate paths and, hence, will be used more frequently than if the 

set of potential neighbors was larger. In fact, in many cases, the source itself may 

be severely constrained for energy resources and a simple hand-off to a nearby node 

that may be slightly further from the sink, may lead to a far more optimal path. As 

a result, from our perspective, this routing algorithm is sub-optimal. 

A third study on UWB-based sensor networks by Shi et al. studies the routing 

problem in relation to the capacity of these networks [29]. They study the problem 

of whether or not it is possible that, if a set of source nodes all transmit at different 

data rates to a base station (BS), all rates are relayed successfully considering the 

maximum bit rate that the BS can receive. They suggest that, due to interference 

limits, even if the sum of bit rates is less than the bit rate limit that the BS can 
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receive, the network may be unable to support these rates due to interference, the 

topology of the network, the bit rates themselves and other network characteristics. 

Shi et al. devise a cross-layer optimization approach and a fast heuristic algorithm 

to study this feasibility problem by analyzing link-layer scheduling, routing in the 

network layer and transmit power control (TPC) [29]. The feasibility factor, K, is 

defined as the ability of the algorithm to find a multi-hop route at the network level, 

and a scheduling policy at the link layer; a power control strategy is also developed 

at the link layer that corresponds to bit rates. Given that the UWB spectrum of 7.5 

GHz bandwidth has a minimum channel size of 500 MHz, the algorithm is analyzed 

for 1 < M < 15 channels (sub-bands) and the feasibility factor K is analyzed for 

different M [29]. As M increases, they confirm that the feasibility factor K is a non-

decreasing function of M because nodes can tune their frequencies to a greater number 

of channels to avoid interference and increase capacity [29]. The result to highlight 

is that their optimal routing policy using cross-layer optimization outperforms both 

minimum energy routing paths and minimum hop routing paths [29]. 

Another interesting technology to consider for WSNs is 802.11 WLAN. While 

there are many flavors, including 802.11a, b, g, n, k, s, etc., a feasibility analysis 

indicates that, although high date rates and long ranges can be achieved quite readily 

with 802.11 (as has been done in home networking), the power consumption of 802.11 

is not suitable for WSNs. However, the IEEE 802.11s Task Group is working to 

include MAC and PHY layers for mesh networks to improve the coverage of WLANs 

and, thus, 802.11s may be a suitable technology for overlay mesh networks [30]. 
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1.3 Motivation 

Given these state-of-the-art technologies, among others that will emerge in the future, 

WSN applications will be plentiful. In the future of system control and resource man

agement, next-generation WSNs shall be large networks composed of geographically 

distributed sensor clusters that execute many of these applications simultaneously. 

These sensor clusters shall be connected to processing centers via an overlay network 

in a distributed architecture. In our study, the overlay network is a mesh network 

that forms a communication backbone for the feedback of diverse application data 

from sensor clusters through a cluster-head to the processing center. As has been 

mentioned, cluster-heads are nodes in the mesh network that are assigned to govern 

a sensor cluster and act as a bridge to the mesh network for sensor transmissions. 

Since the range of sensor network applications will be diverse, they will also have 

varying resource and performance requirements. As a result, it shall be imperative to 

optimize these networks both in terms of throughput and energy conservation. These 

networks are called application-centric WSNs, and pose several research challenges 

that merit investigation and provide the motivation for performing this study. 

1.3.1 The Throughput Problem 

Next-generation WSNs will be application-centric and require major considerations 

related to throughput and energy conservation. It will be expected in future networks 
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that applications are running at peak performance, especially in WSNs that are pro

viding feedback of critical data related to resource management. However, the current 

state of WSNs are far off from this standard given the critical power constraints that 

sensors face. In order to optimize both throughput and energy conservation, it shall 

be important to study physical resource consumption. More specifically, modeling the 

trade-off between application performance and energy consumption in terms of these 

resources should be the prime focus of optimization algorithms. In this manner, we 

may study resource allocations in these networks and ensure that nodes are allocating 

limited resources optimally to transmission channels that are capable of achieving a 

higher level of performance and energy conservation. As a result, in this thesis, we 

tackle the performance and energy conservation issue by maximizing the trade-off 

between throughput and energy consumption in terms of key physical resources, such 

as transmission power, that impact a node's energy capacity. 

1.3.2 Optimization in Software Radio Systems 

In WSNs that are based on multiple technologies, software radio is required to con

vert operating parameters between otherwise incompatible communication protocols. 

For example, the cluster-head must convert the communication parameters between 

the wireless standards used in the sensor and the mesh networks to enable commu

nication. In the optimization of these systems, this conversion must consider the 

varying dependencies of these technologies on a number of characteristics that affect 
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communication and performance. These characteristics include: 

• Energy efficiencies of the radio used in the sensor and mesh devices, 

• Operating bandwidths, 

• Transmit power levels, and 

• Achievable throughputs. 

With the use of utility functions that use the above parameters and form the 

objective functions for optimization of these networks, the operation of multiple tech

nologies in these systems must be tuned appropriately through careful parameter 

selection. Otherwise, resource hoarding may result where nodes of one technology 

overuse resources leading to shorter node lifetimes. As a result, this is an important 

research consideration in multi-technology systems for network design. 

WSNs that are based on software radio also enable for the deployment of sensor 

clusters and a mesh network that are designed with technologies that are most suit

able to their applications. Various technologies may be selected based on throughput 

requirements, cost of deployment and energy efficiency. However, given applications 

that have desired sensory locations of interest, considerations must be made for the 

required density of the network since different communication technologies limit the 

distance between nodes. Software radio provides compatibility between these tech

nologies, while it would also be used to dynamically tune operating parameters around 

current networking conditions to improve capacity. 
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1.3.3 Overlay Mesh Networks as an Enabling Technology 

Mesh networks are used in our study to connect sensor clusters that are distributed 

geographically to a master node for the feedback of sensory data. However, with 

the use of a mesh network, this adds a second stage of optimization to our problem. 

While in the first phase, our system must optimize over the sensor portion of a path 

to the cluster-head, our algorithm must subsequently optimize the transmission to 

the master node over the mesh portion of a path. This is due to a design decision 

made in our study that mesh nodes are not wired to power sources; this enables us 

to maintain a flexible architecture where mesh nodes may be deployed in locations 

that may not have power sources readily available. Thus, in our study, they do not 

have unlimited resources available and require optimization, which adds additional 

signaling and resource requirements to our problem. As has been mentioned, in 

practice, it may be possible to recharge the energies of mesh nodes with solar or 

light sources to replenish their energy reserves over time. However, we do not apply 

this approach to the formulation of our problem as the limited life span of the mesh 

network enables us to test its ability to survive for a predictable network lifetime. 

The advantages of using overlay mesh networks are four-fold. Firstly, and the most 

obvious, the mesh network enables the formation of the distributed WSN architecture 

by connecting distributed sensor clusters to a master node over a large area. In 

this way, multiple sensor clusters can share the mesh network for long-haul routing. 

Without the mesh network, this architecture may not be realizable. The mesh network 
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also allows us to deploy a sensor network in remote areas where fibre may not be 

available. It would only be required to deploy a mesh node to extend the range of 

the mesh network to the geographical area of interest after which the mesh node 

acts as a cluster-head to govern the sensor cluster. Thus, in locations where Internet 

Protocol (IP) traffic cannot be carried, mesh technologies can be used to provide 

communication and feedback of sensory data to the processing center. However, it 

should also be noted that the deployed mesh network may be used to carry multiple 

types of traffic, only one of which may be sensory data. 

Secondly, the mesh network provides an outlet for a sensor cluster in the form of a 

mesh node that reduces the routing burden on resource-constrained sensors. Rather 

than using significant multi-hop routing across short-range nodes, the mesh network 

only requires that a source sensor routes traffic to its nearest mesh node (the cluster-

head). This reduces the number of sensor nodes involved in the routing process. We 

propose that, by reducing the number of messages routed by sensors along a path, a 

greater portion of sensor energy will be used for sensing and computation as opposed 

to communication. Moreover, it enables for the deployment of sensor networks that 

execute diverse sensory applications that are more resource intensive. 

Thirdly, the mesh network provides a communication option in the form of a solid 

mesh backbone with several point-to-point links for link reliability. These links can 

be used by distributed sensor fields to transmit information to the master node. 

The fourth advantage of using overlay mesh networks is that mesh nodes, given 

their increased size in comparison to sensors, can be deployed with greater resources 
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o P 

Figure 1.2: A Two-Tier Multi-Hop Sensor Network Architecture 

than sensors in the network. As a result, these mesh nodes can assume the computa

tional responsibilities for optimization, further reducing the strain on limited sensor 

energies. An example of a two-tier sensor network is presented in Figure 1.2. 

1.3.4 Cross-Layer Design in WSNs 

Layering systems are the norm in the design of communication protocol stacks. 

However, wireless systems are not always suited to the common layered protocol 

stack architecture. For example, in a layered architecture using transmit control 

protocol (TCP), a failed packet is considered a sign of congestion, as opposed to 

simply a lost or corrupted packet which is the case in wireless systems. For sensor 

networks specifically, given the need to conserve sensor energy and maximize applica

tion performance, cooperation between several layers in the protocol stack is crucial, 

which can only be achieved in a cross-layer architecture. Cross-layer design is nec

essary more specifically to ensure that, not only can the most energy-aware route 

be utilized to carry traffic, but the availability of energy and PHY resources can be 

considered in the throughput optimization problem. 
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Figure 1.3: Various Cross-Layer Design Protocols [31] 

Figure 1.3 presents a number of general ways in which a typical layered architec

ture can be modified by cross-layer design: 

• Creation of new interfaces for information flow between non-adjacent layers 

(Figures 1.3a-c), 

• Merging of adjacent layers for joint functionality and reduced overhead (Figure 

1.3d); 

• Design coupling between layers, i.e. one layer assumes information arriving 

from another (Figure 1.3e); and, 

• Vertical calibration between layers (Figure 1.3f). 

In application-centric WSNs, a number of these protocols may be used For ex

ample, upward information flow (Figure 1.3a) may be used to provide the application 
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Figure 1.4: CLASS, a proposed cross-layer stack for wireless systems [32] 

layer with available routes from the network layer, channel availability from the link 

layer and remaining energy information from the PHY layer. Furthermore, downward 

information flow (Figure 1.3b) or back-and-forth information flow (Figure 1.3c) may 

be used between the application layer and the PHY layer. For example, the applica

tion layer may inform the PHY layer of transmit parameters such as transmit power 

and operating frequency for resource allocation. 

A proposed cross-layer protocol stack for next-generation wireless systems known 

as CLASS (Cross-LAyer Signalling Shortcuts) is presented in Figure 1.4 to provide 

coordination and reduce delay between multiple layers [32]. This reduction in delay 

is crucial to improving the response times for applications in next-generation WSNs. 

We present our cross-layer design in Chapter 4. 

1.4 Problem Statement 

This thesis explores the throughput and energy optimization problem via cross-layer 

design for distributed and application-centric WSNs. The six goals of this research 
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are as follows: 

1. Define the distributed WSN architecture that is enabled by wireless mesh net

works. This architecture is defined having reviewed the state-of-the-art in cross-

layer optimization of WSNs and acknowledged the need for such an architecture; 

2. Quantify link suitability in terms of throughput benefits and energy costs as 

a function of PHY layer resources such as transmit power and frequency. The 

link suitability is the profit gained by using a link in a path; 

3. Form the cross-layer optimization policy to meet the needs of next-generation 

WSNs in terms of joint optimization of the PHY, link and routing layers. The 

optimization algorithm determines the optimal path from a source sensor to the 

master node, with the highest trade-off of throughput to energy consumption 

along each hop. The PHY layer optimization maximizes the link suitability and 

allocates transmit power to achieve the optimal level of throughput. At the link 

layer, channel scheduling occurs to maximize capacity and reduce interference. 

Path selection at the routing layer scales link suitabilities by residual energies 

to avoid nodes with lower resource availabilities; 

4. Design a NPP to simplify the design process for next-generation WSNs. The 

NPP quantifies the relationship between expected performance for an applica

tion, desired network lifetime, message load and energy capacity for sensors and 

mesh nodes. This enables network planners to deploy next-generation WSNs 
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that do not simply maximize network lifetime or minimize energy consumption 

to the detriment of application performance. Rather, the protocol simplifies net

work planning by allowing us to evaluate the impact of various network design 

decisions on both performance and network lifetime objectives; 

5. Implement survivability protocols for next-generation WSNs that enable the 

network to recover from changes in network connectivity that stem from failures, 

intrusions or attacks. This requires the network to be able to recover from lost 

nodes and links, and re-allocate resources accordingly; and, 

6. Design a priority scheme for distributed WSNs that enables for one or more 

clusters to be placed on high priority at any time. Given that sensor clusters 

are geographically distributed and the network executes multiple sensory appli

cations simultaneously, it is likely that, at any time, one or more events require 

immediate attention. Clusters placed on high priority pre-empt active trans

missions and are allocated optimized resources immediately for rapid response. 

1.5 Contributions of this Research 

This thesis has three main contributions: 

1. The link suitability method to quantify the optimal PHY layer resource allo

cation that achieves joint throughput and energy optimization in application-

centric WSNs. By maximizing the trade-off between achievable throughput 
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benefits and the associated power cost of using a link, we ensure that nodes 

are allocating resources optimally to transmission channels that are capable of 

a higher level of throughput and energy conservation; 

2. A cross-layer optimization policy that is unique in identifying routing paths in 

WSNs with the optimal trade-off between throughput benefits and energy costs 

across multiple transmission channels. Our policy is based on: i) path selection 

at the network layer; ii) channel selection at the link layer; and, iii) transmit 

power based on the link suitability at the PHY layer; and, 

3. A NPP that contributes the relationship between expected performance, net

work lifetime, message load and energy capacity for application-centric WSNs. 

The NPP enable network designers to study the impact of various network 

design decisions on performance and network lifetime objectives. 

1.6 Outline of Thesis 

This thesis comprises of seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents the literature review 

that lead to our acknowledgement of the throughput and energy problem in next-

generation WSNs, and the definition of our distributed WSN architecture. The de

tails of our problem formulation, formal problem definition and objective function 

are presented in Chapter 3, while Chapter 4 presents our cross-layer design. Chapter 
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5 discusses system implementation issues including system design, parameter selec

tion, simulation methodology and performance metrics. Performance results of our 

application-centric and distributed WSN are presented in Chapter 6, while we con

clude in Chapter 7 outlining future directions for research. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Introduction 

The design of a cross-layer optimization policy to perform throughput and energy op

timization in application-centric WSNs draws knowledge from many different areas. 

Firstly, a thorough review of current research in the cross-layer optimization of WSNs, 

considerations that have been made for throughput performance in related work, and 

existing approaches for network planning will be required. Secondly, cross-layer opti

mization in our study requires knowledge of preference modeling from microeconomic 

theory. Preference modeling enables us to model the variation in value placed on 

our resources of interest by transmitters and receivers in the network. This is an 

important consideration in WSNs because our network is heterogeneous in modeling 

several wireless technologies; different technologies have varying trade-offs between 

power, bandwidth and data rate that must be quantified. In addition, since mesh 

nodes are less constrained for resources than sensor nodes, sensor nodes and mesh 

29 
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nodes value their resources differently which should also be considered. Modeling 

these trade-offs mathematically, determining methods of quantifying the benefits and 

costs to evaluate these trade-offs appropriately, and maximizing preference are crucial 

to finding the optimal solution. We can also model the benefits and costs of resource 

consumption to study the impact of the consumption of PHY layer resources on a 

node's performance, energy capacity and lifetime. 

Further issues require attention in building next-generation WSNs that are sur-

vivable. Routing protocols such as energy-aware routing that consider residual energy 

should be explored. Energy-aware routing allows us to vary which nodes are used in 

the routing process such that the power of certain sensors are not depleted exces

sively. By using the same nodes repeatedly in routing to the master node, we run the 

risk of network partitioning which is not desirable. Another form of implementing 

survivability protocols in WSNs is building redundancy into our network through the 

use of back-up cluster-heads and/or master nodes. These back-up mesh nodes reduce 

the computational load on mesh nodes that are responsible for handling the resource 

optimization and path assignment. These two methods allow us to build WSNs that 

can operate successfully in the presence of sensor and mesh node failure, malfunction 

or attack. Thus, current research into energy-aware routing will be reviewed, as well 

as current clustering and sensor network reconfiguration algorithms to reorganize the 

network to balance energy consumption. 

Fourthly, it is important to review how the communication parameters of signal 

power, bandwidth and data rate relate to one another to determine the frequency 
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division multiple access (FDMA) capacity. The communication parameters are the 

resources that shall determine the desired trade-off between throughput and energy 

consumption in the cross-layer policy. The energy consumption coefficient, which 

quantifies the energy consumption per bit for a technology, will also be reviewed and 

is crucial for comparing the energy efficiencies of various communication protocols. 

These issues significantly impact the design and performance of our cross-layer 

optimization policy. As a result, this chapter will present material from a range of 

sources to develop the necessary background for these topics, all of which are crucial 

to developing an understanding of our WSN problem. 

2.2 Literature Review 

The performance limits of WSNs are studied in [33]. In this paper, Hu and Li aim to 

understand the fundamental limits on the maximum sustainable throughput (MST) 

of the sensor network, and the maximum active lifetime of the network [34]. Hu and 

Li define the active lifetime as the point at which the total energy consumed in the 

network equals the initial energy budget available at the start. It is defined at this 

point, beyond which, sensor network performance begins to decrease [33]. 

Hu and Li specify two constraints on capacity in WSNs: interference-constrained 

capacity and energy-constrained capacity [33]. Interference-constrained capacity is 

caused by two factors. The first is defined by Gupta and Kumar as the spatial 

concurrency constraint [35]: the phenomenon by which capacity limits are reduced 
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due to more than one nearby network node attempting to transmit at the same time. 

Since signals at the receiver can be corrupted as a result, the network MST is reduced 

[33]. To reduce the effect of the spatial concurrency constraint, studies like those by 

Arms et al. have looked at frequency-agile WSNs to reduce the burden of co-channel 

interference in sensor networks [36]. Another study by Galbreath et al. observes the 

channel allocation problem in frequency-agile WSNs [37]. In fact, in 2004, companies 

such as MicroStrain, Inc. began manufacturing frequency-agile wireless sensors [36] 

that were patented in 2010 [38]. Another option is the use of UWB as an overlay 

technology to share spectrum with spectrum incumbents by operating at low powers. 

The second factor identified by Gupta and Kumar that causes interference-

constrained capacity is the multi-hop traffic constraint: interference that is caused 

when traffic is relayed hop-by-hop towards the receiver [35]. This reduces the MST of 

the network because each successive hop re-transmits the same data in forwarding it 

to the destination. This creates additional interference with other incoming packets 

to that node, reducing the achievable capacity. Gupta and Kumar also derive that 

per-node capacity is reduced by increasing the number of nodes in the network [35]. 

2.2.1 Link Suitability and Throughput Modeling 

A number of studies have explored cross-layer optimization protocols specifically with 

throughput considerations in WSNs. One study by Yin et al. [8] performs joint 

transport and PHY layer optimization for rate and power control in WSNs. They seek 
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the transmission rates that both maximize network throughput and network lifetime 

by modeling a utility function based on an aggregated data rate for a path as opposed 

to per-hop. The network lifetime consideration is made by minimizing the average 

power consumption due to transmission over all flows instead of considering the power 

consumption of the achievable rate itself. Link suitability should model the trade-off 

between achieving a higher transmission rate and the energy cost associated with the 

transmission rate, which is the approach to joint throughput and energy optimization 

in this thesis. In this fashion, we ensure that the resources are allocated efficiently 

to the transmission. Yin et al. also do not consider the routing and MAC layers. 

Sleep states are also not considered, while it is well known that a large portion of the 

network lifetime will be spent by sensors in low-power sleep states [39]. Furthermore, 

communication and routing protocols are not shown in [8], and the results do not 

show the ability of the algorithm to meet both significant throughput performance 

and a desired network lifetime. 

Another study by Crichigno et al. in [40] studies the throughput problem as a 

joint routing and scheduling problem for WSNs that support multiple packet reception 

(MPR). They seek to maximize the aggregated throughput for the end-to-end flow 

subject to the optimal schedule of relay nodes over an iV-hop path. PHY layer 

considerations are not made and, as a result, energy conservation that is critical to 

WSNs is not studied. 

Krogsveen et al. also propose a cross-layer route optimization algorithm in [6] that 

minimizes the total energy consumption along a path subject to satisfying maximum 
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delay and bit error rate (BER) constraints. Link suitability is quantified in terms of 

PHY layer parameters of modulation order and transmit power. However, minimum 

transmission rates are considered that meet delay constraints for quality of service 

(QoS). They also observe the routing problem by only assuming a single path of L 

hops from source to sink. This poses a problem in large multi-hop WSNs in which 

multiple paths exist and the optimal path must be determined. In this case, the 

residual energies of candidate relay nodes are crucial to finding the optimal path 

when evaluating a number of alternate paths. Since only a single path has been 

analyzed here, this has not been considered. 

Wang et al. present an extension of the work by Krogsveen et al. in [7]. Their 

optimization problem minimizes the total energy cost across a path as a function of 

the transmission rate and per-hop BER [7]. While the total energy across a path is 

minimized, the impact of resource consumption on energy capacity is not studied. 

This is crucial to meeting requirements for network lifetime in WSNs. Wang et al. 

also make an assumption of negligible interference that is critical to their problem, 

while a sensor topology or radio model is not presented. Thus, the study is theoretical. 

Madan et al. proposes a cross-layer design based PHY, MAC and routing layers 

for TDMA-based WSNs [5]. The consideration of throughput is made to satisfy a 

maximum per-hop delay constraint, while the objective of the optimization is the 

maximization of the network lifetime. As has been discussed, next-generation WSNs 

will require joint considerations for both throughput and energy consumption in the 

optimization. By simply meeting a minimum throughput requirement, it is uncertain 
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if we can achieve better performance. In other words, we may be able to identify 

sensors that are able to allocate resources more appropriately to throughput, with a 

better trade-off of throughput to energy consumption. This work also only considers 

string, linear and rhombus topologies, while residual energies of candidate routing 

nodes to determine real-time suitability are also not considered. This work also does 

not model the power consumption in the transceiver circuitry of transmitters and 

receivers, which is an important source of energy dissipation in wireless communica

tions. 

Another study by O'Neill et al. [41] studies rate and transmit power control 

in WSNs. This study derives a utility function to represent rate preferences, with 

constraints for the physical capacity of the link based on, for example, the maximum 

transmit power. A rate region is established for the utility function to identify the 

transmitter power allocation that is Pareto Optimal [41]. However, no constraints on 

energy consumption are provided and, thus, joint considerations for throughput and 

energy consumption are not made, while network lifetime is also not a consideration 

in this study. Similarly to [5], the study by O'Neill et al. does not study the energy 

efficiencies of multiple communication protocols and also does not consider energy 

dissipation of transceivers. 

Wang and Sharif propose Distributed Source Coding (DSC) as an alternative to 

data aggregation in WSNs [42]. The DSC approach considers the correlation between 

data measurements at the decoder, as opposed to the encoder, such that packets with 

correlated measurements may be discarded. This is as opposed to data correlation 
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that uses sensor resources to perform data aggregation prior to transmitting a single 

representative packet [42]. In [42], cross-layer optimization is performed for applica

tions with correlated measurements such as real-time target tracking with joint rate 

and energy considerations. However, in their approach, sensors determine a trans

mission rate based on their residual energy level where each sensor will determine a 

next hop based on that rate. Sensors will coordinate to ensure that they only forward 

packets to nodes that have the same rate assignment [42]. While nodes should indeed 

control their energy consumption based on their residual energies, forcing nodes to 

choose their next hops by only considering neighboring nodes with similar rate assign

ments unnecessarily reduces the achievable end-to-end capacity of the transmission. 

A more intuitive solution may be necessary. 

The Energy Optimization Approach (EOA) is proposed by Luo et al. in [43]. 

EOA considers joint optimal design of PHY, MAC and routing layers. Feedback 

transmission power control is performed at each node to determine the link suitability 

and, specifically, the minimum power necessary to reach each neighbor and to reduce 

interference. The routing layer selects the route with the least energy consumption 

to the sink, while this routing information is chosen to form scheduling schemes at 

the MAC layer. Decentralized optimization is used such that sensors coordinate to 

optimize the network. Other studies have also explored decentralized optimization 

to maximize network lifetime or minimize energy consumption [44] [45] [46] [47] [48]. 

While this is beneficial in theory, sensors may not have the sophistication necessary 

for decentralized coordination protocols given their limited resources [49]. 
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2.2.2 Cross-Layer Optimization in WSNs 

Other cross-layer studies include cross-layer route optimization for UWB systems by 

Chehri et al. in [1]. However, this paper only studies the PHY and MAC layer 

to minimize energy consumption in the network. Vuran and Akyildiz also propose a 

cross-layer design based on the PHY and MAC to exploit spatial correlation to reduce 

the amount of data routed in the network [50]. They propose correlation-based col

laborative medium access control (CC-MAC) for event-based WSNs to enable single 

node transmissions to be representative of a number correlated sensor measurements. 

Other studies such as LEACH [51] explore clustering algorithms to elect multiple 

sensors to cluster-head status. These cluster-head sensors perform data aggregation 

in addition to optimization functions such as scheduling on behalf of the sensor net

work. Their link suitability considers that a sensor's promotion to cluster-head status 

is dependent on received signal strengths such that minimal energy consumption in 

transmitting data is achieved. Sensors are elected on a rotating basis to distribute the 

energy consumption in the network. In practice, this may not be practical given the 

limited sensor resources in the network and a lack of sophistication that is necessary to 

govern a subsection of the sensor field. Throughput considerations are also not made 

in the derivation of link suitability for sensor network optimization. Other studies also 

explore clustering algorithms to elect multiple sensors to cluster-head status to per

form data aggregation and optimization functions in the network [52] [53] [54] [55] [56]. 

Clustering algorithms will be further explored in Section 2.2.5. 
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Specific research challenges have also been explored for particular applications. 

Akyildiz and Stuntebeck [57] studied the design challenges of deploying wireless un

derground sensor networks (WUSNs) specifically for below ground agricultural ap

plications and environmental monitoring. They highlight topology challenges, power 

conservation, antenna design and the underground wireless channel. Lorincz et al. 

[58] study the inherent challenges facing sensor networks for emergency response sys

tems. They point to device discovery as a critical challenge with devices being denned 

by the information that they can supply, i.e. one may want to request information 

from all sensor devices whose temperature is greater than 23°C. Robust routing, 

prioritization of critical data, security and tracking are presented as other challenges 

facing next-generation WSNs [57]. For the biomedical field, Schwiebert et al. [59] 

present a number of other fascinating challenges for biomedical sensors including, but 

not restricted to, the material constraints as these sensors are implanted within the 

body and, thus, the material, size and shape is greatly restricted. 

2.2.3 Network Planning 

Network planning of energy capacities is studied in [60] to model the energy consump

tion of the processor for node control and data processing, transceiver for communica

tion and sensing module of a wireless sensor. In [60], Zhou et al. also study multiple 

sensor states including off, transmit, receive, idle and sleep and aim to compare the 

energy consumption in these states. However, energy costs related to communication 
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typically dominate a node's energy capacity over the energy consumption incurred 

by processing and sensing functions [8]. Also, the study does not consider through

put, coordination and data packets, and network lifetime in the modeling of sensor 

energy consumption. As a result, the study is missing critical constraints that affect 

both achievable throughput and energy capacity. The goal of our NPP is to model 

factors critical to network design that impact both performance and network lifetime 

objectives. 

Another proposal by Chamam and Pierre in [61] performs energy planning to find 

the optimal allocation of states to sensors in WSNs that perform dynamic clustering. 

This is performed to maximize network lifetime under considerations of coverage, 

clustering and routing. Sensor states include on, off and cluster-head states since, as 

mentioned, clustering algorithms elect sensors to govern subsections of the sensor field 

on a rotating basis. To perform energy planning, Chamam and Pierre assume power 

consumptions across states and the initial sensor energies [61]. The study does not 

consist of modeling the required energy for sensors to manage both data and coordi

nation packets, and variations in power consumptions across multiple communication 

technologies. Chamam and Pierre [61] also do not study multiple node types as they 

consider that sensors assume cluster-head duties on a periodic basis. 

Another study by Gao studies energy consumption in ad-hoc WSNs and is inter

ested in developing the relationship between energy consumption and non-protocols 

factors such as node density, network coverage and traffic density [62]. To do so, Gao 

defines the watt-per-meter metric as the average power required to move information 
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per unit distance towards a destination node reliably. Throughput considerations 

are made for fixed data rates of 10 kb/s to determine the bit-meter-per-joule metric. 

However, since only non-protocol factors are made in [62], Gao lacks consideration for 

various packet types for data and coordination, network lifetime and multiple node 

types such as sensors, cluster-heads and relay nodes. 

A fourth proposal by Mergen et al. [63] studies energy and capacity considerations 

in modeling sensor networks with mobile access points. Optimization considerations 

are made for altitude, trajectory and coverage of access points, while capacities are 

studied in terms of short-term average power constraint. Mergen et al. do not model 

routing protocols or coordination packets to both provide feedback of node state 

information to access points and announcements of resource allocations backwards 

from the access point to the sensor. 

2.2.4 Rout ing in WSNs 

A significant amount of research has been done in the area of routing in WSNs. For 

typical sensor network scenarios, roughly 65% of traffic received at a sensor node 

is multi-hop traffic that needs to be forwarded to other nodes [64]. The routing 

protocols vary based on the inherent features of WSNs and the sensor network ap

plication requirements. Early protocols such as Sensor Protocols for Information via 

Negotiation (SPIN) [65] [66] and directed diffusion [67] aimed to save sensor energy 

through negotiation and removal of redundant data in data-centric WSNs. However, 
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each has their own limitations. While the amount of redundant data transmitted in 

the network is roughly halved using SPIN, the advertisement of a node's new data 

that is broadcasted to all of the node's neighbors requires a request for actual data 

delivery. This 3-stage protocol is required at each hop for end-to-end delivery. In 

large networks, this does not guarantee data delivery because it is likely that nodes 

between source and destination are not interested in the data and, thus, data might 

not reach the destination. As a result, for applications that need reliable data delivery 

such as ours, the SPIN protocol does not suffice [68]. 

In directed diffusion, an interest (query) is broadcasted by a BS and propagated 

through the network hop-by-hop, while an aggregation tree is set up in the reverse 

direction from the source toward the BS. Energy is saved as data aggregation is 

performed along the path to remove redundant data. Directed diffusion is not suit

able for continuous data delivery (considering the overhead in setting up a path) or 

large networks where the propagation of the interest broadcast by ordinary sensors 

would waste significant energy resources. In our work, given the barrier in communi

cating between heterogeneous technologies of multiple clusters, such an approach is 

not feasible considering the number of messages that would require technology con

version through software radio. Thus, for our purposes, directed diffusion is also an 

impractical routing scheme. 

Rumor routing [69] is another algorithm and is a variation of directed diffusion. 

In rumor routing, queries are forwarded to nodes that observe an event taking place. 

Thus, flooding of queries is prevented as only a small amount of data is requested. 
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Rumor routing is an improvement over directed diffusion when the number of events is 

small [69], which is an assumption that may not be suitable for large sensor networks. 

Several other routing approaches have been proposed including the Minimum Cost 

Forwarding Algorithm (MCFA) [70]. MCFA exploits the fact that the direction of 

routing is always known, i.e. sensors nodes are always aware of the direction of the 

fixed BS. Nodes broadcast their messages and each message is only forwarded if a 

neighbor receiving the message is on the least cost path to the BS [70]. Intermediate 

relay nodes re-broadcast the message until it reaches the destination [70]. In sensor 

networks where sensors are generally dispersed randomly, it may not be realistic for 

sensors to determine the least cost path due to the coordination and sophistication 

required to gather this information. Also, along with other studies that only transmit 

packets to nodes that are en route to the BS, it is entirely possible that a neighbor of 

the source, which is slightly further away from the BS, may provide a more efficient 

path; these nodes may contain greater resources yet are ignored in the algorithm. 

Routing approaches such as COUGAR [71] and ACQUIRE [72] use the sensor 

network as a distributed database system and use declarative and complex queries, 

respectively, to gather information from relevant sensors. However, they introduce a 

query layer into the protocol stack between the network and application layers. The 

associated overhead may lead to an undesirable drop in performance; rather than 

introducing additional layers, the focus should be on improving the efficiency of the 

protocol stack by either using cross-layer signaling or condensing layers to reduce 

delay. Surveys of other routing techniques in WSNs have been conducted in [68] [73]. 
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Energy-Aware Routing 

Energy-aware routing itself is a very broad field and deserves special attention when 

discussing routing in WSNs. One very interesting energy-aware routing protocol from 

Berkeley, known as Energy Aware Routing (EAR) of the same name, is proposed in 

[74]. In this study, EAR, which is a destination-initiated protocol, does not calculate 

a single optimal path between source and destination, but rather maintains a number 

of paths, each having a probability of being selected. The value of the probability 

depends on how low the energy consumption is on the path in relation to the others. 

Since different paths are chosen probabilistically, the residual energies of sensors along 

a single path will not deplete quickly. As a result, while it is similar to directed dif

fusion, energy-aware routing provides an overall improvement of 21.5% energy saving 

and a 44% increase in network lifetime over the directed diffusion protocol [74]. 

However, there are some drawbacks to the EAR protocol. Firstly, in next-

generation networks in which application performance is a significant consideration, 

a path should not only be evaluated based on its energy consumption, but also as a 

function of the capacity achieved across the links. Secondly, there is no discussion of 

fairness in the multiple-source scenario, both in terms of source-contention (trade-off 

between a node forwarding its own data or relaying data for one of its neighbors) and 

destination-contention (queues at nodes closer to the destination filling up with pack

ets from nearby nodes causing the packets of nodes far away to be dropped). Thirdly, 

in setting up a path, each intermediate node only forwards requests to its neighbors 
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who are closer to the source node and farther away from the destination node than 

itself. While this may reduce the number of redundant messages in the network, 

a more intuitive approach may be achievable that is based on residual energies of 

neighbors. Fourthly, EAR requires that sensors have the sophistication necessary to 

perform distributed path calculations, which cannot be assumed in WSNs composed 

of simple and unsophisticated sensors. 

Another approach to energy-aware routing from the National Institute of Informa

tion and Communications Technology in Japan studies route reconfiguration based on 

a decentralized optimization to maximize the network lifetime in WSNs using neural 

network dynamics [75]. It is clear that their decentralized method reduces the amount 

of transmitted data routed in larger sensor networks as coordination packets do not 

need to be sent to a centralized controller; however, it is again a matter of whether or 

not sensors can be relied upon for computationally intensive functions such as route 

computation. Their key assumption, which states that autonomous and decentralized 

computing algorithms are suitable based purely on the fact that sensor networks are 

composed of a large number of nodes, may not be realistic. 

Flow Augmentation Algorithm 

An interesting energy-aware routing algorithm known as the Flow Augmentation (FA) 

is presented in [76]. In this study, Chang and Tassiulas consider the residual energies 

of sensor nodes and the communication energy consumption rates in the network from 

source to destination [76]. These two considerations are reflected in the link costs, 
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which are developed as functions of the residual energies and communication energy 

of the end nodes of the link. This is done in an effort to determine more suitable 

paths for WSNs that are energy-aware. Thus, since transmissions in WSNs occur on 

a packet-by-packet basis, it becomes possible to prevent the continual usage of the 

same routes en route to a master node, enabling the network to recover from node and 

link failures [76] [77]. It also enables us to maximize the overall lifetime of the sensors 

in the network. In utilizing the maximum lifetime routing path, traffic may switch 

to a different path even if there has not been a node or link failure. On the contrary, 

alternative paths are activated to distribute the computational load of routing traffic 

in the network whenever a new path is determined that has a higher residual energy 

than the working path [76] [77]. These paths can be disjoint or braided, and depends 

simply on the path with the lowest cost [78]. This is an improvement over EAR that 

select paths probabilistically to balance energy as the FA algorithm uses the path 

with the highest overall residual energy until a better path is found. Further details 

of the FA algorithm are presented here. 

To determine the energy-aware routing path, Chang and Tassiulas consider that 

each sensor node i in the network has initial battery energy Et and residual energy 

Et. It is also considered that the transmission energy that it takes node i to transmit 

a unit of data to node j is e' , while the energy consumed by node j in receiving 

that data unit is er . Let Qi(T) represent the number of packets generated at node 

i within the time interval [0, T), while A denotes the amount of information routed 

between routing information updates. 
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With this information, the FA algorithm is formed, which is used to calculate the 

energy-aware path with the best link cost function that will lead to the maximization 

of the system lifetime [76]. The first step of the algorithm calculates the shortest path 

from the source node to the destination; in terms of what we have discussed so far, 

the destination node is the master node. This shortest cost path is calculated using 

any existing shortest path algorithm such as the Dijkstra or Bellman-ford algorithms 

[76] where the path cost is computed as the summation of links costs on the path. 

The link cost function used is, 

COSttj 

(el^E^E*3 + (e;3)
x*EjX3EjX* , if E± - e\3 > 0 

- (2.1) 

oo , otherwise. 

where {x\,X2,xz) are non-negative weighting factors for each item [76]. As shown 

above, in calculating the shortest path, the cost function is only utilized if sufficient 

energy exists on the link to carry the required traffic, i.e. E1-e\]> 0; otherwise, cost^ 

— oo. By defining this cost function, they ensure that, as the residual energies of the 

end nodes of a link decrease, the corresponding cost of selecting that link increases. 

This allows the algorithm to avoid nodes with low residual energies in the routing 

process to maximize the overall network lifetime. As will be seen, the selection of 

{x\, X2, X3) allows us to determine if considering the communication energies will yield 

a longer network lifetime, and also whether it is better to consider absolute or relative 

residual energies in terms of the initial sensor energy E. 
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The second step of the FA algorithm involves augmenting the residual energies 

as a function of an amount \Qt, where the use of the factor A scales the traffic 

generated at the node to represent the number of packets generated at the source 

node between routing information updates [76]. This allows the algorithm to adjust 

the residual energies of the end nodes of each link in terms of the amount of energy 

consumed to route traffic since the last update. The third step involves updating the 

residual energy information in the network. This is done just before, and mimics the 

process for, routing information updates [76] to generate new shortest-cost paths for 

the next iteration based on up-to-date knowledge of the node energies in the system. 

A summary of the FA algorithm FA(x\,X2, x3) is presented in Figure 2.1. 

1. Calculate shortest cost path using shortest path algorithm with link costs (i,j) 

2. If shortest cost path not found, then stop. Otherwise continue. 

3. Augment links along shortest cost path by XQi by updating Ej_. 

4. Perform residual energy update prior to routing information update. 

5. Go to 1. 

Figure 2.1: The Flow Augmentation Algorithm [76] 

Building the Cost Function Through Feedback 

The FA(x\,X2, x3) algorithm allows us to provide comparisons of various methods 

through the selection of (xi,x2,x3) and their overall network lifetimes. For example, 

providing a comparison of FA(1, x, x) and FA(1, x, 0) allows us to compare absolute 

and relative residual energies in terms of overall network lifetime for our cost function. 
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Figure 2.2: A Comparison of Absolute and Relative Residual Energies [76] 

Secondly, a comparison of FA(1, x, x) and FA(0, x, x) allows us to determine whether 

or not the flow consumption energy should be considered in the link cost equation. 

Results for these two comparisons are provided in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. 

As can be seen in comparing the average case performance in Figure 2.2, consid

ering the relative residual energy in terms of the initial battery energy of the sensor, 

as shown in FA(l,x,x), provides a normalized network lifetime that is superior to 

that of considering only the absolute residual energy in the FA(l, x, 0) scheme. How

ever, while improvement is only within roughly 7-8%, the disparity between the two 

schemes is highly noticeable when considering the worst cases of the two schemes, 

where the FA(l,x,x) is far superior. The improvement for both the average and 

worst cases increases as the weighting factor x increases. Consideration of the flow 

consumption energy in Figure 2.3 shows that there is a large improvement in consid

ering the flow consumption energy. This is shown in the roughly 70% improvement 

of the FA(1, x, x) over the FA(0, x, x) scheme. 
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Figure 2.3: Consideration of Flow Consumption Energy [76] 

Thus, as Chang and Tassiulas prove, in the design of a link cost equation for 

energy-aware routing, it is important to use the relative residual energy, as well as the 

flow consumption energy, in the link cost to maximize network lifetime. However, the 

flow consumption energy should be calculated from the actual allocation of physical 

resources to WSN transmissions, rather than simply from the traffic generated as 

in [76]. Otherwise, we cannot link energy dissipation to application performance to 

study the impact of physical resource consumption on energy capacity. 

2.2.5 Clustering 

Clustering is a concept for load balancing in wireless ad-hoc networks that has more 

recently been applied to WSNs. Typically in the discussion of hierarchical WSNs, sen

sor clustering is explored as a means to create multiple levels of responsibility among 

sensor nodes. This is typically performed by promoting sensor nodes dynamically to 
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the role of cluster-head to balance the computational load throughout the network to 

create one or more clusters such as in [79] [80] [81] [82] [83]. In terms of routing, many of 

these studies additionally assume the use of a BS that is wired to a power source and, 

thus, only optimize the portion of a path to the cluster-head only. This is performed 

to achieve one of two main objectives: maximizing the network lifetime or minimizing 

energy consumption in routing information to a master node [84] [85] [86] [87]. 

One such protocol is LEACH proposed by Heinzelman et al. in [51]. LEACH 

uses dynamic clustering and a randomized rotation of cluster-head duties with the 

goal of minimizing energy dissipation in the sensor network related to communication. 

Cluster-head roles include: creating a schedule for nodes in a sensor cluster; compress

ing and aggregating incoming data in transmitting to the BS; and, using high energy 

transmissions over far distances to reduce the number of nodes in the routing process. 

In their proposal, LEACH performs sensor to cluster-head optimization for minimum 

energy dissipation. The system determines the optimal number of clusters to have 

in the system and cluster-heads will self-elect themselves based on residual energy. 

The first assumption that complicates the sensor network problem is that each sensor 

can transmit to the BS; even though sensors only send data to their cluster-head in 

cluster-based models, cluster-heads are then responsible for communicating with the 

BS. Thus, sensors must be equipped with sufficient resources to handle these high 

energy transmissions if and when they are elected to cluster-head status. For large 

sensor networks, this may not be feasible while high energy transmissions may cause 

an exorbitant amount of interference. 
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The Max-Min d-Cluster Algorithm is another clustering protocol proposed in 

[56]. In [56], Amis et al. aim to generate d-hop clusters to ensure that each node 

is only d hops away from the cluster-head. While this is a favorable algorithm to 

reduce the number of hops used in routing, it does not ensure that the energy used 

in communicating to a master node is minimized and only studies the portion of the 

path to the cluster-head. Other protocols have been proposed in [54] [87] [88] that use 

clustering to consider cluster-sizes and cluster-head assignment. In [54], the optimal 

number of cluster-heads is explored in single level sensor networks to minimize energy 

use. In [87], clustering is used to study scalability and network lifetime in WSNs, 

while Chiasserini et al. propose Ad Hoc Network Design Algorithm (ANDA) to 

explore optimal cluster sizes and the optimal assignment of nodes to cluster-heads to 

maximize network lifetime [88]. 

It may actually be difficult to implement these sensor clustering algorithms in 

practice as they assume that sensors have both the sophistication and resources to 

perform cluster-head duties even if only on a rotating basis. Sensors are generally 

simple devices with limited hardware and energy capacity and, thus, expecting sensors 

to perform computationally intensive tasks may be unrealistic [89]. 

Sensor Network Reconfiguration 

One interesting study of sensor network clustering by Chandrachood et al. presents 

several methods for sensor network reconfiguration [90]. Chandrachood et al. pro

pose a multi-tier architecture that consists of a number of sensors that are distributed 
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into one or more clusters, each governed by a cluster node. The network further in

troduces a master node that receives aggregated data from the cluster nodes in the 

network, as well as several other dormant master nodes that are dispersed throughout 

the field [90]. Sensor network reconfiguration considers that the energy levels of the 

cluster node that manages a subsection of the entire sensor field (synonymous to the 

cluster-head in our study) are depleted faster due to its more computationally inten

sive functions; however, as the job of the master node is even more computationally 

intensive than the cluster node, the sensor network is reconfigured in real-time to 

balance the computational load of the master node over the network. Hence, Chan-

drachood et al. aim to study the energy depletion at the master node for a number 

of these sensor network reconfiguration schemes. 

One method of performing sensor network reconfiguration is by switching the 

master node functionality to redundant nodes in the field. Without doing so, if the 

master node fails, we run the risk of rendering the entire sensor field useless [91]. 

However, while we must consider that the energy levels of the master node deplete 

faster due to the computational intensity of their tasks, it is also important to consider 

the energies of the nodes surrounding the master node that are responsible for routing 

traffic to that master node. As a result, in the selection of one master node, not only 

are the energy levels of the master node important, but also its surrounding sensors 

[90]. This reduces time to node outages and network partitioning, as well as single 

points of failure, while allowing us to maintain the desired performance level of the 

network by increasing the overall life of the field. 
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There are several methods for sensor network reconfiguration that make use of 

redundant master nodes (RMNs) that remain dormant until needed [90]. The first 

method consists of switching to nearby RMNs once the current master node has 

depleted. In this scheme, the designated master node will monitor its battery life 

along with that of other redundant master nodes in the field. At a specified level, 

say 5%, the master node relegates its function to a nearby RMN [90]. While this will 

increase the lifetime of the network, it may not be a favorable scheme because nearby 

RMNs will typically receive traffic from the same surrounding sensors as the previous 

master node due to their proximity to one another [90]. As a result, this will further 

deplete the energy levels of surrounding sensors and may still quickly lead to network 

partitioning. Thus, this may not be the most survivable scheme. 

An improvement to the previous scheme is to switch between RMNs in a predefined 

sequence prior to the depletion of the current master node. This reduces the battery 

drain of the surrounding nodes to the current master node by not over-utilizing those 

nodes to route traffic, thereby extending the life of the sensor field [90]. However, 

sequential switching provides a significant improvement only if the next master node 

that is selected is one that is not nearby to the current master node. If not, we 

run into the same issues as the previous scheme in over-burdening the same affected 

sensors used to route messages [90]. Typically, the master node switches its function 

to the next node in the sequence once its battery power drops to 75%, 50% and 25% 

of its initial level [90]. This helps to distribute the energy consumption among RMNs, 

as well as reduce the routing burden on surrounding sensors. 
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The third sensor reconfiguration scheme involves switching master node functions 

to a RMN that has sufficient battery life remaining that is closest to a target being 

monitored. This scheme, although not applicable to all applications, reduces the drain 

on surrounding nodes because it reduces the burden from routing messages; those 

nodes taking readings of a target have shorter paths and fewer hops to route traffic to 

the new master node, increasing the overall life of the field. This is not a sequential 

scheme, but rather one that is dynamic and based on relative closeness to the target 

[90]. There are two disadvantages to the proximity-to-target scheme. Firstly, if the 

target being monitored moves rapidly it is possible that, upon switching to the RMN 

that is closest to the target, the same nodes are traversed in routing messages to the 

RMN. Secondly, selecting a master node close to a target may increase the probability 

of the sensor or its communication being detected [90]. 

Another scheme switches to the RMN that is furthest away from the current 

master node. This provides a better scheme than the others if the routing burden 

on the surrounding nodes of the current master node is reduced. Thus, this method 

aims to evenly distribute the computational load across all sensors in the network 

and attempts to lengthen the overall life of the sensor network [90]. 

The final method distributes the master node functionality between cluster nodes 

and rotates the role of master node between them. The selection of the next master 

node is also based on geometric location, i.e. the distance between the current master 

node and the new candidate is considered in the election of the new master node as 

in the previous scheme [90]. 
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Figure 2.4: Field Life for the Exemplary and Reconfigured Sensor Networks [90] 

The schemes discussed are compared in terms of overall network lifetime in Figure 

2.4. As is shown, reconfiguration increases the lifetime of the network where master 

node functions of data fusion and controller communication are balanced within the 

network. The exemplary scheme is that which does not contain reconfiguration and, 

thus, has the lowest field life. Out of the next four schemes, reconfiguration based on 

geometric location provides the most favorable results. This is due to the fact that, 

by selecting the next master node by considering the proximity of candidates to the 

current master node, using the same intermediate relay nodes can be avoided. Thus, 

this balances the energy consumption due to routing and does not drain the same 

relay nodes excessively. 

The scheme that provides the best results is the cluster node based approach for 

dual functionality as the cluster node and the master node, to further balance the 

master node responsibilities around the network. As stated, this scheme does switch 

master node functions based on geometric location within the set of cluster nodes. 

However, while the rotating master node function between cluster heads does improve 
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the lifetime of the network, we cannot assume that it makes sense for all cluster nodes 

to be available for master node function. In our study, it is likely that one or more 

clusters are placed in a geographic location where fibre is not available; it would 

not make sense to set the mesh node that governs that cluster as the master node 

when mesh nodes that are more accessible to the processing center can be chosen. 

Thus, in our study, we only maintain a single master node (albeit with redundancy). 

However, we alleviate the concern of repeatedly using the same surrounding nodes 

in the network to route traffic to the master node by ensuring a high degree of 

connectivity in our mesh network. 

2.2.6 Preference Modeling and Utility Functions 

Preference modeling is used in microeconomic theory to evaluate a satisfaction gained 

by the consumption of goods and services. In network modeling, this satisfaction, or 

"utility", is commonly used to quantify the value of a resource, or combination of 

resources, to a node, which is typically modeled to act in its own self-interest, in a 

network. By placing these nodes in a market-based system, however, where goods are 

bought and sold, this inherent selfishness of nodes can be steered towards cooperative 

settings for the greater good of the network. Through the charging of prices for 

resource consumption, transmitters are encouraged to provide services while receivers 

do not hoard resources. This negotiation between transmitters and receivers is crucial 

for multi-hop systems where nodes have a choice between sending their own data or 
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forwarding traffic for a neighbor node towards the master node. Since a node cannot 

be assumed to make this choice for the network's benefit instead of its own, incentives 

must be provided for the node to cooperate. Thus, assigning prices in market-based 

systems is extremely important in encouraging cooperation between transmitters and 

receivers in resource allocation algorithms. 

One study that uses this approach [92] uses market-based systems for the design 

of a throughput allocation algorithm. In this paper, Wang and Li study market-

based interactions between pairs of nodes in service overlay networks that buy and 

sell units of throughput in file-sharing contexts. While [92] does not consider PHY 

layer resources, it is helpful in studying how transmitters and receivers, which act 

in their own self-interest, can be provided with incentives to share resources. This 

becomes a more interesting problem when studying the trade-off that relay nodes 

face, as stated, in either relaying traffic of another node or sending its own traffic 

instead. 

Utility Function for Resource Modeling 

The utility function is used in microeconomic theory to quantify the empirical benefit 

and empirical loss to a node of gaining or losing a unit of a resource [92]. In wireless 

systems, the empirical benefit can be used to represent the satisfaction gained by a 

node in transmitting at a higher throughput, for example. Empirical loss, on the 

other hand, can be used to model the reluctance of the same node to diminish its 

power resource (or correspondingly the node's preference not to diminish its resource), 
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knowing that the node has to give up some of its battery power to be able to transmit. 

As a result, this trade-off at each node defines the willingness of a node to participate 

in a transmission. By placing the proper prices on resource consumption and, as will 

be shown, this can be done through the assignment of scaling factors to the empirical 

benefit and loss functions, nodes within a network can be encouraged to cooperate. 

In the work by Wang and Li, the resource of interest is throughput. Each node's 

utility function specifies the revenue and cost, or correspondingly the value gained 

and lost, by selling and purchasing throughput resources within the market-based 

environment based on each node's service price p(t). Since each node in [92] operates 

as both a transmitter and receiver, each node's utility function reflects both roles. 

The utility of a node i at any time t can be calculated as, 

«.(*) = ejog ^1 + a{t) J + e2log ^1 - ^ j 

- £ PAWM+Mt) £ 6*w (2-2) 
jeu,(t) keDt(t) 

where node i is assumed to have both incoming and outgoing capacities of Ct, trans

mits to a set of nodes Dt(t) at rates bl
k(i), k 6 Dt(t), and charges price pt(t) per unit 

of throughput. Similarly, i receives throughput from a set of nodes Ut(t) at rates 

t^(t) and is charged price Pj(t), j G Ul(t). The two logarithms in (2.2) represent the 

empirical benefit of receiving flows and empirical loss of delivering flows for node i, 

respectively, while the last two terms represent the revenue and cost of buying and 

selling throughput, respectively, to node i at time t. 
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The empirical benefit e\log I 1 H 3€c!(t) ' ) increases quickly from zero before 

it levels off, reflecting the intuition that the initial increase in receiving through

put is more important than further increases in consumption [92]. The empirical loss 

e-ilog (1 1 6 ° ' | ' | k— j , on the other hand, increases slowly from zero as the amount 

of its available throughput initially decreases, but the empirical loss increases sharply 

as its available bandwidth resource decreases towards zero. This accurately reflects 

the behavior of a selfish node in accepting the initial loss of its resource, but indicat

ing an increasing reluctance to cooperate as its resource becomes more constrained 

[92]. The logarithmic function is ideal for modeling these preferences in optimization 

algorithms since they are monotonically increasing and strictly concave, making them 

quite useful when utilizing preference modeling strategies [92]. The coefficients ei and 

e2 in (2.2) are positive weighting factors to scale the benefit earned and loss incurred 

in the overall utility. 

Throughput Optimization for Resource Allocation 

In a link negotiation between a prospective transmitter and receiver, it is the goal 

of the receiver in [92] to negotiate throughput with a set of candidate transmitters 

to maximize its utility function. Given that the application considered in [92] is file 

sharing, these transmitters are selected as those that have the file that the receiver 

is interested in downloading. The receiver queries the set of these transmitters Jj(£) 

and determines the range of throughputs (rJ
min, r^^, j € Ji(t), that keeps its utility 

positive. This is required because it is possible that certain throughputs lead to a 
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negative utility, especially at low service prices [92]. Upon determining the ranges 

(r™7n rmax) f°r a u candidate transmitters, the receiver forms the bounds of its ob

jective function {b3
mm, b^^), which it is going to maximize for each transmitter to 

find the candidate that offers the receiver its best trade-off of throughput rf D to cost 

Pj(t). The objective function bounds {b3
mm,blnax) are calculated as, 

V =r> 
^min mm 

Knax = min{Bl(t),r
J
max} (2.3) 

where Bt(t) represents the receiver's residual incoming capacity based on the amount 

of throughput the receiver is already receiving at time slot t [92]. Upon finding 

its bounds {b3
mm, b3

max) for each candidate transmitter j , the receiver maximizes its 

receiver utility function in (2.4) subject to these bounds to determine which candidate 

can give it the best rate r\D [92]. 

KD = ar9 maXb,(t) erfog I 1 + C (t) J ~ P&K® 

s.t. C < ^ W < ^ a , (2-4) 

Upon determining which transmitter gives the receiver the best rate rlD, the 

receiver informs the selected transmitter j € J%(t) of its desire to begin the download, 

upon which j will update its own residual throughput B3 (t) based on the throughput 

selection rlD. 
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Preference modeling allows us to perform a resource negotiation between nodes in 

wireless networks that have different preferences, resource availabilities and operate 

under standard requirements of different wireless technologies. In this fashion, we 

can provide incentives for these transmitters and receivers to cooperate, not hoard 

resources and, most importantly, not waste already constrained sensor resources such 

as power by setting our prices appropriately to prevent excessive consumption. 

2.3 P H Y Layer Resources and FDMA Capacity 

As we are using the FDMA capacity to allocate UWB, 802.16-2004 Worldwide Inter

operability for Microwave Access (WiMax) and Zigbee transmissions over different 

channels over the spectrum band, it is important to review the achievable FDMA 

capacity via the Shannon capacity. This allows us to relate the PHY layer resources r 

on channel / to the achievable capacity and enable us to perform adaptive allocations 

of resources to transmissions in our heterogeneous WSN. 

The Shannon capacity for FDMA can be found in [93]. In the FDMA model, 

a transmitter n sends information to receivers in a broadcast fashion over a set of 

outgoing Gaussian channels F. The channels / € F for a given technology used in 

these transmissions are disjoint with bandwidths Wf > 0 and received signal powers 

Pf > 0. The receivers of these transmissions are subject to independent additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectral densities 07. The theoretical 

capacity c/ = 7(7") of an FDMA Gaussian channel is shown in (2.5) as a function of 
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the PHY layer resources r — (P/, Wf) and channel interference If, 

cf = 7(Pf, W» = Wflog2(l + ^ ^ ) (2-5) 

The classical Shannon capacity formula is concave and monotonically increasing [93]. 

These theoretical rates cannot be achieved entirely in practise. This is due to regula

tory limits and interference caused by the allocation of communication resources to 

other links in the network that reduce the achievable capacity [93]. 

2.4 Modeling Energy Efficiency 

The power consumption of the radio in embedded devices considers both the 

transceiver and start-up power consumption in utilizing the radio [2]. We may com

pare the power consumption between radios of multiple wireless technologies by cal

culating the energy efficiency of a technology, qt [94]. The energy efficiency, qt, is 

modeled as the energy consumption per payload bit processed by the radio of the 

embedded device and is defined as, 

Qt = Qtx + Qrx + - p (2.6) 

where I is the payload length of a packet used by a communication protocol and E^ 

is the energy required to decode a packet. The quantities qtx and qrx are the energy 

consumptions per payload bit of the radio in transmitting and receiving, respectively, 
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and are given by, 

fe = A 7 (2-7) 

and, 

(p (l+a+r) , p T \ 
X1 re R i rrstJ-rst I 

qrx = + : L (2.8) 

where Pte/re are the powers consumed in the transceiver circuitry of the radio, Ptst/rst 

are the start-up powers of the radio and Ttst/rst are the start-up times for transmit

ting/receiving [94]. Pa is the transmit power, and a and r are the header and trailer 

bit lengths of the packet [94]. The energy consumptions per payload bit for various 

technologies were provided in Tabic 1.2. 

The modeling of the energy efficiency of a radio enables us to determine the 

power consumption due to a transmission, in separating the portions of the power 

consumption due to transmitting and receiving. As the energy efficiency, qt, considers 

the power consumption in the radio, it should not be confused with the achievable 

Eb/N0 of the communication channel itself. 

2.4.1 Power Consumption due to a Transmission 

For modeling the power dissipation due to communication, we consider the transmit 

power P0 selected for a transmission, the transceiver load Pte/re due to transmitting 

at a certain rate R, and the duration of the transmission. By manipulating (2.7) and 
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(2.8), we can consider the full packet size m to determine the energy consumption 

per packet bit and yield, 

gtxl = {(Pte + Po)f + PtstTtst) 
m m 

and, 

Qrx'' \ reH ' *rst-Lrst) ,„ Q^ 

Having derived the energy consumptions per packet bit, the energy dissipation for 

a transmitter vx is, 

EVx,dlSs = f ~^— J ( -^-) =qtxln = (qtvJ n (2.10) 

as the product of power consumption and the duration of the transmission, and 

includes P0, Pte/re, Ptst/rst and Ttst/rst- In (2.10), ( represents the fraction of the 

energy consumption for a transmission allocated to a transmitter itself. For the 

receiver vy the energy dissipation due to a transmission can be calculated in a similar 

fashion as, 

EVytdlsa = I ^ — J ( — J = qrx I n = (1 - ()qtvJ n (2.11) 

The energy consumed by listening for a transmission, receiving and transitioning to 

receive mode may be similar to the energy consumed by transmitting [95]. As a result, 

we choose ( to split the energy drain evenly between EVxidiSS and EVy<dtss according 

to [95]. It is known that, in a transmission, the power consumed by a transmitter is 
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significantly larger than that of a receiver; however, considering the energy dissipated 

by a receiver in constantly listening on a channel prior to the transmission, the cost of 

listening may be the dominant factor in overall energy consumption [63]. In reality, 

the energy split between a transmitter and receiver considering the various transceiver 

states depends on the communication protocol and the transceiver design. These 

determine the split between the transmitter and receiver energy consumption for a 

transmission. Upon determining EVx,dlss and EVy^ss, the energy drain is deducted 

from the remaining energy capacities of the transmitter and receiver to update the 

state of the network. 

2.5 Critique of Literature 

The next-generation of WSNs will play a significant role in the future of maintenance 

and control applications. A review of previous research on the state-of-the-art in 

WSNs shows several assumptions and design choices that are not suitable to such an 

architecture. For example, many of the studies presented either do not perform joint 

throughput and energy optimization, do not model these two optimization factors in 

terms of physical resources that affect both throughput and energy capacity, or do 

not perform cross-layer design of the PHY, MAC and routing layers. As a result, they 

are missing a major piece in the cross-layer optimization of application-centric WSNs. 

Other studies do not consider communication protocol design in modeling the energy 

consumption due to routing. Protocol design is important given the use of multiple 
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technologies in our network. Meanwhile, those that use clustering algorithms and 

decentralized optimization assume that sensors have the sophistication to manage 

and optimize subsections of the sensor field, which may not be realistic. A network 

only composed of sensors is also not suitable for large multi-hop networks given the 

short range characteristics of sensor communication protocols; the depletion of energy 

resources due to multi-hop transmissions would be significant. 

As a result, we propose the distributed WSN architecture that uses a mesh network 

as an enabling technology. The mesh network expands the reach of the network and 

performs optimization with greater resources on behalf of subordinate sensors. Our 

aim is to design cross-layer optimization protocols for distributed WSNs that directly 

tie physical resource consumption to achievable throughput and the corresponding 

energy consumption. In this fashion, we are able to achieve significant throughput 

performance, while maintaining reasonable network lifetimes. Also, by using cluster-

heads to perform optimization, sensors can focus on sensing and data transmission, 

enabling us to allocate sensor energy to improve transmission capacity. 

2.6 Summary 

This section provided the necessary background for developing our distributed WSN 

problem. This included: the performance limits of WSNs; the state-of-the-art in 

throughput and energy optimization, cross-layer optimization and network planning 
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of these networks; the relationship between the FDMA capacity and PHY layer pa

rameters; preference modeling for resource allocation algorithms using utility func

tions; and, the definition of the energy efficiency of a communication protocol. The 

next chapter will provide our problem formulation and the wireless models used in 

this study. 



Chapter 3 

Problem Formulation 

3.1 Introduction 

This research explores throughput and energy optimization in distributed and 

application-centric WSNs. The goal of our study is to achieve significant through

put performance, while performing energy conservation such that our network meets 

a desired network lifetime. We aim to derive a solution that is independent of the 

selection of any particular communication protocol. 

To perform this study, we design a distributed system that uses two sensor clusters, 

one based on 802.15.3 UWB and the other using 802.15.4 Zigbee technology. These 

communication protocols are used to test our cross-layer optimization policy. These 

clusters are connected using an 802.16-2004 WiMax mesh network that acts as a 

high capacity backbone in transferring gathered data from sensors to a master node. 

WiMax communication, as opposed to WiFi, is preferred to reduce the density of 

the mesh network and the number of mesh nodes to provide adequate coverage in 

68 
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the network. WiFi may be used as a substitute but requires a denser mesh network 

with a larger number of nodes to compensate for the reduction in transmission range 

than is provided by WiMax. With state-of-the-art technologies, among others that 

will emerge in the future, our solution is applicable to any network seeking joint 

throughput and energy optimization in application-centric WSNs. 

In this dissertation, a cross-layer optimization policy is designed for application-

centric WSNs to assign paths, operating channels and transmit power to FDMA 

allocations. We use these resources to identify the optimal multi-hop path for a source 

sensor in routing sensory data to the master node based on cross-layer considerations. 

The optimal path is that which has the highest trade-off between throughput benefits 

and energy costs across multiple transmission channels. 

We place our receivers and transmitters in a system that mimics the market used 

in [92]. However, in our study, nodes are not placed in a market-based environment 

where transmitters charge prices for the consumption of resources, but rather assign 

costs to utilize their links in the chosen multi-hop path subject to their residual energy 

levels. By charging appropriate prices as link costs that are a function of resource 

availability, we can force receivers to consider the limited resources of transmitters 

in the network on a hop-by-hop basis; in this manner, our solution avoid paths with 

links that have lower resource availabilities. This is similar to the effect of charging 

prices in [92] to force nodes, which generally hoard resources, to cooperate. 

The basis of the interaction between a transmitter and receiver is the negotiation 

of resources for the optimal channel and power allocation for a single hop. This is 
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calculated at the cluster-head in a centralized fashion to evaluate the suitability of 

the link in question for a candidate multi-hop path. By exploiting the relationship of 

bandwidth, signal power and operating frequency to the FDMA capacity, we design 

a robust and intelligent spectrum assignment for this multi-hop path. Transmitters 

and receivers negotiate to tune the operating frequency to more spectrum friendly 

channels to avoid interference. In addition, transmit power is selected based on the 

current state of interference in the network. Throughput is also be optimized by 

considering the power drain the data rate would cause based on the communication 

protocol being used. 

This chapter will provide a thorough formulation of our cross-layer optimization 

problem, our formal problem definition and the assumptions made in conducting our 

research. We will also derive the objective function used in selecting the optimal 

multi-hop path, operating frequency and signal power in the cross-layer optimization 

policy. Our model to implement energy consumption and the wireless system models 

used in our study for UWB, Zigbee and WiMax will also be presented. 

3.2 Network Architecture 

Our multi-tier network architecture is presented in Figure 3.1. Mesh nodes are or

ganized in a hexagonal topology for maximum connectivity. These mesh nodes are 

placed at the center of their clusters around which UWB and Zigbee sensors are 

positioned randomly. 
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Figure 3.1: The Distributed WSN Architecture 

While we would ideally like to maintain a hexagonal topology of mesh nodes in 

practice, this may not always be achievable. The organization of mesh nodes depends 

highly on the sensory locations of interest. For example, if sensor clusters are deployed 

to monitor the infrastructure of one or more bridges or buildings, or the military is 

interested m monitoring specific high security areas, it may not always be possible to 

deploy a mesh node m an ideal location. Thus, the mesh topology depends strictly 

on the locations at which these sensor clusters need to be placed. Thus, we present 

the topology in Figure 3.1 as the default mesh topology to study the throughput and 

energy problem. It is important to note that, in networks for which a hexagonal mesh 

topology is not possible, network planners should be aware of potential single points 

of failure. In these cases, load balancing or redundancy should be explored to ensure 

that mesh nodes are not overburdened with routing responsibility 
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3.3 Problem Definition 

Define our multi-tier sensor network N — (G(Cj(K, Mt), Ei),S) that is composed of a 

set of sensor nodes Vt and mesh nodes M%. These sensor and mesh nodes are organized 

into clusters Ci(Vu Mt) and connected in a two-level network via directed link set Ei. 

The nodes are connected according to a topology G{Ci{Vr, M,), Ei) that is presented 

in space S in Figure 3.1. We make the following additional definitions: 

• the set of all nodes in the network, Z — VZU Mt; 

• the set of technologies available to each node in the network, T = {tVx |Vvx € Z}; 

• the number of sub-networks (sensor clusters and mesh network) in the dis

tributed WSN, SN; 

• the expected number of neighbors of a sensor node in a cluster, E[NS]; 

• the expected number of neighbors of a mesh node in the mesh network, E[Nm]; 

• the set of residual energies of all nodes in network, Eavmi = {evJ\/vx € Z}; 

• the set of initial energies of all nodes in network, Emit = {EVx\\/vx G Z}; 

• the set of channels available to all nodes of a given sub-network, FsN — 

{ / t J V ^ G T } ; 

• the energy efficiencies of various communication protocols, Q — {qtvx |Vi„x G T}; 

• the master node, v3 G Mt; 
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• a cluster-head node, vm 6 Mt; 

• the maximum number of hops in a path, K' = 4; 

• the path between any sensor v% and master node v3 through cluster-head vm, 

pathVttV — {uj, ...,vm, ...,Vj}, where the number of nodes along a simple path 

between vx and v3 can be computed as, K — n(pathVitVj) < [K' + 1); and, 

• the (K' + 1) x W x \VtI matrix, X, of all the paths from all sensor nodes in the 

network to the master node, where W is the maximum number of paths over 

all nodes. \Vt\ is the cardinality of the sensor node set. 

Communication protocols have varying dependencies on multi-hop routing given 

their variations in acceptable transmit powers and maximum transmission ranges. 

As such, they will likely have different path lengths. However, energy consumption 

characteristics between a transmitter and receiver suggest that it is better for the 

network to reduce the number of hops in a path at the expense of using a higher 

transmit power [2]. As a result, we have set a limit of K' = 4 as the maximum 

number of hops along a path to restrict the number of nodes used to route traffic. 

Based on our network topology, there must be at least one-hop in both the sensor and 

mesh networks given our two-part path; as a result, our selection of K' leaves sufficient 

hops for a sensor to route traffic to the cluster-head given the density of our sensor 

network. Reducing it further may adversely affect routing in the UWB cluster, for 

which the transmission range is only 10 meters. We shall derive the expected number 

of simple paths, .E'fW], from a single source sensor to the master node in Chapter 4. 
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3.4 Optimization Parameters of Interest 

The cross-layer optimization policy designed in this work focuses on functions at three 

layers: routing, or path selection, at the network layer; channel selection at the link 

layer; and, transmit power allocation at the PHY layer: 

• Transmit power and throughput: To compute the optimized link suitabil

ity, it is necessary to find the optimal trade-off between throughput and the 

corresponding energy consumption in terms of the PHY layer resource of trans

mit power. We do so by modeling the preferences of nodes with utility functions 

both in terms of the achievable throughput benefit and the desire of the node to 

incur a higher power cost. We also model the transceiver power consumption. 

To ensure a valid transmit power allocation, we restrict the range of optimiza

tion with resource constraints. The selection of transmit power and throughput 

for a single channel leads to the optimized link suitability; 

• Channel selection: At the link layer, we consider the optimal channel al

location for a link in a candidate path based on a preference ranking of link 

utilities from the PHY layer over all channels. With frequency-agile wireless 

sensors, it is possible to select optimal frequencies at each hop based on the 

current interference across the spectrum band. By allowing the receiver in a 

resource negotiation to rank its most preferred channels (in order of highest to 

lowest link utility), our policy finds the links with the highest overall preference 

ranking for the channel allocation; and, 
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• Path selection: At the network layer, we are interested in finding the path 

with the largest trade-off of throughput to energy consumption in routing traffic 

to the master node. The paths under consideration are simple, in that they do 

not contain multiple instances of a single node and, thus, routing loops. A path 

also exists in two parts, within the source sensor's own cluster and in the mesh 

network. The selection of the optimal path is a three-step cross-layer process: 

enumerating over all candidate paths with a maximum of K' hops between the 

source sensor and the master node; optimizing the link utilities at the PHY layer 

and the channel assignment at the link layer for each hop along the candidate 

paths; and, selecting the candidate path that has the maximum average profit 

across all links. This average represents the suitability of using a candidate 

path in the routing process. 

This chapter will discuss the optimization of link utilities and our objective func

tion. Further details regarding the cross-layer design and the functions of individual 

layers such as channel scheduling are the focus of Chapter 4. 

3.5 Assumptions 

To perform this study, we make the following assumptions in the design of a cross-

layer optimization policy for distributed WSNs using overlay mesh networks: 

1. All clusters perform periodic data delivery according to a Poisson process with 

exponentially distributed inter-arrival times of events with parameter A; 
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2. Sensor nodes are frequency-agile and can tune their frequencies to select differ

ent operating channels. Many papers have studied frequency-agile WSNs from 

the perspective of bandwidth allocation including [36] [96]; 

3. Mesh nodes in next-generation WSNs use software radio to communicate with 

both sensor nodes and mesh nodes over heterogeneous wireless technologies. 

Software radio is required to tune operating parameters from one technology to 

another. This is a necessary assumption because bridges between sensors and 

mesh technologies are currently only available in the market for Zigbee. While 

software radio for UWB remains unavailable, this study may use Zigbee bridges 

to deploy distributed WSNs of Zigbee sensor clusters, although for a limited set 

of applications. Note that the energy required to convert transmissions from one 

set of technological parameters to another is not yet considered in our study; 

4. Each cluster-head is equipped with two wireless NIC cards: one to communicate 

with sensors in the cluster, and the other to communicate with its mesh peers, 

over different communication protocols. This is the necessary assumption for 

software radio to ensure that the mesh node may communicate with both sensors 

and mesh devices, and does not interfere with the formation of the network; 

5. All nodes within a cluster use omni-directional antennas with equal gains; 

6. Neither sensor nodes nor mesh nodes are wired to power sources. This allows 

us to explore a general architecture and expands the number of environments 
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in which, and applications for which, the system can be deployed. In reality, 

certain mesh nodes may be connected to power sources if the locations in which 

the mesh nodes are deployed have power sources readily available. Following 

the approach presented in this thesis, these mesh nodes with unlimited power 

availabilities would be favored in the routing process over mesh nodes with 

limited power resources; 

7. Mesh nodes are placed in a hexagonal topology for topology optimality and 

maximum network coverage [97] [98]. In practice, a hexagonal topology may 

not be practical and mesh nodes will be placed at sensory locations of inter

est. However, we use the hexagonal topology here to design a general two-tier 

architecture; 

8. Sensor nodes are aware of their positions and are equipped with Global Posi

tioning System (GPS). This assumption allows us to focus on the throughput 

and energy optimization problem. The sensor localization problem will be con

sidered in future work; 

9. The master node is a mesh node and the sink in the network. The master node 

may be placed at a processing center or at a desirable location with which to 

communicate with the processing center; 

10. Each sensor node follows a M/M/3/3 queueing model with three operating 

channels and no queue. This assumption is made to limit the competition 
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between all nodes to only three channels to leave sufficient capacity available to 

carry relay traffic. Single channels are not used end-to-end for a path and each 

hop chooses a different operating channel; 

11. Sensor nodes in both of our clusters perform sensing functions with the same 

frequency and have equal power drain due to these sensing functions; and, 

12. The cluster-head has real-time channel state information, which can be assumed 

because our sensor nodes are fixed, allowing us to assume a slow fading model. 

In the slow fading model, the coherence time of a channel is greater than the 

symbol time (CT < Cs)- This ensures that the channel remains constant long 

enough to allow feedback of new channel conditions to the cluster-head for the 

optimization process. 

3.6 Link Utility Function 

Define the communication resources 77 associated with a wireless channel f £ F, 

where F is the channel set of a given communication protocol. The capacity of a 

channel c/ is dependent on a number of factors including 77, but in this study we 

focus on the case where c/ = (j>(rf) only. The transmission rate RVx,vyj < c/ is defined 

as a fraction of the FDMA Shannon capacity for rj = (Pyxj) as, 

^.•i=*^)^°^^:C?0 (3i) 
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where our resource of interest 77 = (P*x f) is the selected power at transmitter vx 

in sending data to receiver vy on wireless channel / , \HVxtVyj\
2 is the channel gain 

between vx and vy, NVyj is the Gaussian noise power on the channel from the per

spective of the receiver vy, and IVyj is the interference of vy on channel / . As we form 

our link utility function, it shall evaluate the allocation of our resources 77 = {P^xj) 

for link vx — vy in terms of the achievable transmission rate RVx,vy,f and the power 

cost associated with transmitting at rate Rvx,vy,f over the link. 

The Shannon capacity may be used to model the maximum error-free information 

data rate that is achievable for a given communication protocol on a transmission link 

[99]. As such, the use of the Shannon capacity enables us to remove the dependency 

of our cross-layer optimization policy on any single communication technology. It 

also allows us to perform adaptive resource allocations based on the real-time state 

of the network by relating the data rate to PHY layer parameters. In our study, 77 = 

(Pyxj) only because we consider that all channels have equal bandwidths Wf. Since 

the Shannon capacity is theoretical, we limit the Shannon capacity with additional 

regulatory limits. 

Our link utility function LVx,Vyj{RVx%Vyj, t) is the basis of the resource negotiation 

between a prospective transmitter and receiver in the network. It quantifies the link 

suitability and is shown below, 

LV.»AR*.V.J> t) = * kgio (1 + f ^ y ) - *m q t J ^ J + v (3-2) 
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Figure 3.2: Example of a Link Utility Function LVxtVyj(RVxtVyj,t) 

The link utility is formed from the receiver's perspective as the difference between 

a benefit function and a cost function to determine the overall profit gained by using 

a link. Figure 3.2 shows a sample plot of the link utility function LVx<Vyj(RVxtVyj,t), 

which is concave as a function of the data rate RVx,vyj-

The first term of LVx!Vyj(RVxtVyj,t) in (3.2) represents the rate benefit, i.e. the 

benefit gained as a function of the transmission rate RVx,Vy,f- The rate benefit is 

modeled by a logarithmic function which is monotonically increasing and follows 

the law of diminishing returns. As a result, an initial increase in RVx,vy,f is more 

important to a node than further increases in RVx,vyj, as the node approaches the 

incoming capacity of the channel, CVyj(t). The benefit function that comprises the 

link utility in Figure 3.2 is shown separately in Figure 3.3(a). The appearance of the 

benefit function will be discussed shortly. 
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Figure 3.3: Examples of Benefit and Cost Functions to Form Link Utility 

The cost function is shown in the second term of (3.2). The cost function models 

the linear power cost of utilizing a link in the optimal path. The power cost is a func

tion of the achievable transmission rate Ryx,vyj and the energy efficiency (including 

transceiver power consumption) of the technology used for the communication link, 

QtVx € Q, as defined in Chapter 2. By multiplying the energy consumption per pay-

load bit, qtvx (in joules/bit), by the ratio of l/m, we retrieve the energy efficiency of 
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the technology in considering the full packet size including overhead bits. The power 

consumption in sending a packet over the prospective link (in watts) is found by mul

tiplying the energy consumption per packet bit (in joules/bit) by the transmission 

rate RVx,vyj (in bits/sec). The result is the amount of energy over time, or power, 

used in transmitting a packet over the link. This power cost is further scaled by a 

function tp(E) of the transmitter and receiver's residual energy E. The power cost 

function that contributes to the link utility LVx<Vyj in Figure 3.2 is also shown sepa

rately in Figure 3.3(b). The formation of the cost function is critical to our study - it 

ensures that the power cost incurred by utilizing a link is a function of the achievable 

transmission rate RVx,vyj- By using this approach to model out power cost, we ensure 

that optimizing the link suitability yields the optimal trade-off between throughput 

and energy consumption in allocating PHY layer resources to a transmission. 

In the derivation of the power cost, we consider the residual energies of the trans

mitter vx and receiver vy in the formation of ip{E). E is maximum of the inverse 

residual energy of the transmitter vx and receiver vy based on real-time energies as 

proposed by Chang and Tassiulas in [76], 

(EVx{t) EVy(t)\ E = max —, —y—— (3.3) 

By including the residual energy of the transmitter and receiver in the link suit

ability, if the residual energy of either the transmitter or receiver is low, the cost of 

utilizing a link in the path is high, thereby decreasing the profit gained by utilizing 
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the path. Similarly, if the residual energies of the transmitter and receiver are high, 

the cost of utilizing the link is low; this has the effect of increasing the profit. As 

a result, we can avoid relay nodes with lower residual energies in the optimization 

process. 

The need for tp{E) arises from the fact that the range of available transmit power 

is extremely small, on the order of microwatts to milliwatts. As a result, the algorithm 

is sensitive to small changes in cost. Consider a situation where a node has half of its 

battery power remaining; while it should be able to operate normally, simply using E 

in the power cost, given our example, essentially doubles our link cost. Thus, in the 

absence of a function like ip(E), the algorithm may force the selection of zero transmit 

power. The effect is worse at larger R, due to a significantly higher link cost. As a 

result, tp(E) flattens out the power cost as a function of the residual energy E to 

ensure that the algorithm operates successfully within a very small optimality range. 

The function ip(x) is of the form, 

ip{x) =/31n(x)+7 (3.4) 

for a UWB and WiMax transmission, and of the form, 

V>(x) = fix2 + 5x + 7 (3.5) 

for a Zigbee transmission. 
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The differences in the form of i/)(x) are due to the data rates of the respective 

technologies. Since the data rates for UWB and WiMax are large, they require 

smaller multiplicative factors in the form of return values for ip(x) to change the 

power cost to ensure operation within the allowable power range. Zigbee, on the 

other hand, with a data rate of 250 kbps requires a much larger variation. Thus, a 

logarithmic function with slight increases in cost is suitable for UWB and WiMax, 

while a polynomial function with a larger variation in output is required for Zigbee. 

While it may not seem that the benefit function in Figure 3.3(a) exhibits signifi

cant diminishing returns, when combined with the power cost function, the result is 

significant in affecting the optimal link utility L* j . If we refer back to Figure 3.2, 

which is formed from the benefit and cost functions from Figure 3.3, we observe that 

the optimal link utility occurs at approximately R$xtV j — 300 Mbps, only roughly 

60% of the link capacity of 500 Mbps. This result points to the sensitivity of the 

algorithm and the need to pay careful attention to the selection of the optimization 

parameters in the system design process. These parameters weigh heavily in the se

lection of R*Vx>v j and several test runs should be performed in order to tweak the 

optimization parameters as necessary prior to implementation. 

The optimization parameters a, (5, 7, and 5 are scaling parameters for the empir

ical benefit and power cost. The parameter a scales the empirical benefit to provide 

a greater weight to the utility gained by achieving a higher transmission rate. On 

the other hand, the three scaling factors, /3, 7 and 8 are parameters in i>(x) required 

to scale the cost function to operate within the limits of the optimality range. Due 
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to the sensitivity of the algorithm, a, [3, 7, and 5 must be carefully selected. These 

parameters may also be used to shift the link utilities to varying degrees, depending 

on if vx and vy are in a sensor cluster or in the mesh network. By shifting the link 

utility function such that the link utilities achieved in the mesh network are higher 

than those in the sensor cluster, we encourage our algorithm to favor paths with more 

number of hops in the mesh network. This enables us to reduce the number of sensors 

used for routing and conserve limited sensor energies. 

The link cost is updated in real-time based on the current residual energies of the 

transmitter vx and receiver vy of the hop, and the updated value for t^{E). As will be 

discussed in Chapter 5, sensors will provide feedback of their residual energies through 

the transmission of periodic hello messages to inform the cluster-head of its sensor 

state. With the arrival of the hello message at the cluster-head, the cluster-head will 

update the sensor's residual energy with the most recent measurement. During this 

time, to ensure that a prolonged duration since the last received measurement does not 

have an adverse effect on the optimization process, the cluster-head will extrapolate 

the residual energies of both vx and vy; this occurs based on the elapsed time since 

the last received measurement and the current rate of energy dissipation of the node. 

In this manner, the cluster-head will have projected residual energies of vx and vy 

with negligible effect on the result of the optimization algorithm. Furthermore, the 

link costs will be updated in real-time as if the measurements were taken whenever 

the cost of a link changes. 
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3.7 Objective Function 

The profit function, £/" (t), calculates the suitability of candidate path pathVitVj — 

{vz, ...,vm, •••JVJ} to route a message from a source sensor vl to the master node v3 

through cluster-head vm. The profit function shown in (3.6) is our objective function 

where the goal is to find the candidate path with the maximum profit, U£*v (t). The 

profit gained by using a candidate path is calculated as the average of the optimized 

link utilities, L*, across each hop vx — vy, vx, vy € pathVltV . 

" g K-\ 

x=l v=g+l 

s.t. (1) Pv*,f* • Pvx+1,fx = 0 , VvX!vx+i €pathVtlVl 

(2) PVy,fy -Pvy + ufy = 0 > ^y,Vy+1 G pathVt>Vj 

(3) Pv*,U,Pvy,fy >max(PMIRS,PsNR,Pmin), Vvx,vy epathVitVj 

(4) Pvx,fx,Pvy,fy <min(Ptech,Pcap,Pmax), Vvx,Vy £ pathVt,V] 

(5) K' < 4. (3.6) 

Uvx,v (*) ls formed of two summations that separate the optimization of the sensor 

cluster and mesh network portions of a path. The first summation represents the 

sum of link utilities as computed via the optimized link utility function L* across all 

nodes along a candidate path inside the cluster only; g represents the number of hops 

along the path within the cluster before reaching cluster-head vm and is computed 

a s 9 — find(pathVitV == vm) — 1. The second summation represents the sum of link 

utilities for a candidate path across the mesh network. Recall that there are two parts 

to each path, one within the sensor cluster and the other within the mesh network. 

Uv„vJ(t)=max -^—-
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We divide the utility sum by the hop count of the path to calculate the average 

link utility in the path. By doing so, we are able to more closely analyze the difference 

between a A>hop path and (k+)-hop path in choosing the optimal route. If we were 

to use total, rather than average, link utility, the algorithm would favor the (k+)-hop 

path, as the summation of more link utilities would likely lead to a higher £/" v . In 

a power-constrained network, this over-utilizes already limited resources. Thus, by 

evaluating the average link utility, we are reducing latency and conserving power. 

Also, by finding the average link utility and limiting K to a few hops, extreme link 

utilities (both high and low) are far more reflected in the average, and links with low 

utilities can be more easily identified and avoided. 

If a path with more hops has the greatest average link utility U%*v , this path 

will be chosen since it has the greatest trade-off of throughput performance to energy 

consumption across the entire path. As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is possible that 

a hand-off by a source sensor to a nearby node that uses a slightly longer path may 

traverse nodes with higher residual energies and be better for the network. 

3.7.1 Optimized Link Utility 

Our optimized link utility, L*V:cV J{T*VXV J, t) for any hop vx — vy, vx, vy E pathVt:V], is 

a function of our optimized transmission rate r*x v^ f that is calculated from, 

r*v*,vy,f = ar9maxK 
alog 10 1 + 

7?* 

cVy(t) 
-ME) 

qtJR VX,VyJ 

m 
+ V (3.7) 
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where r*x v * is dependent on the energy efficiency of the communication technology, 

qtvx. Thus, the power cost includes the power drain as both a transmitter and receiver 

for transmitting one packet. The optimized link utility itself can be calculated as, 

J w ^ u . / . *) = <**"> ( * + 1 ^ ) ) - ̂  qtJ2x,vvJ+" (3-8) 

In the calculation of our optimized link utility L*VxV j , (3.8) considers the em

pirical benefit of the receiver that would be gained by receiving throughput r*VxV j 

on channel / as a fraction of the receiver's incoming capacity CVyj(t). The work 

in [92] also considers the already incoming throughput to the receiver J2VJ> ft (*) m 

their optimization in (2.4). However, since we are computing L* on a channel by 

channel basis and a node cannot receive multiple transmissions on the same channel, 

the incoming throughput on any available channel to a node is zero. In addition, 

since the cluster-head performs the resource allocation in a centralized fashion for all 

of its subordinate sensors, the cluster-head is able to ensure that per-channel capac

ity is not exceeded based on the assigned transmit powers of active transmissions. 

This means that flow control mechanisms to manage total network capacity are not 

explicitly required because cluster-heads ensure that capacity is not exceeded on a 

per-channel basis. As a result, total network capacity is also not violated. 

Note that not all optimized hops and their corresponding L*VxV j values are utilized 

in the final path selection. All hops along each candidate simple path are optimized 

over all available channels and all prospective links. The optimal path is the path with 
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the greatest profit value, which represents the greatest trade-off between throughput 

performance and energy consumption. This path will be selected for the transmission 

from sensor node Vi to the master node Vj based on the current state of the network. 

In the event that, after evaluating a number of candidate paths, a path cannot be 

resolved, the transmission request is rejected. 

3.7.2 Constraints 

The constraints on the optimization as presented in (3.6) provide the boundaries for 

the selection of optimal resource parameters for both sensor and mesh nodes. The 

first constraint, PVxjx • PVx+1jx = 0,Vvx,vx+i € pathVltV], provides a power allocation 

restriction that a cluster node vx+i in an end-to-end path cannot receive and transmit 

on the same channel fx, that is fx ^ fx+i- This restricts node vx and vx+x, which are 

successive nodes in a path, from allocating power on the same transmission channel. 

The second constraint, PVyjy • PVy+1jy — 0,Vvy,vy+i € pathVt!V3, is the corresponding 

power allocation restriction for the mesh network. 

The third constraint, PVxjx,Pvyjy > max(PMiRS,PsNR,Pmin),Vvx,Vy € pathVitVj, 

restricts the minimum power that the receiver can receive. PMIRS corresponds to the 

threshold input signal power at the receiver known as the minimum input receiver 

sensitivity (MIRS). The PSNR constraint is the required minimum power to reach the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold at the receiver. The third term, Pmi„, represents 

the lower bound on the transmit power that keeps LlxV j{r*VxtV j,t) positive. There 
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is a fourth factor that we ignore and that is the lower bound on the available capacity 

at the transmitter, which is zero and is thus ignored. 

The fourth constraint, PVxjx,Pvyjy < rnin(Ptech,Pcap,Pmax),^vx,Vy <E pathv^Vj, 

restricts the maximum power of the optimality range. Ptech corresponds to the max

imum allowable transmit power on a transmission channel for the technology being 

used. Pcap represents the power that corresponds to the available outgoing capacity on 

the channel at the transmitter and ensures that the channel capacity is not exceeded. 

While the lower bound on the outgoing capacity is zero in the previous constraint, 

the upper bound PCQp is not zero unless the full channel capacity is being used by the 

transmitter. Meanwhile, Pmax restricts the upper bound on transmit power as that 

which keeps L*Vx,vyj{Kx,vyj^) positive. 

It is interesting to note that, in our study, we do not model an explicit transmitter 

utility function. In [92], Wang and Li use the roots ( r^ i n , rJ
max) of the transmitter 

utility function to find the range of throughput that keeps the transmitter j ' s utility 

function positive. These roots are computed given the transmitter's service price that 

it is charging at the time; at high prices, the transmitter will make its entire capacity 

available as it gains more revenue by charging a higher price per unit of throughput, 

while at low prices, the transmitter may only make a small portion of its capacity 

available, if any. However, in our study, transmitters do not gain revenue by making 

themselves available in a multi-hop path as we only look at the power costs of using a 

link from the perspective of a candidate receiver. Thus, in our study, the transmitter 

is forced to make its full capacity available to a receiver, and P c a p corresponds to the 
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transmit power necessary to achieve the upper bound of this available capacity. The 

available capacity is denoted as C™jl, where C£™jl = CVxj - ^2VkeU (t) RVx,vk,f is 

the available capacity of node vx on channel / , CVxj is the total capacity of vx on 

that channel, UVxj(t) is the transmitter's set of outgoing nodes using channel / in 

time slot t, and RVx,vkj is the current transmission rate from vx to an outgoing node 

Vk of an active transmission. 

The final constraint limits the number of hops in a path to K' < 4. As mentioned, 

this limits the number of nodes whose power is dissipated in a single path. 

3.8 Radio Models for Wireless Technologies 

Our sensor and mesh nodes operate in the 2.4 - 11 GHz band based on the band of 

operation for the Zigbee cluster, UWB cluster and WiMax mesh network. Table 3.1 

summaries the band characteristics and other operating parameters for these three 

networks. For our antenna gains, each of our Zigbee and UWB nodes utilize a single 

Tx/Rx antenna with gains of 0 dBi and 3 dBi, respectively. Our WiMax mesh nodes 

have transmit and receive antenna gains of 13 dBi and 16 dBi, respectively. 

Table 3.1: Comparison of Operating Parameters for Zigbee, UWB and WiMax 
Nodes [22] [100] [101] [102] 

Standard 

Zigbee 

UWB 

WiMax 

Band of Operation 

2.4 - 2.5 GHz 

3.0-11 GHz 

5.25 - 5.725 GHz 

Channel 

Bandwidth 

5 MHz 

500 MHz 

10 MHz 

MIRS 

-85 dBm 

-85 dBm 

-83.2 dBm 

Minimum 

SNR 

-1.2 dB 

-1.59 dB 

9.8 dB 

Maximum EIRP 

OdBm 

-14.3 dBm 

24 dBm 
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The maximum Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) presented in the table is 

the maximum power that can be put on the transmission channel, and thus includes 

the transmit antenna gain. As a result, in terms of our constraints, Ptech (dBm) 

= Maximum EIRP (dBm) - Gt (dBi) is the maximum transmit power that can be 

allocated to a channel prior to applying the antenna gain. The constraints PSNR and 

PMIRS are computed directly from the operating parameters provided in the table. 

3.8.1 Path Loss 

The next consideration is the path loss where we consider indoor environments for 

our Zigbee and UWB clusters with LOS conditions, while we consider long-haul and 

NLOS conditions for our WiMax mesh nodes that transmit over longer distances. We 

use the Friis equation to compute the path loss, 

PL = 32.45 + 20log10(f) (MHz) + 10nlog10(d) (km) (3.9) 

where n specifies the path loss exponent for the environment. We utilize n — 1.8 

for our UWB cluster due to the proximity of nodes to one another and n = 2.0 for 

our Zigbee cluster. We use n=2.2 for our long-haul WiMax mesh network. If the 

distributed WSN is used for outdoor sensory applications, this will affect the path 

loss model and may require a denser network with shorter distances between nodes 

to compensate. During the setup of each network, the network will also be separately 

calibrated to determine the right values for the optimization parameters a, j3, 7, 5 
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and rj for our objective function based on factors such as the path loss models selected 

and per-hop throughput, among others This ensures successful operation and will 

be covered further in Chapter 5 

A sample link budget analysis for all three technologies is presented m Table B 1 

in Appendix B The Rx Sensitivity (also denoted as MIRS) is computed in (3 10) 

using the UWB parameters from Table B 1 as an example 

Rx Sensitivity = RF Noise Floor + lOlogio(BW) + Rx Noise Figure 
+ Required EJ/NQ + Implementation Loss 

- 174 dBm/Hz + 10logw(500 MHz) + 0 60 
- 1 59 + 3 0 

- 85 dBm (3 10) 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter discussed the formulation of our throughput and problem for application-

centric WSNs In doing so, two contributions of this thesis were presented Firstly, a 

microeconomic solution to define the link suitability was derived in terms the achiev

able throughput and associated power cost This was performed in terms of the 

consumption of PHY layer resources and transceiver power consumption The link 

suitability presents a clear picture of the impact of PHY layer resources on throughput 

and energy capacity By using the link suitability, we are able to identify transmission 

channels with the highest trade-off between throughput and energy consumption such 

that we can allocate resources efficiently in application-centric WSNs 
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Secondly, our cross-layer optimization policy was presented that jointly considers 

functions at the PHY, link and routing layers. The goal is to identify the optimal 

routing path with the highest trade-off between throughput benefits and energy costs 

across multiple transmission channels. We arc the first, to the best of our knowl

edge, to design a cross-layer optimization protocol for application-centric WSNs with 

the goal of maximizing the trade-off between throughput performance and energy 

consumption as a function of common physical resources for resource allocation. We 

have submitted our findings, and the formulation of our link suitability and cross-layer 

optimization policy, for publication in a technical article in [103]. 

This chapter also provided our formal problem definition, the underlying assump

tions for our study, and the radio models that form the basis of our wireless communi

cation. The next chapter will present our cross-layer design and explain the functions 

at each layer. This will include a discussion of the channel scheduling algorithm that 

is a function specific to the link layer. 



Chapter 4 

Cross-Layer Design 

4.1 Introduction 

The cross-layer optimization policy for application-centric WSNs is designed to jointly 

satisfy the requirements of application performance and energy efficiency in next-

generation networks. Our cross-layer design focuses on functions at three layers: 

the PHY, link and network layers. At the PHY layer, we aim to maximize the 

usage of PHY layer resources in considering both the benefits and costs of resource 

consumption in terms of throughput and energy dissipation, respectively. To do so, 

our cross-layer optimization policy maximizes the link utility function of the receiver 

in a negotiation for the optimal transmit power and transmission rate for a hop along a 

candidate path. At the link layer, we aim to optimize the channel selection by looking 

at interference levels and preferred operating channels of prospective receivers. As 

a result, we aim to find the optimal channel assignment for nodes along the path 

to efficiently use available capacity. Finally, at the network layer, our goal is to 

95 
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determine the candidate path with the greatest suitability, or profit, over all hops 

considering our optimization constraints. In addition, the network layer aims to favor 

routing through the mesh network. By performing this cross-layer optimization, we 

can design next-generation WSNs that are application-centric yet power aware. 

This chapter presents our cross-layer design and discusses the functions of the 

PHY, link and network layers and their contributions to solving the throughput prob

lem. From this point onwards, we will use M — \Mt\ and V — \Vt\ to represent the 

cardinalities of the mesh and sensor node sets, respectively, to simplify equations. 

4.2 Protocol Stack Design 

The design of a cross-layer optimization algorithm requires efficient communication 

between protocol stack layers such as the PHY, link, network and application layers. 

Our protocol stack design follows the direct signaling method between non-adjacent 

layers presented in [32]. The direct signaling method reduces latency in the communi

cation between multiple layers and is crucial in the design of cross-layer optimization 

algorithms. The direct signaling scheme for our protocol stack model is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1 and presents the cross-layer considerations used in this thesis. 

The goal of direct signaling is to exchange information between important protocol 

layers such that required information to perform cross-layer optimization is retrieved, 

and allocation decisions are sent, with minimal delay. For example, the cluster-

head's PHY layer will inform the application layer of the sensor and mesh node 
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Figure 4.1: Protocol Stack Model for Application-Centric WSNs 

state information which includes energy rating information, surrounding interference 

and more. State information and coordination protocols to provide feedback to the 

cluster-head are covered in Chapter 5. The link layer and network layer will also 

inform the application layer of the channel conditions and available path information, 

respectively. Furthermore, upon executing the cross-layer optimization policy, the 

application layer will inform the PHY layer of the necessary resource allocations and 

the link layer of the next-hop information. These interactions require minimal delay 

in traversing the protocol stack for optimized and timely responses. 

For any two non-adjacent layers, lx and ly, the propagation latency T®f for the 

direct signaling method is calculated as in [32], 

T, DS 
TLly 

O^i) 
(4.1) 

where 7}^ is the propagation latency between layers lx and lv in a traditional layered 

protocol stack with (n — 1) layers between them. Hence, the direct signaling method 

provides a speed-up factor of (n — 1) [32]. 
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4.3 Node States 

At any time, a cluster-head is in one of six states: 

• Initialization State: At the onset of our simulation, the initialization phase of 

the cluster-head computes the paths from all sensors to the master node using 

our Simple Path Protocol (SPP) that will be covered in Section 4.4.1. This 

algorithm gathers all paths in the network from individual sensors through the 

mesh network to the master node that contain at most K' hops. These paths 

are stored in the (K' + 1) x W x V path matrix, X; 

• Link Optimization State: While servicing a request, the cluster-head opti

mizes all link utilities L* that exist along candidate paths for a single source 

sensor. To determine this set of links, the cluster-head forms the [K1 + 1) x W 

sub-matrix, A C X, to gather available paths for the given source sensor; 

• Channel Optimization State: While servicing a request, the cluster-head 

finds the most preferred channels, f*,..., /£, , along a candidate path a 6 A 

from source sensor v% to v3 by ranking channel bins according to their link util

ities. The cluster-head attempts to allocate the most preferred bins to each 

hop along the path. As it may not be possible to select the most preferred bin 

allocation due to channel constraints, it may be necessary to iterate over possi

ble bin combinations to find the valid combination with the largest suitability 

coefficient over all links. In this manner, the cluster-head assigns an overall 
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suitability coefficient or profit, U% v , to each candidate path. [/" is formed 

as the average link utilities using the optimal channel allocation for the path; 

• Path Optimization State: In allocating a path to service a request, the 

cluster-head ranks the candidate paths in order of their suitabilities, £/" , 

selects the candidate path with the highest suitability and denotes it as Uf%v ; 

• Transmission State: If the cluster-head is relaying packets for its subordinate 

sensors to the mesh network en route to the master node, the cluster-head is in 

the transmission state; and, 

• Sleep State: If the cluster-head is not servicing a request or relaying traffic, 

the cluster-head is asleep and conserving energy in a low power state. 

Individual sensor nodes are either in sensing state, transmitting state to send 

traffic to the next hop either as the source or relay node, or sleep state. Mesh nodes 

that are not assigned to clusters can be in transmission state or sleep state. The roles 

of each layer and node functions in these states will be discussed next. 

4.4 Network Layer 

The network layer focuses on routing functions at the cluster-head, which is respon

sible for computing the path for communication from the source sensor to the master 

node at the time of a request. Network layer functions take place in two states: the 

Initialization State and the Path Optimization State. In the Initialization State, the 
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available paths that exist in the network are found. The paths in a distributed WSN 

are determined and stored at the cluster-head using a centralized path algorithm. 

The paths are not maintained at the sensors in a decentralized fashion as sensors are 

generally memory-constrained. In the Path Optimization State, a number of candi

date paths with overall suitabilities {[/" „ } are compared and an optimal path with 

suitability U£*v is chosen. 

4.4.1 Initialization State 

In the initialization phase, the list of paths from sensors in both of our clusters to 

the master node is determined. Rather than computing the available paths from each 

source to the master node individually, we present a destination-initiated simple path 

algorithm known as the Simple Path Protocol (SPP) that propagates knowledge of 

paths through a network graph; a simple path, by definition, is a path where nodes 

are traversed at most once. We avoid routing loops by limiting the propagation of 

path knowledge to nodes that are not already in a known path. 

Simple Path Protocol (SPP) 

The goal of SPP is to determine the set of paths in a directed network graph that 

contains routing loops. During the Initialization Phase of a newly deployed network, 

all sensor nodes will have equal initial energy capacities. However, it is likely that, 

at any stage during a network's lifetime, node sets will have an unequal distribution 

of energy capacities. This can occur through normal operation based on variations 
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(a) A mesh network with 
loops and directed links 
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(b) Initial master node path (c) New path advertisement 
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(d) Resultant new path ad
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^-r , 

(f) Path advertisement han
dled at Node 5 for path5,i = 
{ 5 2 3 4 1 } 

Figure 4.2: New Path Advertisements in Simple Path Protocol (SPP) 

in traffic carried in the network, the energy capacities of a number of nodes being 

replenished or new nodes joining the network at any time. Thus, these varying 

resource availabilities cannot be ignored in sensor or mesh networks and a directed 

graph must be considered. In our work, the centralized controller that executes SPP 

is the cluster-head that is responsible for optimizing sensor requests. However, prior 

to optimization, all available paths with a maximum of K' hops are determined. 

file:///imiy
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Consider an example of a mesh network with M — 5 nodes shown in Figure 

4.2(a) that consists of directional and bi-directional links. The corresponding binary 

connectivity matrix, C(vx, vy), is given in (4.2). C(vx, vy) has a Bernoulli distribution 

where C(vx, vy) — 1 with success probability p if vy is in range of vx, and C(vx, vy) — 0 

with failure probability (1 — p), otherwise. It is required by the SPP algorithm that 

all links in valid paths are bi-directional such that traffic can successfully flow in 

both directions; while data must certainly flow from the source sensor to the master 

node, the required resource allocation computed by the cluster-head during cross-

layer optimization must also be able to reach the source sensor in the opposite path 

direction prior to transmission. 

0 1 1 1 0 0 

1 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 0 , , 
(4.2) 

1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

Since the SPP algorithm is a destination-initiated protocol, the initial step of the 

algorithm requires the destination node, in our case the master node, to begin the 

algorithm by announcing the start of the algorithm to its immediate neighbors. Given 

our requirement for bi-directional links, the valid set of neighbors for SPP are those 

for whom only bi-directional links exist. Thus, in Figure 4.2(a), all links except {2 

4} and {4 2} are valid as only node 4 can transmit to node 2. We can retrieve the 

C(Vx,Vy) — 
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valid set of neighbors for any given node vx by determining at which positions both 

C(vx,:) = 1 and C(:,vx) = 1. 

If we extend our example to consider path advertisements in Figure 4.2(b), con

sider that the master node (node 1) creates its initial path advertisement consisting 

of its own node ID, in this case pathmit = {!}. This advertisement is read by the 

master node's immediate neighbors (nodes 2, 3 and 4). These nodes will place their 

own node IDs at the front of the master node's path advertisement, forming path2,i 

= {2 1} and path3ti = {3 1} and path^i = {4 1}, respectively. An important aspect 

of the SPP algorithm is that new path advertisements of a node are not advertised 

to the neighbor from which the path advertisement was received, the master node 

or any neighbor of the node that already exists within the path advertisement. This 

reduces unnecessary path advertisements (i.e. one that would yield a loop or one that 

would require the hop count to exceed K' hops). 

For example, let us consider the propagation of a single path advertisement where 

node 4 sends path advertisement path^i = {4 1} to its immediate neighbors. Node 

4's valid immediate neighbors (nodes 1 and 3) are formed where both C(4,:) — 1 and 

C(:,4) — 1; as mentioned, because node 4 does not have a bi-directional link with 

node 2, node 2 is not a valid immediate neighbor. At the next iteration, only node 3 

will receive advertisement path4}i — {4 1} as shown in Figure 4.2(c) because node 1 

is the master node. If we follow what happens with the path advertisement at node 

3 only as in Figure 4.2(d), at the next iteration node 3 will send path advertisement 

path$t\ ={3 4 1} to node 2. Although node 3's immediate neighbors are nodes 1, 2, 
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and 4, since node 1 is the master node and node 4 is already in the path, only node 

2 will receive this new path advertisement; sending advertisement paths:i ={3 4 1} 

to node 4 would yield a new path advertisement of path^i ={4341} that would 

create an undesired routing loop wasting already constrained sensor resources. 

When node 2 receives path advertisement path^^i ={3 4 1}, it appends its node 

ID at the front of this path advertisement at the next iteration to form path2,i = {2 

3 4 1} as in Figure 4.2(e). When node 2 determines its immediate neighbors as nodes 

1, 3 and 5, only node 5 will receive the advertisement, yielding a path path5,i = {5 

2 3 4 1} with the maximum number of hops K' = 4. Since adding any node to this 

path would exceed K', this path is not advertised by node 5, shown in Figure 4.2(f). 

SPP propagates new path advertisements until all new paths have been advertised 

and forwarded. By following this strategy, we can efficiently determine all candidate 

paths from all sources to a single destination of maximum K' hops in a directed 

network graph. 

Time Complexity 

In centralized networks, such is the case in distributed WSNs where cluster-heads are 

the decision makers, the importance of the cluster-head determining the optimal route 

for a sensor is known. For this purpose, we will identify two important concepts that 

go hand-in-hand with route determination: route availability and route evaluation. 

Route availability observes the state of connectivity, while route evaluation determines 

the optimal path from one or more available paths. 
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There are two distinct design alternatives that can be considered for route deter

mination. Standard practice is to maintain a connectivity matrix that is updated on 

an ongoing basis through signaling that highlights the liveness of the nodes in the 

network. The connectivity matrix is maintained in either a centralized fashion at a 

cluster-head, for example, or each node maintains a neighbor list. Once the connec

tivity matrix is known, route evaluation is performed by executing an algorithm at 

the time of a request such as the shortest cost Dijkstra's algorithm that has a time 

complexity of 0(V2) using an ordinary linked list or array [104]. 

For sensor network applications, link costs, in our case the link utilities L, are 

dynamic and a function of one or more parameters. For example, the cost of using a 

link is a function of residual energy capacities of the transmitter and receiver of the 

hop, the transmit power required and bandwidth used for the transmission. However, 

shortest cost path methods such as Dijkstra's algorithm would have to be repeated 

whenever there is a change to a link cost in the network. The shortest cost path would 

also have to be recalculated for each new source request as Dijkstra's algorithm is a 

single source algorithm. Hence, the time complexity considering all sources each with 

Xi requests is 0(V3Xi). Given our network, such an algorithm would have to iterate 

over a number of resource allocations for multiple candidate paths per sensor request. 

The second approach is to abstract the route availability function into the initial

ization phase of the network, which provides the motivation for the SPP. Thus, the 

cluster-head simply has to access the path matrix in real-time during request handling 

as route availability has already been performed, which simplifies the optimization 
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process. These available paths will be consistent with the real-time connectivity of 

the network, as the cluster-head will activate and de-activate paths on an ongoing 

basis based on signaling in the network. This will be covered in more detail shortly. 

Abstracting the route availability to the initialization phase has a time complexity of 

0(min(Lh, {K' + 1))) and is required to be run once where Lh is the maximum hop 

count away from the master node. 

The time complexity considers that the algorithm is divided into fixed time in

tervals within which nodes receive path updates from their neighbors. To start SPP, 

the master node broadcasts the master node ID 1. At the end of the first interval, 

the immediate neighbors of the master node will append their node IDs to the master 

node broadcast for a path length of two for interval two. At the end of each subse

quent interval, each node announces its new paths by appending its own node ID to 

all received paths during the interval. However, the node will only append its own 

ID to the path and broadcast the new path if it satisfies the maximum hop count K' 

and the node ID is not yet in the path. Thus at each interval k, each node will only 

process path lengths of length k. This occurs for (K' + 1) < Lh- If (K' + 1) > Lh, 

the time complexity depends on Lh- It is important to note that it is the maximum 

hop count away from the master node and not the number of nodes \Z\ in the sensor 

and mesh networks directly that contributes to the time complexity. Consider a case 

where \Z\ — 1,000 nodes are connected to the master node only for which Lh = 1; 

regardless of the size of (K' + l) or \Z\, the algorithm will complete in 0(1). However, 

the number of nodes \Z\ in multi-hop networks does generally affect the value of Lh-
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The purpose of abstracting route availability to the initialization phase is to sim

plify the route evaluation process at the time of a request. By simply evaluating 

a number of pre-known paths at run-time as opposed to evaluating a full network 

graph at each request, the time complexity of the run-time algorithm is significantly 

reduced. In fact, we find that the time complexity is linear with 0(VXt). Thus, the 

overall time complexity including route availability is 0(min(Lh, [K1 + 1)) + VXt). 

Such an approach is crucial for next-generation WSN applications such as those for 

safety or military applications that require immediate responses. 

Merging the Connection Matrix 

The maximum number of hops K' along the path requires us to merge the connection 

matrices of each cluster individually with the connection matrix of the mesh network 

such that we can enforce K' end-to-end along the path. This allows us to find W 

available paths that originate from sensors within a single cluster to the mesh node. 

Consider a snap-shot of the MxM connection matrix Cm(va, vj,) for the mesh network 

that has experienced link outages for which M = 7 in (4.3). 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Cm(va,vb)= 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 (4.3) 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
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Cc(vc, vd) 

0 0 

1 0 C2v 

Cvi CV2 

(4.4) 

VxV 

Also, consider an arbitrary VxV connection matrix, Cc(vc,Vd), for a single cluster 

consisting of V — 1 sensors and a cluster-head in (4.4). Based on the number of 

nodes V in the cluster, the cluster-head will always exist at index V in Cc. However, 

the cluster-head can have any ID in the mesh. Thus, to enforce a restriction on the 

maximum number of hops for a single path, we must merge Cc and Cm to form a 

global view of connectivity in the network. However, because the cluster-head can 

exist in any position in the mesh network, we must first manipulate Cm to ensure 

consistency in the merged matrix. 

The approach we use is to create a temporary mesh connection matrix, Cm)temp, 

that re-arranges the mesh connection matrix such that the cluster-head of interest 

exists in row one. This allows us to accommodate multiple clusters and create a 

generic algorithm that can support different cluster sizes. 

Consider that the cluster-head in Cc exists in the mth row in Cm, i.e. has a mesh ID 

of m. The cluster-head exists in both matrices to represent the available connections 

for the cluster-head within the cluster and mesh, respectively. Thus, the cluster-head 

will have both a cluster ID of V and a mesh ID of m. To form CmttemP, all nodes in the 
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mesh network are given temporary node IDs such that the cluster-head in the mesh 

is given temporary ID 1. Mesh nodes one through m — 1 in Cm are given temporary 

IDs two through m, while all nodes m + 1 to M are given temporary IDs that are 

identical to their true IDs. Hence, for all nodes whose actual IDs are greater than 

the actual ID of the cluster-head m in the mesh, their IDs will not change. 

For example, consider a situation where our cluster-head has an actual mesh ID of 

m — 5 and, thus, exists in row and column five in the original Cm matrix. After the 

temporary ID assignment, it will be given temporary ID 1 and placed in the first row 

and column of Cmjtemp. If we consider the master node's position in Cm, for example, 

if the master node's ID a > m, the master node's temporary ID will equal its actual 

ID. Otherwise, if the master node's actual mesh ID a < m, it will be given temporary 

ID a +1. Thus, if say a = 3, after the temporary ID assignment, the master node will 

be given temporary ID 4. With this approach, it is possible to determine the paths 

between sensors and the master node for different clusters using temporary identifiers. 

To update the connections in the matrix, we re-observe the transmission ranges 

of each node and compare the distances between the nodes; if the distance between 

any two nodes is less than or equal to the range, the connection is given a value of 

1, otherwise, it is simply given a value of 0. We form the Cm>temp connection matrix 

in (4.5) considering the temporary ID assignment considered above for the actual 

cluster-head and master node IDs of m = 5 and a = 3, respectively. Recall that 

the cluster-head will be given temporary ID 1 and the master node will be given 

temporary ID 4, and will exist in these rows in Cm^empi respectively. 
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^-ym,temp\^a'i^b) 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

(4.5) 

Given that the index of the cluster-head is now in position one, wc can merge 

Cm,temp and Cc to globally enforce our maximum hop constraint. We form our final 

merged (M + V — 1) x (M + V — 1) matrix Cmerged m (4.6) to represent the overall 

binary connection matrix between a single cluster and the mesh. This allows us to find 

end-to-end paths from a source sensor to the master node, enforcing a K' maximum 

hop constraint for all paths using SPP. Whatever the master node's temporary ID r 

is m the Cm,temp connection matrix, the master node can be found at index (r + V — 1) 

in Cmerged. This new mesh index is used as the initial identifier to start SPP. 

a merged (VX, Vy) = 

Cvl Cv2 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

Civ 

C2v 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(4.6) 
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Upon forming Cmerged, we use the destination-initiated SPP protocol branching 

out from the master node to distribute new path advertisements throughout the 

network graph. We execute this process for each cluster in the network because, as 

stated, sensor clusters will not communicate with one another. Thus, for multiple 

clusters in a distributed WSN, each cluster-head will execute the SPP individually. 

The expected maximum number of paths over all sensors, ^[W], which we denned 

in Chapter 3, is computed as, 

„n.n ^ (M + V-Z\ j 

K=2 ^ ' 

..P+y( W + v-W \ (47) 
^\{K-\)\{M + V-K-2)\)P l ' 

where pK is the probability that a single K-hop path exists and (M^i3) is our 

binomial coefficient. It enforces our loop-free condition of a path that (K — 1) unique 

nodes must be selected from (M + V — 3) possible next hops, excluding the source and 

destination, to form a valid candidate path. Note that, with a successful probability 

of connection p, there are only p paths with one hop. 

4.4.2 Path Optimization State 

In the path optimization state, all candidate paths determined from (4.6) using the 

SPP protocol are given an overall suitability coefficient, C/° . [/" for candidate 

path a is computed in (4.8) as the average of the optimal link utility values computed 
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Ul:V(t)=max 
K-\ z = l y=g+l 

s.t. (1) Pv*,fx • Pvx+i,fx = 0 , Vv a ; ,w r + i epathVt,V] 

(2) Pvyjy • Pvy + Ufy = 0 > ^y, Vy+i e patkVx<Vj 

(3) PvIJx,Pvv,fy >max(PMIRS,PsNR,Prmn), Vvx,Vy £ pathv%iVj 

(4) ^ , / x , ^ , / s < min(Ptech, Pcap, Pmax), Vvx,vy€ pathVt<V] 

(5) if ' < 4. (4.i 

via £*X;„ j using the optimal channels selected at the link layer for hop vx,vy € a. In 

this section, we will use the terms L*Vi v * and L* interchangeably. 

Upon evaluating the suitability coefficients for all paths, {U„ v }ixw, where W 

was defined as the maximum number of available paths over all nodes in the path 

matrix X, the optimal path has the largest suitability coefficient, U^* . This path 

from source sensor vt to master node v3 satisfies the constraints presented in the 

objective function and is selected for the transmission. 

Handling Lost Links and Nodes 

For the improved survivability of our system, our network must be able to recover 

from lost links and nodes due to malfunction, attacks or intrusions. Thus, upon 

receiving a signal for a lost link or node connection in the network, the cluster-head 

will perform two tasks: 

• Update Connection Matrix: For a lost link vx — vy, characterized by a 

timeout of one second for an active transmission, the cluster-head will access 

either the sensor or mesh connection matrix depending on the sub-network 
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in which vx — vy resided. The cluster-head will subsequently update either 

Cc{yx,vy) = 0 or Cm(vx,vy) — 0 to reflect the lost connection. For a lost node 

sensor vx, the cluster-head will update Cc(vx,:) = 0 and Cc(:,vx) = 0; likewise, 

if vx is a mesh node, the cluster-head will update Cm(vx,:) = 0 and Cm(:,vx) — 

0. If the node returns or a new node enters the network, the cluster-head shall 

process presence announcements in the network that shall reflect who a node is 

able to reach and updates Cc or Cm accordingly. This ensures an accurate view 

of connectivity in the network; and, 

• Update Path Matrix: For a lost link, a cluster-head will find all instances 

of a link in the path matrix X and de-activate all paths which contain the lost 

link. For a lost node, a cluster-head will de-activate all paths which contain the 

node such that the cross-layer optimization algorithm is only accessing valid 

paths. If the node returns, the cluster-head re-activates the path entries. 

Both of these approaches enable the cluster-head's knowledge of the state of the 

network to remain up-to-date. Signaling protocols will be covered in Chapter 5. 

4.5 Data Link Layer 

4.5.1 Channel Optimization State 

It is the function of the link layer in the channel optimization state to determine 

the optimal channel allocation for a path. To perform this function, the link layer 
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retrieves the subset path set A C X for a given source sensor v%. The link layer will 

also retrieve the link utility values L*xi„ j computed at the PHY layer for each hop 

along these paths. Most importantly, however, is the fact that these link utility values 

have been computed over all channel bins / e F. These bins, each with bandwidth 

Wf, are now evaluated at the link layer to find the optimal valid channel allocation 

subject to the objective function constraints. 

Consider a sample table of optimal link utilities in Table 4.1. These values are 

presented for all bins in the spectrum band for a single candidate path, pGrf/15,104 

— {5 8 64 101 104}, originating from our UWB cluster. The cluster for which 

the table applies has V = 101 nodes (formed of 100 sensors and the cluster-head). 

As used previously, the master node also has actual mesh ID 3; recall that after 

forming Cmerged, the master node was assigned temporary ID 4 with a Cmerged index 

of V + 4 - 1 = 104. Also, in Table 4.1, 15 UWB channels are used. 

Table 4.1: Optimized Link Utilities L* for UWB Channels for Candidate Simple Path 
Hop Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Destination 

Node ID 

5 

8 

64 

101 

104 

1 

65 9 

382 4 

378 6 

339 2 

-

2 

295 5 

628 4 

118 5 

363 6 

-

3 

407 2 

19 6 

417 5 

544 8 

-

4 

256 8 

284 3 

55 2 

377 9 

-

V 

5 

566 6 

134 5 

61 5 

122 2 

-

* in bin 

6 

434 1 

476 1 

410 2 

304 3 

-

number 

7 

204 3 

417 0 

365 3 

431 4 

-

8 

81 2 

438 1 

442 2 

604 6 

-

9 

538 7 

115 8 

617 0 

129 8 

-

10 

141 5 

5 5 

195 4 

178 4 

-

15 

522 0 

233 0 

16 5 

142 1 

-

Upon generating the link utilities above, the algorithm ranks the C most preferred 

bins for each hop vx — vy in the order of the link utility L*VxV j gained. The result is 

the preferred bin table in Table 4.2 for which C = 5. This table gives us the order of 

channels that the transmitter-receiver pairs at each hop prefer. 
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Table 4.2: Preferred Channels in Order of Optimized Link Utility L* 
Hop Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Destination 

Node ID 

5 

8 

64 

101 

104 

1 st 

5 

2 

9 

8 

-

Preference Order 

2n d 

9 

6 

8 

3 

-

3 r d 

15 

8 

3 

7 

-

4th 

6 

7 

6 

4 

-

5th 

3 

1 

1 

2 

-

For these preference rankings, it is possible for all transmitter-receiver pairs to 

utilize their most preferred channels, as they satisfy the objective function constraints, 

namely that successive nodes in a path do not send over the same channel which would 

create interference for a pipeline transmission of packets along a path; a description of 

the objective function constraints was provided in Section 3.7.2. Thus, the preferred 

bin allocation is selected as / j * , . . . , /£ , = {5 2 9 8} for this candidate path. 

In some cases, utilizing the most preferred bin allocation will not be possible. In 

observing a different preferred bin allocation in Table 4.3 (for which L*x>v j values 

have not been provided), not all first preferences can be satisfied. In this case, both 

sensors with IDs 5 and 8 prefer to use /1 = f% = 5 although the objective function 

Table 4.3: Preferred Channels Where First Preference is Not Valid 
Hop Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Node ID 

5 

8 

64 

101 

1 st 

5 

5 

7 

8 

Preference Order 

2n d 

1 

4 

14 

3 

3rd 

13 

6 

3 

4 

4th 

7 

12 

6 

9 

5th 

3 

1 

10 

1 

Destination 104 
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constraints prohibit it. Thus, based on the corresponding L*VxV j values across these 

preferred bins, it is necessary to find a valid combination that leads to the largest 

valid profit sum, Uf%v . 

This is performed by analyzing CK permutations of preferred bins to determine 

the valid allocation that has the highest U£ v . The algorithm starts with each hop's 

most preferred bin, i.e. { 5 5 7 5 } , and ends with each hop's Cth least preferred bin, 

i.e. {3 1 10 1}, with all combinations in between. The valid bin allocation with the 

highest Uy v and satisfies our objective function constraints is selected as the channel 

allocation with the greatest suitability for this candidate path. The optimal channel 

allocation is denoted as ft,..., ftK,. 

4.6 P H Y Layer 

4.6.1 Link Optimization State 

The negotiation for PHY layer parameters in the Link Optimization State is the basis 

of our resource negotiation. By optimizing the link utility L*Vx v j in (4.9) over all hops 

along a candidate path, we can determine the suitability of a link over all channels for 

a transmission request. The link utility function provided the optimization equation 

for the link utility L*, for which the optimal rate r* j is calculated according to 

* W ( ' U . / . *) - °l<*io ( l + | ^ y ) - ^E) * - ^ U l / + r, (4.9) 
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(3.7). The rate r*x v , corresponds to the transmission rate that shall be used on a 

link if it is ultimately selected in the final path. 

Upon optimizing the link utility L*VxV j as a function of the rate rlxV j , the 

cluster-head stores the transmit power P£xj and rate r* j that correspond to the 

optimal L*Vx v , value for a particular link optimization. While this optimization 

is performed, it is very likely that certain vx — vy hops along a path are repeated 

over several candidate paths. Thus, rather than optimizing these links again during 

the same resource negotiation, we maintain done-already(vx,vy) for the vx — vy pair 

during the service request. Prior to the link optimization, the cluster-head checks 

to ensure that vx — vy has not been optimized already for another candidate path 

during this service request; if it has, i.e. done^already(vx, vy) — 1, the cluster-head 

simply retrieves the P*x j , r*VxV j and L*VxV j computed previously as the optimization 

performed for a hop occurs irrespective of the candidate path. 

4.7 Steps in Cross-Layer Optimization Process 

This section outlines the negotiation process to determine a resource allocation for a 

multi-hop path in our distributed WSN. The first step involves determining the list of 

available simple paths from sensors in both of our clusters to the master node. This is 

performed at the network layer while the cluster-heads are in the Initialization State 

using the SPP. It is not required that these paths are link-disjoint, but we require 

that each vertex in the graph is traversed at most once per path. 
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Clusters periodically send data to the master node following a Poisson process 

of events with exponential inter-arrival times. Upon a request requiring cross-layer 

optimization, the second step of the negotiation involves enumerating over a set of 

candidate paths A C X for a source node at the time of a request. In this enumeration, 

the link utilities for all hops across all paths are optimized to determine the optimal 

rate and transmit power for that hop over all possible channels; this is performed 

at the PHY layer according to the constraints in (3.6). Although many paths may 

include the same transmitter-receiver pair vx — vy, this link optimization over all 

channels only needs to be done the first time the link is encountered. This determines 

the optimal L*VxV j , r*VxV j and P*x f for the hop. These parameters determine the 

link suitability at time t. 

The third step involves determining the receiver's C most preferred bins by form

ing Table 4.2 at the link layer. To do so, the receiver vy forms Table 4.1 and ranks 

the bins in order of the L*VxV j gained for C channels. If the most preferred channels 

at each hop cannot be satisfied, following this, the link layer iterates over CK possi

ble bin combinations to determine the valid combination that leads to the maximum 

valid profit average, [/" v . In this fashion, we find the valid bin allocation with the 

greatest preference over all hops along a path. 

The second-last step involves selecting the single candidate path that has been 

optimized that has the greatest average profit across all links in the path. The 

corresponding bin allocation / j " , . . . , f^, is selected and the suitability coefficient of 

the selected path is denoted as Ufv . 
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The final step involves informing the sensors along the path of their required 

channel, transmit power, data rate and next hop, which will be covered in Chapter 

5. A summary of the resource negotiation using the cross-layer optimization policy 

is provided in Figure A.l in Appendix A. 

4.8 Summary 

This chapter presented our cross-layer design and protocol layer functions. These 

included the optimization of: i) the selection of the optimal path at the network 

layer; ii) the allocation of operating channels across multiple frequency bands at the 

link layer; and, iii) the optimal transmit power and rate while considering residual 

energy capacities of nodes along a candidate path. The basis of our algorithm is 

the evaluation of the throughput benefits and power costs in terms of common PHY 

layer resources that impact both performance and energy metrics. A summary of the 

resource negotiation using the cross-layer optimization policy is provided in Figure 

A.l in Appendix A. The next chapter will cover our system design, implementation 

strategies, simulation parameters and performance metrics. 



Chapter 5 

System Design 

This chapter focuses on implementation issues of the distributed WSN including a 

discussion on the deployment of redundant mesh nodes and the required information 

by cluster-heads for cross-layer optimization in the form of node state information. 

Following this discussion, the packet formats and NPP will be presented; network 

planning enables us to balance the requirements of application performance and net

work lifetime for next-generation WSNs, and is the third major contribution of this 

thesis. A discussion of system design issues will follow. These design issues surround 

our simulation methodology, the operating parameters of our optimization algorithm 

and the queueing model used in our study to service requests. The chapter will 

conclude by presenting the performance metrics used to evaluate our optimization 

algorithm. These performance metrics include measurements of the throughput ben

efits achieved by our cross-layer optimization algorithm, the achieved network lifetime 

and average waiting times for priority-based clusters, among others. 
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Figure 5.1: Back-up Cluster-Heads and Master Nodes in Distributed WSN 

5.1 Mesh Network Deployment 

In the network simulated in this work, cluster-heads are the single point of failure 

in a path from a source sensor to the master node. In the deployment of these 

networks, it will be important to equip the network with redundant cluster-heads 

and master nodes to address the survivability of our system. For master nodes, back

up master nodes are activated when the main node's residual energy capacity falls 

below a certain level, or when the main node encounters a failure. Load-balancing 

can also be performed where nodes take regular turns being active, while the other 

remains dormant. Cluster-heads can follow a similar approach. Figure 5.1 presents 

this scenario with back-up mesh nodes. 

Multiple cluster-heads servicing a single cluster can also be separated geograph

ically within the cluster. In this manner, the same sensors are not repeatedly used 
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in the routing of data to a cluster-head. A combined approach can also be utilized 

where cluster-heads are placed at separate locations but take turns being active. 

The use of redundant mesh nodes raises additional research questions. Firstly, 

an optimal scheduling algorithm to activate back-up cluster-heads and master nodes 

should be explored. Secondly, the optimal placement of cluster-heads within a sensor 

cluster for maximum network lifetime, maximum coverage or minimal energy con

sumption should be addressed. Cluster-heads may be placed at strategic locations, as 

opposed to sensors that are typically dispersed randomly in a field (although sensors 

have been used in dynamic clustering algorithms to perform cluster-head functions 

as reviewed in Chapter 2). These two research problems are left for future work. 

5.2 Node State Information 

Given that the cluster-heads in our network perform centralized cross-layer optimiza

tion of sensor requests, the first step of the system design process is to define the 

state of a node vx at any time. This state information includes: 

• Node identifier (SID): the ID of sensor or mesh node vx\ 

• Sub-network identifier (SNID): the ID of the sub-network (cluster or mesh 

network) in which the node vx resides; 

• Energy rating information (ERI): the remaining energy of node vx in the 

form of a percentage of the initial energy capacity, eVx/EVx; and, 
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• Surrounding interference tempera ture (SIT): the measurement of the 

surrounding interference plus noise (I + N) energy as measured by node vx. 

State information is broadcasted to announce presence in the network and is also 

used in the propagation of resource allocation to nodes selected during the optimiza

tion process using a coordination channel. The state information above and the 

position of a node arc all that a cluster-head requires to optimize a request. Next, 

we will explore how state information is used in the exchange of coordination mes

sages for announcing presence and relaying routing decisions in the network. These 

coordination protocols support centralized control of joint throughput and energy op

timization and we have submitted them for publication in a tutorial article in [105]. 

5.3 Message Formats 

5.3.1 Hello Messages for Presence Broadcast 

Node state information is used in the formation of hello messages sent between mesh 

nodes, and also between sensor nodes and their cluster-heads to announce presence in 

the network. The exchange of hello messages maintains accurate connectivity tables 

at the cluster-head. These hello messages also update the cluster-head's knowledge 

of the state of a sensor or mesh node vx in terms of remaining energy capacity. 

The hello packet format is presented in Figure 5.2 where the LAT and LONG 

fields represent the latitude and longitude of the node, respectively, using GPS. The 
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NID SNID ; ERI SIT US •< LONG 1 Padding 

caJfog* fly or cstfilozt&tyfe«> 14bits 32 bits 12 biU 12 bits Fj>bm 
cetiftogi tM}} bits 

Figure 5.2: Hello Packet Format 

NID field is used to identify the source of the hello packet and, hence, is the number 

of bits necessary to represent the node identifier. Thus, the NID field has a length 

of ceil(log2(V)) or ceil(log2(M)) bits depending on if the sender is a sensor or mesh 

node. The SNID is the number of bits needed to identify the sub-network in which 

the node resides. The ERI field is 14 bits in fixed point number representation to 

represent the percentage of initial energy capacity remaining (using a scaling factor 

of 1/100), i.e. sending 14 bits that represent 10,000 in decimal would deem an ERI 

of 100.00%; we use fixed point number representation for the ERI field, as opposed 

to single precision floating point (32 bits long), because the ERI has a fixed number 

of digits - two - after the decimal point. This enables us to reduce the number of bits 

needed to represent the residual energy. 

The SIT field, on the other hand, given real-time variations in the level of inter

ference, is represented in full 32-bit single precision floating point format. Full 32-bit 

single precision floating point is also used to represent both the LAT and LONG 

fields. As nodes are stationary, it may only be necessary to include the LAT and 

LONG fields in the initialization phase to inform cluster-heads of node positions, af

ter which it may not be required. Nevertheless, we include the LAT and LONG fields 

in the hello message, while PD bits of padding may be used to fill out the packet. 
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For a distributed WSN of SN = 3 sub-networks (with two sensor clusters and the 

mesh network presented in Figure 3.1), V — 1,000 sensor nodes per cluster and a 

mesh network composed of M = 7 mesh devices, the hello packet has a length of 16 

bytes. This includes ten or three bits for the NID field, and padding of six or thirteen 

bits, depending on if the source is a sensor or mesh node, respectively. The length of 

the hello packet is denoted as m/j in bits. 

We design one hello packet format for both the sensor and mesh network to sim

plify the system design process and to reduce decoding complexity. A packet length of 

15 bytes could have been used in the mesh network, but we choose to have a common 

packet format at the expense of a transmitting an extra byte of padding. With that 

said, it may be necessary to design separate packet formats depending on the number 

of sensor and mesh nodes in the network and the overhead associated with using a 

single format. 

5.3.2 Rout ing Decision Updates 

Upon determining the optimized resource allocation for a request from a source sensor 

vt, a cluster-head vm will propagate a routing decision update (RDU) to each node 

vx 6 pathVttVj. The RDU is sent backwards along the path in the sensor network to 

the source vt, and forwards along the path in the mesh network to the master node v} 

as shown in Figure 5.3. This ensures that all nodes along the path are aware of their 

necessary resource allocations. To do so, cluster-head vm will include the following 
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Figure 5.3: Propagation of RDU through Sensor and Mesh Networks 

parameters such that all nodes can update their forwarding tables with up-to-date 

information: 

• Sending sensor identifier (SSID): the ID of source sensor vx that is the 

origin of the request; 

• Request identifier (RID): the ID of the request being serviced at source 

sensor vz given that sensors may support multiple requests; 

• Previous-hop identifier (PHID): the ID of node vx-\ from whom vx will 

receive packets; and, 

• Next-hop identifier (NHID): the ID of node vx+\ to whom vx will forward 

packets. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the format of the RDU message based on this information. 

In addition, the cluster-head will include the NID of each node along the determined 

path such that they can retrieve their necessary operating parameters when they 

receive the routing decision. The message will also include the transmit power POW 

(each hop in 32-bit single precision floating point format), and operating channel FRQ 
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NID SNID , SSID RID POW 

fK'l)eeilthgJV,io: ceJttog&J) ceildog^V)! 2 bits (K'-l) .v32 bits 
tX-ijceilflug; 'Mi) bits bits [,lls 

FRQ I PHFD NHH) J Padding 

«'/jt:4bits iK'-lKeMog.iVyal (K'-l)CtMo%-(V;!Ot PyOWS, 
(K'-IKmlflogJM/, bits (A" ImMogJM)) bits 

Figure 5.4: RDU Packet Format 

(four bits to represent the channel number to be used per hop) determined during 

the optimization process, and the SNID of the sub-network in which the node resides. 

PD bits of padding may also be used. 

The RDU packet format is designed such that each RDU contains information for 

at most (K' — 1) hops, with separate RDUs being sent backwards through the sensor 

network to the source and forwards through the mesh network to the master node. 

Recall that, since the cluster-head acts as a bridge between the sensor cluster and the 

mesh network, at least one hop must reside in each sub-network. Hence, information 

for only (K' — 1) hops is required. 

Given the same conditions as for the hello packet of 5jv = 3 sub-networks, V = 

1,000 sensor nodes and M — 7 mesh nodes, we design our network with separate 

RDUs for the sensor and mesh network, as the overhead associated with a single 

format is significant; the mesh network would need to transmit over eight bytes of 

overhead per RDU packet for a single format. Thus, for the sensor and mesh networks, 

the RDU has a length of 27 bytes and 19 bytes, respectively. We denote the RDU 

packet lengths for the sensor and mesh networks as mr and mrm, respectively. 
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5.3.3 Data Packets 

In the data transmission process, upon receiving a data packet from the PHID, an 

intermediate node vx e pathv%tV will set their next-hop based on the NHID provided 

by the cluster-head in the routing decision update. Data packets will be formed of 

the transmitting node's SID, originating sensor's SSID, RID, and the following: 

• Payload information: the gathered sensory information for feedback; and, 

• Transmission priority level (TPL): the priority of the transmission (high 

or low) for routing preference. 

While transmissions from different clusters may be of different priorities, typically 

transmissions from a given sensor cluster all have the same priority at any given time. 

A discussion of priority schemes will be presented later in this chapter. 

5.4 Network Planning for Predictable Lifetimes 

Given the increased emphasis on application performance in next-generation net

works, we must strive for peak performance while achieving predictable network life

times. An important step in this process is quantifying the relationship between: 

the expected performance given the communication protocol being used, the desired 

network lifetime, the energy capacities of nodes in the network, the number and sizes 

of data and coordination packets routed by a node, the expected holding time of a 

transmission, and the sleep energy dissipation. 
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By considering the relationship between these factors, we are able to tie resource 

consumption to network operation such that we can truly understand the benefits 

and costs of various design decisions. We surmise that this relationship will enable 

us to make more informed decisions related to resource allocation by studying their 

impacts on both application performance and network lifetime. Determining the re

lationship between these parameters is also crucial to allowing network planners of 

next-generation WSNs to derive the necessary initial energy capacities, or correspond

ingly, the message loads that can be supported given a fixed energy capacity. 

To calculate the required initial energy capacities for sensors and mesh nodes in 

our network, it is important to review the expected energy dissipations of transmitters 

and receivers from Chapter 2. We provide them here again for reference as, 

fqtJE[R}\ ( mn\ 

= {qtvJn (5.1) 

and, 

(qrJE[R\\ ( mn\ 

= ( l -C) f t „ Jn (5-2) 

We shall define that each mesh node has on average E[Nm] neighbors where 

E[Nm] = Mpm; probability pm is the mean of a Bernoulli random variable that rep

resents the probability of a successful connection in the mesh network. Conversely, 

each sensor has E[Na] = Vps neighbors on average where ps is the mean probability 

of a successful connection in the sensor network. 
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5.4.1 Sensors 

In calculating the initial energy capacity for a sensor node, the required energy ca

pacity EVx to sustain the sensor node can be calculated as, 

EVx = EAW + EAS (5.3) 

where EAW and EAS are the total energies consumed while a node is awake and asleep, 

respectively. EAW is derived as, 

EAW = EAwdata + EAwco 

where EAwdata is the sum of the energy expended in relaying sensory data as a relay 

node on behalf of another sensor and transmitting gathered sensory data as a source. 

We calculate EAwdata as follows, 

EAWdata
 =EAWrelay + EAWtransmttter 

for a desired network lifetime Ti and average time between sensor requests TM, the 

ratio TL/TM estimates the number of arriving requests per node. V is the number 

of sensor nodes in the node set, and lp is the payload of the packet in bits. TR is 

the percentage of time a node acts as a relay node and can be computed from path 
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matrix X, also defined in Chapter 3. By subbing (5.1) and (5.2) into (5.4), we can 

simplify EAWdata as, 

EAwdata ~ (qtJPnp (TR(V - 1) + 0 ) (5.5) 
J-M 

EAWCO is the energy dissipated by a node in contributing to coordination in the 

network through the handling of hello packets and RDU packets from its neigh

bors. EAWCO considers the time between hello messages TH, and the payloads of 

the hello packet lh and RDU packet lr. EAWCO
 a^so considers the amount of energy, 

E[Ns]Erx (lh, 1), dissipated by a node in receiving hello messages from E[NS] neigh

bors and the energy, Etx (lh, 1), the node dissipates in transmitting its own hello 

message. With this information, EAWCO is calculated as, 

EAWCo =EAWhMo + EAWRDU 

+ T^({V- 1)TR K - ( Z r ' 1 } + ^ - » ( / r ' 1 } ) ) 

where TR is the percentage of time a sensor is chosen as a relay node. The energy 

consumed due to the RDU is the sum of the energy a node uses in relaying an RDU 

as an intermediary node, and the energy necessary to receive the RDU as the source 

sensor of the transmission for each request. This plans for the worst case energy 

burden for network planning by assuming that no requests are rejected. 
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We choose TH to be sufficiently large in sensor networks (i.e. two or three seconds) 

to reduce the number of coordination messages routed by energy-constrained sensors 

in the network. Given the predictable nature of our NPP, the cluster-head can use 

the elapsed time since the last presence announcement to estimate the current state 

of the remaining energy capacity of a sensor, if necessary. As a result, we can reduce 

the number of coordination messages required, while providing sufficient feedback to 

update state information at the cluster-head. 

By subbing (5.1) and (5.2) into (5.6), we get, 

EAWCO =qtvTL ( ± ((V - 1)7* + (1 - 0 ) + ^ (C + (1 - ()E[Ns])j (5.7) 

The only term left to derive for the sensor node is the sleep energy EAS, which is, 

EAS = VrlATasleep (5-8) 

as the amount of energy the node expends while it is asleep, where Vr is the voltage 

rating of the node's battery and IA is the sleep current. TasieeP, the amount of time 

that the node is asleep, is determined as, 

Tasleep = TL — (TAwdata + TAwhello + TAWRDU) (5-9) 

where TAwdo.ta, TAWHMO and TAWRDU are the durations that a node is awake due to 

data transmission, and handling hello and RDU messages, respectively. 
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Figure 5.5: Duration Node Remains Awake Upon Receiving RDU, TAWRDU + TA\vdata 

If a node is chosen as a relay node by the cluster-head during the optimization 

process, as illustrated in Figure 5.5, upon receiving the RDU, the given sensor will 

remain awake until it receives the data packets from its PHID and forwards them to 

its NHID. This is crucial in sensor networks for implementing survivability. If the 

node enters sleep mode after transmitting the RDU, it will be unaware if a timeout 

has occurred. If after a timeout value chosen to be a maximum of one second (to give 

enough time for data packets but not excessive delay if information is time-sensitive), 

data has not been received, a relay node awaiting data will send a lost link signal to 

its NHID to be propagated forward along the path to the cluster-head. This ensures a 

high level of survivability in our network and enables the cluster-head to re-optimize 

the path by ignoring the lost link in the optimization. 

This is even more crucial in sensor networks that use data correlation to transmit 

a single measurement to represent a number of correlated sensor readings [50]; the 

cluster-head must be made aware of the failure in the transmission to re-optimize the 

path. Thus, a selected relay node will remain awake for TAwdata + TAWRDU, which is 

not very long given our design decision of a maximum number of hops, K' = 4. 
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Figure 5.6: Relay Nodes in a Sample Path in the Sensor Cluster 

The duration of time, TAWRDU, that the node remains awake to send and receive 

RDU messages will subsequently calculate the average waiting time of selected relay 

nodes based on their position in the path. Consider the path [2 4 5 6 8] in Figure 

5.5 for which K' = 4 and node 8 is the master node. There are at most (K' — 2) 

possible relay positions in the sensor network considering that sensor relay nodes also 

cannot include the cluster-head (node 6). These relay positions are nodes 4 and 5, 

which are highlighted in Figure 5.6. In this example, node 5 will remain awake for 

a duration of 3mr/E[R] seconds. Node 4, on the other hand, will remain awake for 

2mr/E[R] seconds. This information is used to derive the average waiting time as a 

source sensor and a relay node as, 

W - g ((V - DT, ( ^ T ^ j g * ) + ^ j ) <»•"» 

This solution is valid for all K' > 3. For K' — 2, no time is spent as a sensor relay 

node and TAWRDU = (TL/TM)(mr/E[R}) only. 

TAW^C, , the duration of time the node spends in sending and receiving data packets 

is shown below. Again, the series represents the average time that it takes for a node 
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Figure 5.7: Energy Capacities vs. Desired Network Lifetime for Various UWB Sensor 
Message Loads 

to relay packets. The difference here is that the pipelining data transmission of k 

stages has np packets to relay, each of size mp bits. 

TL 

TM 
TAwdata=^\{V-l)TR 

mn 

K'~2 

E[R](K'-2) £f E (»- + *) +wm 
11 "T) I vj) 

E\R] 
(5.11) 

TAWheUo can be derived to measure the overall time for a node to receive E[NS 

hello packets and announce its own presence where, 

T^^0-^[-^]+E[Ns}^) (5.12) 

The relationship between the initial energy capacity EVx and the desired network 

lifetime TL is shown in Figure 5.7 for an UWB sensor for two durations between 

presence announcements, TH = 3 seconds and T# = 5 seconds. In this example, 
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C = 0.5, Vr = 2.5 volts and IA — 11 ^A. For the sensor network parameters: V = 

1,000 nodes, TR = 5%, mp = 38 bytes, lp = 32 bytes, np — 4 packets and £[#] is 480 

Mbps from Table 1.2. Also, recall for coordination packets that rrih — 16 bytes and 

mr — 27 bytes, where rrih and mr have six bits and four bits of padding, respectively. 

Figure 5.7 leads to two significant conclusions. Firstly, for say 1,000 messages by 

an UWB sensor over a one year network lifetime (note that a message equates to 

the transmission of sensory data in response to a request), we require 3.4 k J and 2.4 

kJ for TH = 3 seconds and T# = 5 seconds, respectively; these initial capacities are 

equivalent to under a watt of power per sensor, specifically 0.94 W and 0.67 W for 

the two cases. These messages amount to one million measurements received from 

all sensors at the master node over the network lifetime. These capacities provide 

a benchmark from which we may measure our requirements against available energy 

capacities in the market and scale our requirements as needed. 

Secondly, the drop-off in the required initial capacities from TJJ = 3 and TH = 5 

amounts to one kilojoule of energy, which is significant. Thus, care must be taken 

in the selection of coordination protocols during system design as they place a major 

energy burden on the network. 

By modeling our energy capacity in terms of application performance, network 

lifetime TL, and the message load through TM and T#, we develop the NPP for 

sensors. We can use this information to tune the performance of our network based on 

a number of design considerations in planning our network. We can either design our 

network with necessary initial energy capacities to optimize application performance 
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based on throughput, or correspondingly, determine the number and frequency of data 

and coordination messages that can be supported given a fixed energy capacity. In 

real-time, we may also evaluate the trade-offs inherent in various resource allocations 

to determine the effects on network lifetime and throughput performance; as used 

in this thesis, throughput is a function of physical resource consumption according 

to the Shannon rate R that was discussed in our problem formulation in Chapter 

3. Thus, we can make critical resource allocation decisions based on our cross-layer 

optimization algorithm for next-generation WSNs. 

5.4.2 Cluster-Heads 

The initial energy capacities for a cluster-head differ from that of sensors because 

the cluster-head is a mesh node that is responsible for relaying sensor packets from a 

cluster to the mesh network, as well as packets between mesh nodes. Thus, the cluster-

head uses different technologies to communicate with its subordinate sensors and its 

mesh network peers. As a result, software radio will be critical in next-generation 

networks to convert the parameters between the sensor and mesh communication 

protocols at the cluster-head. 

Consider the distributed WSN with two sensor clusters as depicted in Figure 5.1. 

A cluster-head will act as a bridge between the mesh network and, for example, the 

UWB sensor cluster (denoted as cluster 1). The cluster-head is also a potential relay 

node for transmissions arriving to the mesh network from the Zigbee cluster (denoted 
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as cluster 2). Thus, the energy dissipation for a cluster-head will differ based on the 

source cluster of the transmission. In this section, we will derive the relationships for 

the cluster-head from the perspective of the UWB cluster. 

When the cluster-head is acting on behalf of its sensor cloud, the energy dissipa

tions are, 

EcH^Jlun,) = (1 - Oluh m (5.13) 

and, 

ECHtCd%es (lm, nm) = (qtjm nm (5.14) 

when receiving packets from the sensor cluster and transmitting those packets to the 

mesh network, respectively. In the above equations, qtl, l\ and n\ are the energy 

consumption per payload bit, the pay load size and the number of packets used in 

the UWB sensor cluster, respectively. The terms qtm, lm and nm are the energy 

consumption per payload bit, the payload size and the number of packets used in the 

mesh network. The mesh network uses nm packets in case segmentation of packets is 

required. When acting as the cluster-head in routing packets from the sensor network 

to the mesh network, the energy dissipation is, 

EcHdtS3{h,lm,nunm) = ECHrCdi!is(h,ni) + ECHtCd%aa{
lm,nm) (5.15) 

As a mesh relay node, the energy dissipations for the cluster-head as a transmitter 

and receiver are different as the energy consumption per bit metric for the mesh and 
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sensor technologies differ. Thus, the energy dissipation of the cluster-head as a mesh 

relay node can be calculated as, 

EcHrmdtsa (lm, nm) = (1 - Oqtjm nm (5.16) 

and, 

ECHtmdtss (lm, nm) = (qtjm nm (5.17) 

where nm packets are relayed within the mesh network. Note that cluster-heads do not 

relay traffic between mesh nodes that originates from the sensor cluster they govern 

as this would yield routing loops. Thus, only the mesh protocol is used and only qtm 

is present in (5.16) and (5.17). When operating as a mesh relay node for packets 

originating from the Zigbee cluster, the UWB cluster-head's energy dissipation is 

derived as, 

Emeshdlaa {lm, nm) — ECHrmdtss {lm, ™m) + ECHtmdtss {lm, "m) = Qi^m™™ (5.18) 

If ri2 packets are sent to the mesh network from the Zigbee cluster, nm packets are 

transmitted in the mesh network after segmentation, if required. 

The required initial energy capacities for the cluster-head are calculated as, 

ECHI = EAwCHl + EASCHI 
(5.19) 
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where EAWCH
 1S derived as, 

EAWCHI = EAwCHldata + EAWCHlhello + EAWCHIRDU (5.20) 

where, 

rp rp rp -wr 
EAWCHldata = j , ViEcHdtss(h'lm,ni,nm) -\ - ^ -Emes/M,3S(^m,nm), 

= TL (qtJmnm (^-C + ^V2) + qtjim (^-(1 - Q)) , 

E"Vc*lhM. = g {WlEcHr^ «H, 1) + E[Nm]ECHrm^ (lh, 1) 

+ECHtmd,Jlh,l)) 

THk {Cqtm + (1 - C)(E[Ns}qtl + E[Nm)qtm)) , 

and, 

EAWCHlRDU = ~-Vx (Cqtllr + ECHtmdiaa {lrm, 1)) 

+ rp Emeshdlss{lrm,i-) 
J-M2 

TL I =^-C (Qtjr + qtjrm) + -^-^-qtjr 

EASCHI ' the energy consumed while the UWB cluster-head is asleep, is derived as, 

EASCHI = IAVT [TL ~ (TAwCHldata + TAWCHlhello + TAWCHIRDU)J 

where TAWCH is the time spent by the cluster-head in routing data, both in trans

ferring packets from the sensor cluster towards the master node, and in relaying pack

ets originating from the Zigbee cluster. TAWCH
 a n d TAWCH

 a r e the durations 
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that the cluster-head spends handling hello and RDU packets, respectively. Recall 

that pipelined transmissions are used in transmitting both RDU and data packets; 

the cluster-head will remain awake for the duration of sending the RDU to the source 

in the sensor cluster, until data is received from its PHID and relayed to its NHID in 

the mesh network. TAWCH > TAWCH
 a n d TAWCH are derived below as, 

^ _ - & G$J «*• -»+(». - >»+is) 
+ -T^V2{E[Rm}(Ki-2)^n™ + k))> 

TAWCMXhMo 

and, 

TAWCHI 

5.4.3 Mesh Relay Nodes 

Mesh relay nodes are selected to carry UWB and Zigbee cluster traffic TRX and TR2 

percent of the time, respectively. The energy capacity Emesh is derived similarly as, 

Emesh = EAWmesh + EASmeah (5.11) 

-lLm (Em E\r^ + l\ 
TH

mh{E[R1}
+ ElRrn] ) 

= Ik-v ( mr <K' - U + mTm \ 
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where the relationship between the energy capacity and message load for data, hello 

and RDU packets is, 

where, 

and, 

EAWmMh = EAwmeshj^ + EAWmesh^„_ + EAwmeshDn„ (5.12) 'mesh """lesljaia nWmeshheUo AWmeshRDU 

rp 
EAWmeehdata = j,—ViTRlEmeshdtss(lm,nmi) 

rn 

+ 7? VlTRzEjnes^ {lm,nm2) 
J-M2 

7jr—ViTRl ) qtjmnmi + ( -=^-V2TR2 ) qtmlmnm2 
J-Mi / \J-M2 

EAWmeshhello = g (E[Nm]ECHrmdiss (k, 1) + ECHtmdl„ «H, 1)) 

^qtJh(E[Nm}(l-() + (), 

EAwmeshRniI — ™—ViTRlEmeshdtaa(lrm,l) 

1
 TL 

TM2 

+ 7jrrV2TR2Emeshdiaa(lrm,l) 

TJT^VITR! + TJT-V2TR2 ) qtJr 
J-Mi J- M 2 

Here, mesh nodes will relay nmi or nm2 data packets to differentiate between the 

number of packets arriving from the UWB and Zigbee clusters, respectively. 

The duration of time the mesh node is asleep, EAsmeah, is determined as, 

EASmeah = IAVT \TL - {TAWmeshdata + TAWmeshhMo + TAWmeshRDuJ 

file:///J-M2
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where the durations TAW , , TAW , and TAWm. arc found as follows, 

TL T^me,hdaLa = ^T^E[Rm)(K'-2) g ("-!+*) 

T TO
 X ' - 2 

+ 7 t ^ ^ [ W - 2 ) g ( n m 2 + f c ) 

_ TL E[Nm] + 1 
~TH E[Rm] m " ' 

and, 

TAW—
 = (^ iT*+^kV2TR) {EOJ(K> - 2) g

f c 

By forming the relationships between energy capacity, network lifetime and appli

cation throughput for sensors, cluster-heads and mesh relay nodes, we quantify the 

trade-off between these factors for the NPP. We can also optimize both the sensor 

and mesh portions of a path to gain the mutual benefits of application performance 

and a sustainable network lifetime. We have submitted the results of the NPP for 

publication in [106] and evaluate its performance in Chapter 6. 

5.5 Queueing Model 

We consider that each sensor acts as an individual M / M / 3 / 3 queucing system with 

c — 3 servers and no waiting room. Although each cluster is supported with F\ or 
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F% > c sub-channels, we impose this server limit of c — 3 to provide ample channels for 

relay traffic. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the same channel is not used over multiple 

hops for a single transmission as nodes have different channel preferences. Requests 

arrive according to a Poisson process with arrival rate A, while requests are serviced 

at each sensor node individually at a service rate of ji. The transition rate diagram 

for the M/M/c/c queueing system is presented in Figure 5.8. 

A A A 

Figure 5.8: State Transition Diagram For M/M/c/c Queueing System 

A major consideration in the selection of the arrival rates Ai and A2 for our UWB 

and Zigbee clusters, respectively, is our desired network lifetime that imposes a strict 

bound on the network load. Increasing the network load, without consideration of 

the network lifetime that is set due to constrained sensor resources, will result in 

unexpected node outages. This illustrates the motivation behind our NPP to plan for 

a sustainable network lifetime while meeting the performance needs of next-generation 

sensory and resource management applications. 

The network load is selected by setting a self-imposed limit of 1,000 requests per 

sensor node over the course of a one week network lifetime. This corresponds to 

arrival rates per sensor node of As = Ai = A2 = 0.1 requests/minute. The cluster 

arrival rate of requests, Ac = Xnetl = Xnet2, is 2 requests/minute for each cluster for 

V = 20 sensors. The network arrival rate of requests is \net = A„eti + Anet2-
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In computing the service time 1/n, we compute the expected holding times in a 

UWB and Zigbee transmission to find [i\ and /J,2, respectively. By considering the 

path as a pipeline system with each relay node measuring the holding time for two 

stages (send and receive), we compute l///i and I//Z2 as, 

^m{2+in"-1)^n}!mP1=3M"s (53) 

and, 

s - w ( 2 + ( " " - 1 ) ) - a w r i - " 3 n " (5-4) 

At any time, the expected number of transmissions in a sensor cluster can then 

be calculated as, 

E[Nt(t)] = ±(l-E[PB(t)]) (5.5) 
M 

where fi is Hi or \i2 depending on the sensor cluster of interest and PB(£) is the 

blocking probability in the cluster. 

Generally, the Erlang B formula, which defines the probability that all c = 3 

servers are busy for a sensor, is used to compute the blocking probability but our 

system has the added constraint of multi-hop traffic which reduces the number of 

channels available to service a request. The Erlang B formula is, 
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where, 

Xs 
Ps = ~ 

The determination of E[Pj8(i)] will be explored later in this chapter. 

5.6 Simulation Methodology 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, our distributed WSN is formed by a F-sized UWB 

sensor cluster and a V-sized Zigbee sensor cluster that are connected to a master node 

via an M-sized overlay mesh network. Our WSN spans a 1 km x 1 km campus area 

for which V — 20 sensor nodes (excluding the cluster-head) and M = 1 mesh nodes; 

we simulate a small network size without loss of generality. As also mentioned in 

Chapter 3, our mesh nodes are organized in a hexagonal topology to achieve maximum 

coverage. The UWB cluster is focused in a 10 m x 10 m area for a video feedback 

application, while the Zigbee cluster performs temperature sensing in a 75 m x 75 

m area such as a computer server room. The network energy capacities are chosen 

using our NPP with an expected network lifetime of one week. 

5.6.1 Optimization Variables 

In the optimization of our link utilities in (3.7) from Chapter 3, our a, (3, 7, 5 and 

r] parameters are selected per technology. They are selected through curve-fitting 

to shift the operating powers of the various technologies into the optimality range 

for increasing values of E from (3.3). More specifically, the furthest pair of nodes 
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within the maximum transmission distance for a communication protocol are taken 

and a, (3, 7, 5 and 77 are calibrated to ensure that the throughput selected during 

the optimization process adheres to the desired fraction of maximum throughput as 

a function of E. For example, only until minimal energy remains for a node should 

a node be unable to transmit at maximum throughput under optimal channel con

ditions. Changing the factors that impact the cross-layer optimization protocol will 

require a re-calibration of the operating parameters for a, (3, 7, 5 and r\ based on the 

process discussed above. These factors include: the technologies used in the network 

that affect the maximum transmission ranges of the nodes; the achievable transmis

sion rates or link capacities; or, the factors that affect the path loss model such as 

the path loss exponent n if, for example, outdoor sensory applications are desired. 

A design decision was also made to ensure that a, (3, 7, 5 and 77 are tuned in such 

a manner that the L* values for hops within the mesh network are approximately 

double the L* values for hops in a sensor cluster. This provides an advantage to 

mesh network hops in the path selection process. In this fashion, we aim to steer the 

algorithm to prefer paths which favor routing through the mesh network to reduce 

the routing burden on sensors in the network. Variations in the L* values for hops 

within the cluster are still reflected in the average maximum profit Uf v when path 

Table 5.1: Selection of Optimization Parameters in the Heterogeneous WSN 

Network a /? 7 r\ <5 

UWB Cluster 47,000 0.4886 16 13,000 

ZigBee Cluster 10,000 -2x10"15 89 15,950 3xl0~7 

WiMaxMesh 100,000 0.0814 2 23,000 
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lengths are short, as in our scenario. Table 5.1 summarizes our selection of a, (3, 7, 

5 and 77 that have been calibrated for our network scenario. 

For communication and packet transmission, we have implemented the network 

parameters in Table 5.2 in both the UWB and Zigbee clusters. In terms of operating 

parameters, the maximum number of hops K' — 4 for a single candidate path and 

the energy consumption coefficient C = 0.5 to split the energy required to transmit 

over a single hop in a path evenly between a transmitter and receiver as discussed 

in Section 2.4.1. F\ — F2 = Fc = 5 as the number of sub-channels in the spectrum 

band with corresponding bandwidths of w\ — 500 MHz, W2 — 2.5 MHz and wm = 20 

MHz in our simulation for UWB, Zigbee and WiMax, respectively. As can be seen 

in Table 5.2, the UWB sensor cloud also transmits four times the information per 

transmission than the Zigbee sensor cloud to support higher bandwidth applications. 

Table 5.2: Communication Parameters for Three Sub-Networks 
Sub-Network 

UWB 

ZigBee 

WiMax 

Payload Length 

I (bytes) 

32 

32 

48 

Packet Length 

m (bytes) 

38 

38 

256 

Data to Transmit 

(bytes) 

128 

32 

128 or 32 

Packets to 

Transmit, n 

4 

1 

4 or 1 

Number of 

Channels 

5 

5 

5 

Channel 

Bandwidth 

500 MHz 

2 5 MHz 

20 MHz 

5.7 Initial Energy Capacity Modeling 

The NPP showed that initial energy capacities of sensor and mesh nodes depend 

heavily on the energy efficiency of the communication technology selected. Given the 

variations in qt for UWB, Zigbee and WiMax that we use to test our system, we 

must equip our sensor and mesh nodes with different energy capacities to support our 
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Figure 5.9: Energy Savings by UWB over One Week Network Lifetime 

desired network lifetime of one week. For our simulation, we aim to meet expected 

performance levels of transmission rates specified in Table 1.1. We also limit each 

sensor to 1,000 requests over the course of the one week network lifetime in determin

ing the initial energy capacities. Given that V = 20 and M = 7, the initial energy 

capacities required by UWB and Zigbee sensors over a desired one week network 

lifetime, both with and without coordination protocols, are presented in Figure 5.9. 
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Table 5.3: Required and Applied Energy Capacities for Sensors, Cluster-Heads and 
Mesh Relay Nodes for One Week Network Lifetime 

Node Type 

UWB sensor 

Zigbee sensor 

Cluster-head (UWB) 

Cluster-head (Zigbee) 

Mesh relay 

Required Energy 

Capacity 

17 7 J 

69 9 J 

750 3 J 

684 8 J 

646 5 J 

Applied Ene] 

Capacity 

17 5 J 

69 5 J 

1 kJ 

1 kJ 

1 kJ 

Without coordination protocols, we see that both UWB and Zigbee sensors can 

be equipped with roughly 17 J of energy. However, with the extra burden placed on 

the network by coordination protocols, UWB nodes require a modest increase, while 

Zigbee devices require over four times the energy capacity. Based on this analysis, we 

equip UWB nodes and Zigbee nodes with 17.5 J with 69.5 J, respectively. Em, the 

energy capacity of a mesh node, is chosen as 1 kJ. A summary of the required energy 

capacities and those implemented in the network for sensors, cluster-heads and mesh 

relay nodes given our system parameters are presented in Table 5.3. We implement 

sensor energies slightly under the required levels to analyze the performance of these 

nodes in the final stages of our network lifetime. 

5.8 Evaluative Metrics 

We evaluate our cross-layer policy according to a number of performance metrics. 

This will enable us to test the ability of our network to achieve both significant 

throughput performance and a predictable network lifetime. We shall also present 

the average waiting times of a priority policy and the blocking probability. 
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5.8.1 Throughput 

We shall examine the real-time total network throughput and mean per-hop through

put of our UWB and Zigbee clusters, and the WiMax mesh network, to test the 

ability of our policy to meet the desired throughput levels listed in Table 1.1 for three 

different communication protocols. By doing so, we test our system's ability to meet 

performance objectives for next-generation WSNs. 

While the choice of technologies in this work is secondary to the policy itself, we 

shall also analyze the performance of UWB as a desirable WSN technology. We aim 

to show that UWB provides a significant performance improvement over Zigbee in 

terms of the total throughput, mean per-hop throughput and spectral efficiency. 

In using this metric, we will also be able to analyze the mean number of hops 

per path in all three sub-networks to test our policy's ability to favor routing in the 

mesh network. This shall be calculated on an ongoing basis by dividing the sum of 

the total network throughput by the product of the number of active transmissions 

and the sum of the mean per-hop throughput over time. 

5.8.2 Percentage of Remaining Energy Capacities 

This metric evaluates the ability of our NPP to meet network lifetime requirements 

of next-generation WSNs. By monitoring the remaining energy capacities over the 

course of the simulation, we shall test the ability of our NPP to meet the desired 

network lifetime of one week for three communication protocols with different energy 
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efficiencies. It will also enable us to evaluate the success of our NPP in helping 

us make critical network design decisions, while satisfying desired throughput levels 

and expected network lifetime. This is critical in application-centric WSNs to meet 

both resource and performance requirements of next-generation sensory and control 

applications. 

5.8.3 Mean Number of Network Connections 

The mean number of connections monitors the ability of our sensor and mesh nodes to 

maintain connectivity in the network. Network connections in the UWB and Zigbee 

clusters are Bernoulli distributed with success probability p while WiMax nodes are 

fully connected in a mesh network with M — 1 connections. This metric will also 

enable us to monitor the point at which our nodes begin losing connectivity. 

5.8.4 Blocking Probabil i ty 

The blocking probability metric examines the ability of our system to handle the 

network load and evaluates the number of dropped requests. We present a series 

of results for the blocking probability as a function of the traffic intensity and the 

number of operating channels, both for the overall network as well as individually for 

the UWB and Zigbee clusters in order to compare their performance. 

Consider a request for a transmission to the master node for a source sensor being 

accepted in the UWB cluster (event X\). We denote the probability that the request 
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is accepted as P(Xi(t)\E[K1}) where E[K\\ is the expected number of hops along a 

candidate path that originates from the UWB cluster. P(Xi(t)\E[K1]) is dependent 

on E^ifi] as the success of a request is dependent on the ability of the cross-layer 

optimization algorithm to perform a resource allocation for each hop along the path. 

The corresponding probability in the Zigbee network is P(X2(t)\E[K2\) where event 

X2 considers the servicing of a request from a Zigbee sensor. In general, the expected 

number of transmissions approved in the network at time t in seconds is, 

E[NA(t)] = E[\net] * P(X(t)\E[K}) (5.6) 

as E[A„et], the number of requests expected to arrive in the system, multiplied by the 

probability that a request is accepted in the network at time t, P(X(t)\E[K]). The 

expected percentage of accepted requests in the network, E[PA(t)], is derived as, 

E[PA(t)] = E V M A [ Y ) ] * 10°% 

= T?e=sE[^\:nx(m\K])\ ,im% (57) 
tE[Xnet\ 

= ±£P(X(O|25[*])]*100% 
t'=i 

as the percentage of total requests that the system has received since the onset of the 

simulation that are approved. 

We may now compute the expected blocking probability, £?[Pg(i)]. In our network, 

a request is rejected if no candidate path can be resolved for the given source sensor 
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at the time of the request. As these paths are multi-hop, a candidate path is not 

resolvable if any of the hops along the path cannot be optimized. This occurs if a 

transmitter along a path cannot resolve a channel because it: 1) cannot meet the 

minimum SNR of its prospective receiver due to high interference; 2) cannot reach 

the receiver's MIRS given the available link budget at the time of the request; 3) 

is unable to find an operating channel that is not in use by other sensors within its 

range; or, 4) has insufficient energy capacity to operate. If a candidate path cannot be 

resolved, we evaluate the next candidate path. If no candidate paths can be resolved, 

the request is rejected. 

E\PB{t)\ can be calculated as the total number of rejected requests divided by the 

total number of requests that have arrived to date as, 

evw)] = a - t ^ - f i ^ w i ) . ioo% 
tE[Xnet\ 

= ^ [ A „ . . ] - S ; ^ W Q ] t l 0 0 % (5.8) 

J - £ ' M f ( i W W q ) , l o o y , 
= (1 - E[PA(t)}) * 100% 

5.8.5 Expected Waiting Times with High Priority Clusters 

Priority schemes for WSNs provide preference over mesh network resources to critical 

transmissions from sensor clusters. Given that the purpose of the distributed sensor 
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network is the execution of several maintenance and control applications simultane

ously, a priority scheme allows our system to give precedence to high priority traffic; 

this enables critical data from sensor clusters to arrive immediately with timely and 

optimized responses. Two types of customers are considered in our system, low and 

high priority, and all requests of a single cluster are given the same priority level. 

Thus, at any time, a cluster-head is only servicing requests of a single priority level. 

Thus, to study our priority-based model, we execute this scenario from the per

spective of a central M/M/l server with an infinite queue that handles all incoming 

requests from all clusters for which the service rate for all requests is /it. The M/M/l 

server does not exist in reality as cluster-heads are responsible for servicing their 

cluster requests. We use this server here to evaluate our priority scheme and compare 

the average waiting times of both high and low priority requests. The server has one 

queue to service requests on a first-come-first-serve basis to ensure that resources are 

allocated to one request appropriately prior to servicing the next request. 

Consider our distributed WSN that contains UWB and Zigbee clusters. Requests 

arrive in sensor clusters at a rate of Ac = A„etl = A„et2 > where A„etl and Anet2
 a r e the 

cluster arrival rates of requests for the UWB and Zigbee clusters, respectively. The 

total arrival rate of requests is Xnet = Xnetl + Anet2. 

The average waiting time metric enables us to compare the time to service high 

priority and low priority requests. We will compare the servicing of these two types 

of customers with the average waiting time when no high priority traffic is present, as 

well as the average waiting time for all requests over the duration of the simulation. 
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We shall study four types of requests in measuring the average waiting times: high 

and low priority requests from the UWB cluster for which the probability of a high 

priority event is p^, and high and low priority requests from the Zigbee cluster for 

which the probability of a high priority event is ph2 • 

The average waiting time with no high priority requests in the system is, 

• " ^ - M W ) (5-9> 

where, 

Anet 

p = — 

A* 

For high priority UWB requests for which pi = Anetl//x, the average waiting time is, 

Whighl = (1 -Ph2)W(fi,Pl) + PhaW(ji,p) (5.10) 

as the average waiting time when the UWB cluster is the only high priority cluster 

and both the UWB and Zigbee clusters are high priority. 

For high priority Zigbee requests and p<i = Xnet2/p, the average waiting time is 

calculated as, 

Whigh2 = (l-phl)W(jjL,P2)+phlW(iJLip) (5.11) 

In general, for ph = Phx — Ph2 and \netl — \net2, the average waiting time for high 
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Whtgh(n,p,ph) = {l-ph)W(n,p/2) +phW(pJ,p) (5.12) 

Low priority requests will be preempted by high priority requests in the queue fol

lowing a preemptive resume strategy; high priority requests will preempt low priority 

requests, which after servicing all high priority requests, the low priority requests will 

resume. The average waiting time for the preemption resume scheme is, 

TI, ( \ ^Pi + M1P2 , c . oX 

Wlm,(in, H2, Pl,P2) = ,- w., r (5.13) 
P-lVbO- - Pl)0- - Pi - P2) 

which, for p, = pi = p2 and p — pi = p2, reduces to, 

w^»-«i-%i-2A (5 '14) 

The overall average waiting time in the system considering the above scenarios is, 

Wavg(n,p,Ph) =PhWhlgh{iJ,,p,ph) + (1 -Ph)(j>h)Wiow(n,p) + (1 -Ph)(l -ph)W(n,p) (5.15) 

Typically, priority-based systems are also used in conjunction with flow control 

mechanisms to manage the amount of traffic in the network; if the input traffic 

exceeds the total network capacity, lower priority traffic is blocked to ensure that the 

network capacity is not exceeded. In our distributed WSN, however, the cluster-head 

is responsible for performing request optimization in a centralized fashion on behalf of 
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sensors in the network as discussed in Chapter 3. This optimization is performed from 

the perspective of a single channel where the cluster-head assigns separate channels 

to each hop. Thus, while in our study we do not consider the total network capacity, 

the cluster-head considers the single channel's capacity CVyj(t) for each transmission 

request, as shown in the link utility function in (3.2). The cluster-head is aware of all 

power allocations by its sensors on each channel and ensures that the single channel's 

capacity is not exceeded. This is enforced due to the presence of Pmp in the objective 

function constraints covered in Section 3.7.2. Since the per channel capacity is not 

exceeded, the total network capacity is also not violated. However, if flow control 

mechanisms are desirable, this can be achieved by using the priority-based system 

derived here to assign priorities to identify low priority traffic that can be dropped if 

total network capacity is being exceeded. 

5.9 Summary 

This chapter discussed system design issues including our NPP, state information 

and simulation methodology. We also discussed our queueing theory model and the 

derivation of our optimization parameters used in the study. As we mentioned, the 

queueing model depends on the message capacities that are derived from our NPP, 

which illustrates the relationship between application performance, network lifetime 

and energy capacity, as well as the message load that the network can support. Based 

on this network load, we calculate our arrival rate of requests, Ai and A2, for our two 
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clusters accordingly. The NPP presented in this chapter is the third contribution of 

this thesis and enables network planners to make critical network design decisions by 

studying their impact on throughput performance and network lifetime objectives. 

The next chapter will present a performance evaluation of our cross-layer opti

mization algorithm and NPP for a number of evaluative metrics presented in this 

chapter. We will seek to meet the performance and network lifetime objectives set 

out in Section 5.8. 



Chapter 6 

Performance Evaluation 

6.1 Introduction 

Our cross-layer algorithm for throughput and energy optimization in WSNs is simu

lated using the MATLAB computing platform. MATLAB is a language that enables 

intensive computation and is ideal for our requirements as the Nelder-Mead method 

for nonlinear optimization is built into MATLAB's Optimization Toolbox. While 

MATLAB is not itself a network simulator, its optimization functions are extremely 

useful, while the MATLAB language makes the implementation of network topologies, 

interference modeling and signal propagation characteristics quite feasible. 

In this chapter, we will be applying the performance metrics discussed in our 

previous section to our cross-layer optimization policy. In this evaluation, we shall 

be evaluating the ability of our algorithm to meet both the performance and net

work lifetime requirements that were outlined Chapter 5. We will commence with a 

discussion of the convergence of our algorithm. 

160 
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6.2 Convergence and Nelder-Mead Method for 

Nonlinear Optimization 

To optimize our objective function Ufv , our algorithm uses the Nelder-Mead method 

for nonlinear optimization. Nelder-Mead uses a simplex method that utilizes the 

concept of a polytope with n + 1 vertices in an n dimensional space [107]. Since our 

optimization of a single link utility L*Vx v j at the PHY layer is optimized for one 

communication resource of interest 77 = <t>{Plx /) only, the Nelder-Mead method uses 

a line segment (with two vertices) to generate a set of trial results. The Nelder-Mead 

algorithm extrapolates the objective function at these test points to analyze points 

along their gradients, and replaces these test points with more optimal solutions as 

the algorithm progresses, until a local minimum is found. 

Four scalar parameters form a complete Nelder-Mead method: coefficients of re

flection (p), expansion (x), contraction, (7) and shrinkage (<r) [107]. To satisfy the 

algorithm, these parameters must adhere to the following rules, 

p > 0, x > 1, X > P, 0 < 7 < 1, and 0 < a < 1 

where the general selections for these parameters are [107], 

P = 1, X = 2, 7 = §, and cr = \ 

Lagarias et al. prove that the Nelder-Mead method converges to a minimizer for 

strictly convex functions of one variable [108]. Given that a strictly convex function 

has only a single minimum, any local minimum is also a unique global minimum [109]. 
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Thus, to prove the convergence of our optimization algorithm and, given that we 

have a maximization problem, we must show that our link utility function L* j is 

strictly concave. A proof of concavity, given through the convexity of —L*Vx j , is 

provided in Appendix C, in which we provide the necessary conditions to ensure a 

global optimum can be obtained, as well as prove that —L^v j(P*xj,t) > 0 for our 

operating parameters in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

Given that a sum of convex functions is also convex, our objective function —U"*v , 

as the summation of —L*x<v j functions, is also convex. Thus, our algorithm converges 

to the unique global maximum for U% v given our objective function constraints. 

For frequently optimized functions, the Nelder-Mead method enables the specifi

cation of an initial value from which to begin the search if there has been relatively 

few changes to the state of the network since the last optimization [107]. Thus, we 

store and maintain our previous solution, previoussolution(vx,vy, / ) , and use it as 

our initial value for the hop vx — vy on channel / for the next iteration. 

6.3 Simulation Results 

Our simulation evaluates the performance of our cross-layer optimization policy for 

joint throughput and energy optimization, and the mesh network as an enabling 

technology for building distributed and application-centric WSNs. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, we use two clusters based on UWB and Zigbee, and an overlay WiMax 
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mesh network, to test our cross-layer optimization policy. We also conduct a per

formance comparison between UWB and Zigbee to study the suitability of UWB for 

deploying next-generation WSNs. In Chapter 5, we stated that our goal is to design 

our WSN to survive for a one week network lifetime without loss of generality, while 

we also test the ability of our cross-layer optimization policy to meet the throughput 

performance outlined in Table 1.1. For Zigbee, we utilize the 2.4 GHz band that is 

capable of reaching data rates of 250 kbps. Here, we present results for the evaluative 

metrics discussed in Chapter 5. 

6.3.1 Total Network Throughput 

In our problem formulation, we discussed the requirements of next-generation WSNs 

that will be expected to perform at peak performance for state-of-the-art sensory 

and resource management applications. In this thesis, we have explored performance 

issues for WSNs in the form of achievable throughput. We have studied achievable 

throughput by considering both the benefits and costs of utilizing a level of through

put as a function of the consumption of physical resources in our cross-layer design. 

Rather than only considering minimum QoS requirements, we aim to tie performance 

Table 6.1: Throughput Statistics 
Network Maximum Total 

Throughput 

Minimum Total 

Throughput 

Mean Total 

Throughput 

Standard 

Deviation 

Variance 

UWB Cluster 3.4 Gbps 84.4 Mbps 1.8 Gbps 112.2 Mbps 1.3 x 10 le 

ZigBee Cluster 794.9 kbps 240.1 kbps 770 kbps 2.2 kbps 5.0 x 106 

WiMaxMesh 485.7 Mbps 39.6 Mbps 331.5 Mbps 10 Mbps 1.6 x 1013 
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and energy capacity to physical resource consumption. This enables us to gain a clear 

picture of both the benefits and costs of various resource assignments to make more 

informed decisions regarding resource allocation. The first part of the evaluation of 

our cross-layer design is an analysis of the total network throughput in our network. 

Throughput statistics of our distributed WSN are presented in Table 6.1 for sensory 

data traffic and does not include the transmission rate of coordination messages. 

Table 6.1 illustrates the most significant performance improvement of the UWB 

cluster over the Zigbee cluster. The UWB sensor cloud achieves total network 

throughputs that vary between 84.4 Mbps and 3.4 Gbps for our network load, while 

the Zigbee sensor network achieves a maximum real-time throughput of only 794.9 

kbps. Recall that Zigbee transmissions are only capable of achieving single through

puts of 250 kbps. The mesh network provides long-haul transmission to the processing 

center from the cluster-heads of the sensor clouds and, in our simulation, the mesh 

network achieves network throughputs of between 39.6 and 485.7 Mbps. 

This result is significant and shows the success of our cross-layer optimization 

algorithm in using UWB to achieve significant throughput gains. This also illustrates 

that UWB is indeed suited to next-generation WSNs that require high throughput 

performance for next-generation sensory applications. UWB expands the number of 

applications for WSNs that can be used for state-of-the-art resource management, 

which solves a major long-term concern for WSNs considering the low bandwidth 

limitations of Zigbee technology. 
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Figure 6.1: Mean Per-Hop Throughput over One Week Network Lifetime 

6.3.2 Mean Per-Hop Throughput 

Throughput performance can also be viewed in terms of the mean throughput as 

shown in Figure 6.1. This result highlights the performance improvement per hop 

along a path. Figure 6.1 shows that the mean per-hop throughput at any time over 

the course of the one week network lifetime for UWB, Zigbee and WiMax nodes is 

approximately 480 Mbps, 75 Mbps and 250 kbps, respectively, in accordance with 

Table 1.1. The fluctuations around the mean in terms of the standard deviation and 
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Figure 6.2: Spectral Efficiency (bits/s/Hz) over One Week Network Lifetime 

variance are summarized in Table 6.1. The mean throughput also confirms that UWB 

is suited to large bandwidth applications for WSNs. 

6.3.3 Spectral Efficiency 

It is also important to evaluate the spectral efficiency of our three communication 

technologies to provide an accurate comparison in terms of the attainable transmission 

rate per Hz. Figure 6.2 presents the spectral efficiency of our three communication 
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protocols in bits/s/Hz. Between UWB and Zigbee, UWB provides a significantly 

higher spectral efficiency. Zigbee provides a spectral efficiency of 250 kbps/2.5 MHz 

= 0.1 bits/s/Hz, while UWB attains a spectral efficiency of roughly 480 Mbps/500 

MHz — 0.96 bits/s/Hz. This is accurate as UWB provides throughput between 100 

Mbps and 500 Mbps over a 500 MHz channel [110]. WiMax provides improved spectral 

efficiency of approximately 75 Mbps/20 MHz = 3.75 bits/s/Hz. 

6.3.4 Average Number of Hops per P a t h 

We mentioned in Chapter 3 that an important design decision was ensuring that the 

algorithm favored routing in the mesh network over the sensor cluster. This enables 

us to shift the routing responsibility to the mesh network and conserve sensor energy 

by reducing the number of sensor nodes used in a path. This is achieved by scaling 

our achievable L*Vx v , values such that link utilities in the mesh network are larger 

than in the sensor networks. The effect of this decision is that candidate paths in the 

path selection process with a larger number of mesh hops have a higher average path 

utility UftV . Thus, they are more likely to be selected in the optimization process. 

We test the ability of our cross-layer optimization policy to favor mesh network 

routing by calculating the real-time average number of hops in each of the three sub

networks. The number of hops is found as the total network throughput divided by 

the product of the number of active transmissions and the mean per-hop throughput 

since the onset of the simulation. This is shown in Figure 6.3 which shows that our 
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Figure 6.3: Average Number of Hops Per Path in Each Sub-Network 

policy indeed favors routing in the mesh network. For K' = 4, on average Km = 2.2 

hops occur in the mesh network. This is a 14.3% and 44.2% increase over the average 

number of hops per path in the UWB and Zigbee clusters, respectively, which provides 

substantial savings in sensor energies over the course of the network lifetime. Ideally, 

we would like the source sensor to transmit to the cluster-head in one hop but this 

is not always possible given the sensor distribution in the field and the maximum 

transmission range of the communication protocol. 
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Another interesting observation to be made is that UWB paths have a higher 

number of hops on average than Zigbee paths. This requires more UWB nodes to 

be involved in an UWB transmission but occurs due to the shorter range of UWB 

devices and the increased dependence of UWB technology on multi-hop routing. 

6.3.5 Percentage of Remaining Energy Capacities 

While we observe the throughput benefits gained by using our cross-layer optimization 

policy, we must also analyze the energy cost at which these benefits are achieved. 

This would enable us to evaluate whether or not our algorithm is successful in jointly 

meeting significant throughput and network lifetime requirements. 

Time (Days) 

Figure 6.4: Comparison of Remaining Battery Energies Over One Week Network 
Lifetime 
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Figure 6.4 presents the mean remaining energy capacities in the UWB cluster, 

Zigbee cluster and the WiMax mesh network. Our UWB and Zigbee clusters are able 

to survive for the desired one week network lifetime, with the outage occurring just 

before the end of the simulation. At the end of the simulation, the WiMax mesh 

network still has roughly 34% of its mean battery energy remaining. This is due to 

mesh nodes being equipped with more resources which enables the overlay network 

to assume greater responsibilities in the network. These results meet our network 

lifetime expectations based on the initial energy capacities determined via NPP in 

Table 5.3. For example, based on the expected and applied energy capacities in Table 

5.3, we would expect that both the UWB and Zigbee clusters would lose connectivity 

- • — UWB Cluster 
O UWB Node 6 

—a— Zigbee Cluster 
D Zigbee Node 12 

12 00 13 30 15 00 16 30 18 00 19 30 2100 22 30 24 00 
Time (Hour) 

Figure 6.5: Remaining Network Energies in Last 12 Hours with First Node Outages 
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in the last few hours of the network lifetime. We would also expect the mesh network 

to maintain roughly one-third of its energy capacity at the end of the simulation, 

which has been confirmed. This result is significant as it shows that we can indeed 

design WSNs to plan for predictable network lifetimes, while achieving significant 

throughput performance. Our NPP enables us to achieve both objectives. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the remaining energy capacities in the final twelve hours of 

the simulation and the first nodes in each cluster to fully lose connectivity. Based 

on the initial energy capacities selected, the UWB cluster gave us almost two extra 

hours of connectivity over the Zigbee network. In terms of the first node outages, 

node 12 from the Zigbee cluster was the first node to lose connectivity; its remaining 

battery energy was just under that of the mean from the Zigbee cluster at 20:15. For 

the UWB cluster, node 6 experienced the first node outage and followed the mean 

battery energy of the UWB cluster quite strictly at 22:00. These results also confirm 

what we would expect from our initial and applied energy capacities from Table 5.3. 

6.3.6 Mean Number of Network Connections 

In studying the mean number of connections for the network in Figure 6.6 during the 

final six hours of the simulation, we find a threshold energy capacity at which nodes 

being to lose connectivity. For the Zigbee and UWB clusters, the first link outages 

occurred at 20:15 and 22:00 on the final day of the simulation, respectively. This is 

confirmed by observing a sudden drop in network connections. 
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Figure 6.6: Mean Network Connections In Last Six Hours 

The point at which network connections are lost occurs when only roughly 0.2% 

of the energy capacity remains for both the UWB and Zigbee clusters. This is due 

to nodes having insufficient power at this stage of the network's lifecycle to maintain 

connectivity. Prior to this stage, nodes are able to maintain connections. After both 

the UWB and Zigbee sensor nodes lose connectivity, Figure 6.6 also confirms that the 

WiMax mesh network remains fully-connected. 

6.3.7 Blocking Probabil ity 

Figure 6.7 depicts the relationship between the overall network blocking probability 

for the UWB and Zigbee clusters and the traffic intensity, p. Recall that a request is 

blocked if the system is unable to resolve a path for a request, either due to a lack 
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Figure 6.7: Network Blocking Probability vs. Traffic Intensity, p 

of available operating channels, an inability of candidate transmitters to reach the 

minimum SNR at their prospective receivers, or a failure to find a path to satisfy the 

link budget at the time of the request. 

As shown in Figure 6.7, as the traffic intensity increases, the probability that a 

request is blocked in the network increases logarithmically. This trend occurs because, 

as the traffic intensity increases, fewer channels are available as they are used up at an 

exponential rate, causing subsequent requests to be rejected. The number of channels, 

F, represents the number of channels simulated in each of the three sub-networks, 

that is Fi = F2 = Fc = F. As F increases, the blocking probability decreases for a 

given traffic intensity. This indicates that the number of operating channels is the 

defining parameter in determining the operating point of the network for the blocking 
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probability. This occurs because the mesh network handles requests from both the 

UWB and Zigbee clusters and, if all Fc channels in the WiMax spectrum band are used 

for active transmissions, the WiMax network cannot support any more transmissions. 

Thus, the request is rejected even if channels are available in the sensor clusters. It 

also appears from Figure 6.7 that increasing the number of operating channels at 

low traffic intensities has a much larger effect on decreasing the blocking probability. 

As the traffic intensity increases, however, the effect of increasing the number of 

operating channels on the blocking probability decreases. 
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Figure 6.8: Network Blocking Probability vs. Number of Operating Channels, F 

Figure 6.8 goes more in depth to portray the critical relationship between the 

network blocking probability and the number of operating channels. This shows that, 

as the number of operating channels increases, the blocking probability decreases 
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according to a logarithmic relationship. However, as the traffic intensity and the 

number of channels increases, the blocking probability decreases at a slower rate, 

which confirms the conclusion reached from Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 also illustrates 

that the blocking probability decreases as the traffic intensity decreases, which is 

expected. The sharpness of the drop for a traffic intensity p = 1E-6 can be attributed 

to the near-zero blocking probability at extremely low traffic intensities. 
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Figure 6.9: Blocking Probability of UWB and Zigbee Clusters vs. Traffic Intensity, p 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the relationship between the blocking probability and traffic 

intensity for UWB and Zigbee separately for F — 5, F = 10 and F — 20. Given 

the same traffic intensity and number of operating channels, the UWB cluster has 

a blocking probability that is approximately 2% lower than Zigbee on average for 

F — 5. For F = 10 and F = 20, UWB also has a lower blocking probability 
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than Zigbee but the improvement decreases as the number of channels is increased. 

This improvement using UWB re-iterates what we have observed previously, that 

UWB technology is better equipped to handle critical WSN transmissions in next-

generation WSNs. Even if the improvement is only a couple of percentage points 

in terms of blocking probability, UWB provides additional throughput and energy 

efficiency performance over the current standard of WSNs based on Zigbee. 

- p = 2 99 (Zigbee) 
• X - p = 2 99 (UWB) 
—0~~ P = 1 (Zigbee) 
• 0 ~ P = 1 (UWB) 
- O — p = 0 1 (Zigbee) 
• • - p = 0 1 (UWB) 
- V - p = 1E-B (Zigbee) 
• V - p = 1E-6(UWB) 

Number of Channels, F 

Figure 6.10: Blocking Probability of UWB and Zigbee Clusters vs. Number of Oper
ating Channels, F 

We also separate the performance of UWB and Zigbee in observing the relationship 

between the blocking probability and the number of channels in Figure 6.10. Similarly 

to Figure 6.9, it shows that, for a given traffic intensity, the UWB cluster is able to 

support more transmissions for the same number of operating channels by rejecting 

fewer requests when the number of channels is low. It is also interesting to note that 
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• 
Figure 6.11: Percentage of Available Channels for F = 10 and p = 1 In Three Sub
networks 

there comes a point where the difference between the blocking probabilities for UWB 

and Zigbee is marginal as we increase the number of operating channels. 

With this metric, we have discussed the dependency of the blocking probability on 

the number of available channels in the mesh network. We study this trend specifically 

in Figure 6.11 where we have presented the number of available and unavailable 

channels on average during a simulation for p = 1 and F = 10. On average, the 

mesh network has 16% and 84% of its bins available and unavailable at any time, 

respectively. As we can see, the 84% of channels being unavailable in the mesh 

network is quite close to the 77% blocking probability for the p = 1 and F — 10 

case from Figure 6.7. The 7% discrepancy can be attributed to the need for there 

to only be one available channel for a one-hop connection between the cluster-head 

and processing center for acceptance of the request. With 84% of channels being 
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unavailable for F — 10, this leaves approximately 1.6 channels available on average, 

which is sufficient for carrying traffic to the master node in one-hop. 

Thus, the number of available channels in the mesh network is indeed the critical 

factor in determining the successful operating point of the network in terms of blocking 

probability. As a result, careful attention should be given to the mesh network to 

ensure that it is equipped with sufficient resources to handle the network load. 

6.3.8 Expected Waiting Times with High Priority Clusters 

In distributed WSNs that shall execute several maintenance and control applications 

simultaneously, priority schemes are crucial. Priority schemes enable critical data 

from one or more sensor clusters that require immediate attention to be attained. 

In Figure 6.12, we present the average waiting time in a priority-based simulation 

to optimize a system with two priority levels. In this priority scheme, transmission 

requests from clusters given high priority preempt both active transmissions and 

current request optimizations from other clusters. This has two effects: enable high 

priority requests to be optimized based on the full view of resources that are generally 

shared in the mesh network, and move high priority requests to the front of the queue 

for prioritized cross-layer optimization; recall that priority is assigned on a cluster-

based level and, thus, high priority requests do not pre-empt active transmissions that 

originate from the same cluster. Upon handling high priority requests, the system 

resumes low-priority requests based on the new view of available resources. 
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Figure 6.12: Expected Waiting Time for High and Low Priority Requests with ph — 
25% and /i = 10 requests/sec 

We study four types of requests: high and low priority requests from the UWB 

cluster, and high and low priority requests from the Zigbee cluster. The probability 

of a high priority event Ph = Phx — Ph2 = 0.25 and the service rate selected is JJL — 10 

requests/sec. To ensure stability of the system, we choose \netl and A„et2 such that, 

Aneti + ^net2 < A* (6.1) 

By setting, Ac = Anet! = A„et2, we present the average waiting times in Figure 6.12 

for 0 < Ac < 5 requests/sec. 

Figure 6.12 illustrates that the average waiting time for high priority requests is 

significantly reduced over both the scenarios of no priority and low priority requests. 

The average waiting time for high priority requests is calculated by considering the 
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average waiting times while a single cluster is the only high priority cluster, as well 

as while both the UWB and Zigbee clusters are high priority. This is due to the fact 

that priority is assigned independently and both the UWB and Zigbee clusters are 

high priority with probability p\\ in the case where both clusters are high priority, the 

average waiting time is equal to the waiting time of the no priority scenario. This was 

derived in Chapter 5. A single cluster is the only high priority cluster with probability 

Ph(l — Ph)- Likewise, a cluster is low priority with probability (1 — Ph)(Ph)-

The no priority scenario occurs with probability (1 — ph)(l — Ph) and considers 

the case where no high priority traffic exists. The average waiting time for the no 

priority scenario is less than that for low priority traffic. The average waiting time is 

determined via total probability, as the weighted sum of the waiting times based on 

the probabilities for the four scenarios. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter presented a performance evaluation of our cross-layer optimization al

gorithm. Our goal in designing this algorithm is to tie physical resource consumption 

to both throughput and energy capacity for WSNs. This is performed with the aim 

of maximizing performance benefits while achieving a predictable network lifetime. 

In Chapter 5, we presented our expectation of the simulation. We desired to meet 

throughput performance listed in Table 1.1, while also testing our NPP to meet a one 

week network lifetime based on the required and applied energy capacities in Table 
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5.3. From the performance evaluation presented, we were successful in meeting our 

throughput and network lifetime requirements. 

We also presented a performance comparison of the UWB and Zigbee clusters 

in distributed WSNs. We evaluated our system based on performance metrics of 

total network throughput and mean per-hop throughput, for which we observed a 

significant gain achieved by our UWB cluster. This gain was also achieved in terms 

of spectral efficiency, which is intuitive given that UWB and Zigbee are high rate and 

low rate technologies, respectively. In terms of network lifetime, the UWB cluster 

managed to survive for two hours after the Zigbee network had lost full connectivity 

based on the initial capacities selected during system design. 

Another significant result that was determined was the tightly coupled relationship 

between the blocking probability and the number of operating channels in the mesh 

network. This relationship is critical in determining the desired operating point in the 

network for the blocking probability. We confirmed that, because the mesh network 

supports transmissions from both the UWB and Zigbee clusters, it is quickly unable 

to support additional transmissions if the number of channels is low. Hence, in 

performing network planning, it is critical to pay careful attention to the number of 

channels that are selected for the mesh network during system design. 

We also presented a priority scheme to handle critical sensor cluster transmissions. 

We utilize two priority levels such that high priority requests preempt active transmis

sions and jump to the front of the queue for cross-layer optimization. We compared 

the performance of the average waiting time for high priority requests with that of 
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low priority requests. We also compared the performance to the scenario where no 

high priority requests exist in the network. We present a significant improvement in 

the average waiting time for these high priority requests. 

The performance gains presented in this chapter are attainable due to our cross-

layer optimization policy that is able to dynamically select paths to support energy-

aware routing algorithms, perform dynamic frequency selection to avoid channels with 

high interference, as well as adjust transmit power based on the power costs associated 

with transmitting at a higher transmission rate. The NPP enables us to achieve these 

performance gains, while meeting our desired network lifetime objective. While these 

results were shown for UWB, Zigbee and WiMax, our algorithm is not tied to any 

particular communication protocol. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This thesis addresses the throughput and energy optimization problem using cross-

layer design in application-centric and distributed WSNs. Application-centric WSNs 

are those whose applications have significant performance requirements, but major 

considerations must also be made for energy conservation. Based on a literature 

review of joint throughput and energy optimization in WSNs, current approaches fall 

into one of two categories: those that perform rate control but do not model power 

cost in terms of the achievable throughput on the transmission link, or those that do 

not separate performance-related benefits and energy-related costs to ensure that we 

can jointly maximize throughput and minimize energy consumption. 

Given these shortcomings, we present a cross-layer policy for joint throughput and 

energy optimization in these networks that is based on our link suitability method. 

The link suitability determines the optimal PHY layer resource allocation that jointly 

maximizes achievable throughput and minimizes the associated power cost of using 

183 
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the link. By maximizing link suitability, our method ensures that WSNs allocate lim

ited network resources to transmission channels capable of a higher level of throughput 

and energy conservation. By using link suitability in a cross-layer policy, we create 

a cross-layer optimization protocol that is unique in identifying routing paths with 

the optimal trade-off between throughput benefits and energy costs across multiple 

transmission channels. Our policy is based on transmit power at the PHY layer, 

channel allocation at the link layer and multi-hop path selection at the network layer. 

The NPP works in conjunction with our cross-layer optimization algorithm to enable 

us to study the impact of various network design decisions on our performance and 

network lifetime objectives. The relationship is derived between the expected perfor

mance of the communication protocol of interest, desired network lifetime, message 

load for data and coordination packets, and energy capacity. 

These contributions have been evaluated in a distributed WSN architecture that 

is enabled by wireless mesh networks and uses a cross-layer optimization platform 

to revolutionize system control and resource management. The deployment of the 

distributed WSN enables us to position multiple sensor clusters geographically in 

various sensory locations of interest. These sensor clusters are able to gather sensory 

data for any number of high-bandwidth applications and feedback that information 

via the mesh backbone to a processing center for analysis. These clusters may be 

used for a diverse range of applications, from monitoring the health of building and 

bridge infrastructure for preemptive repairs, adjusting temperature and light levels 

in one or more rooms or building floors, and monitoring chemical levels in factories, 
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for example. Other application include target tracking and video monitoring, among 

others. The use of the mesh network enables sensors to focus primarily on sensing 

and coordination functions with a reduced emphasis on multi-hop sensor routing. By 

only requiring that traffic is routed to the mesh node assigned to govern the cluster, 

this has the effect of conserving limited sensor energies in relaying traffic. 

This routing requirement of only sending data to the cluster-head also has the 

effect of enabling short-range and high capacity communication protocols such as 

UWB to be used in dense sensor networks. Requiring that traffic reaches the cluster-

head within a reasonable maximum hop count, such as four in this study, reduces 

UWB's reliance on multi-hop transmissions. These high speed technologies provide 

the opportunity to revolutionize system control and resource management through an 

expansion of the range of sensory applications for which these networks can be used. 

However, the cross-layer policy derived in this study is independent of the selection 

of any particular communication protocol and may be used in a variety of network 

configurations to achieve joint throughput and energy optimization. 

The mesh network allows for nodes with greater resources to be responsible for 

executing our cross-layer optimization policy such that simple sensors are not expected 

to carry out higher level functions in the network. However, it should be noted that 

the deployed mesh network over a campus-sized area may be used to carry multiple 

types of traffic, only one of which may be sensory data. Thus, it should be considered 

that the results presented by the NPP only provide the necessary energy capacities 

to carry sensory traffic. Another benefit of the mesh network is that it expands 
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connectivity to areas where fibre may not be available, hence the reason why mesh 

communication protocols and not IP is used in this thesis. 

Our performance evaluation aims to prove that our cross-layer policy and NPP 

are able to jointly achieve significant throughput performance and desired network 

lifetimes for next-generation WSNs. In Chapter 5, we derive the required and ap

plied initial energy capacities in Table 5.3 via the NPP that satisfy our throughput 

performance and network lifetime objectives. The NPP enables us to determine the 

necessary coordination protocols and perform system design to ensure reasonable en

ergy capacities, while planning to meet the expected performance levels specified in 

Table 1.1 and a one week network lifetime. As a result, the NPP enables us to make 

network design decisions that meet network objectives in the presence of critical sen

sor network constraints. In terms of the performance of our sensor clusters, we present 

a significant improvement in the capacity achieved by UWB over Zigbee. In terms of 

spectral efficiency, UWB also provides more efficient use of the frequency spectrum 

in carrying a higher information rate. The performance evaluation also demonstrates 

that both clusters were able to survive for a desirable network lifetime of one week. 

These results point to the success of our solution to build next-generation WSNs. 

The performance evaluation provides two additional results. First, we present the 

relationship between the blocking probability and the number of operating channels. 

We determine that the number of operating channels in the mesh network is critical 

to determining the operating point of the network. This is intuitive as the mesh 

network is shared between multiple sensor clusters with a greater demand for mesh 
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network resources. Lastly, we present a priority scheme for distributed WSNs that 

enables the processing center to assign one or more clusters as high priority in the 

event that sensory data from these clusters requires an immediate response. High 

priority requests follow a preemptive resume scheme and shall preempt low priority 

transmissions such that request optimization is given the full view of mesh resources. 

We present a significant reduction in average waiting time for high priority requests 

given our priority algorithm. 

7.1 Practical Simplifications to Reduce Time 

Complexity 

In this thesis, a cross-layer policy for throughput and energy optimization in 

application-centric WSNs is presented. However, based on the specific application 

requirements for the network and different network configurations, some practical 

simplifications may be performed to reduce the complexity of the algorithm: 

• Reduce the number of channels used in the network over which the cross-layer 

optimization and resource allocations are performed. However, one should con

sider that the resources in the mesh network are shared between multiple clusters 

and this should factor into the system design process; 

• Enforce a single operating channel end-to-end across an entire path. This would 

reduce the complexity of the computation as permutations of channel allocations 
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per-hop in Section 4.5.1 are not required. However, it would also increase the 

delay of the transmission as packets must be queued at each hop; 

• Use machine learning algorithms to weight paths through feedback to affect the 

probability of selection. In this manner, more suitable neighbors of a source 

sensor are selected and the number of paths to evaluate may be reduced; 

• Determine the spatial correlation between sensor measurements to reduce the 

number of transmission requests that require servicing from a single section of 

the sensor network; and, 

• Replenish energy reserves for nodes in the mesh network to simplify the selec

tion of mesh nodes in a path. This can be achieved through the use of solar or 

light sources, or access of mesh nodes to the power grid, if available. This would 

lead to negligible power costs of using the mesh node due to unlimited energy 

resources for the majority of the simulation. As mentioned, mesh nodes with en

ergy reserves that are constantly replenished will be favored in the optimization 

algorithm over nodes whose energy reserves are constantly depleting. 

7.2 A Discussion on Software and Cognitive Radio 

A significant portion of this work requires the application of software and cognitive 

radio that we used to design state-of-the-art WSNs. Software radio is needed in 

our multi-technology system to convert operating parameters between heterogeneous 
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technologies. This process was observed at the cluster-head where transmissions re

quire conversion from sensor technologies such as UWB and Zigbee to mesh technolo

gies such as WiMax. Cognitive radio, on the other hand, is used to provide sensors 

with spectrum sensing capabilities such that WSNs are able to operate around cur

rent environmental conditions by measuring the surrounding environment. However, 

both software and cognitive radios are not widely available in the market at the time 

of writing this thesis and, as a result, alternatives must be discussed. 

One alternative for software radio which has been explored initially in a test bed 

is the use of a bridge available from Cisco that provides communication between Zig

bee and WiFi. WiFi provides a shorter range than WiMax and is still suitable for 

distributed WSNs, although several additional mesh nodes would be required. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, the 802.11s Task Group closed the Second Recirculation 

Sponsor Ballot in March 2011 with 95% approval rating and is moving on to the 

Third Recirculation Sponsor Ballot [17]. Thus, while Zigbee does not attain high 

throughputs for application-centric WSNs, we may still enjoy the benefits of dis

tributed WSNs albeit it for a smaller range of applications. UWB is also a viable 

technology and may be implemented by any communication protocol that follows its 

operating requirements. However, the design of UWB devices is complex given the 

need to design transceivers to operate over a wide band. Bluetooth LE is another 

option as it provides interoperability with WiFi and also attains data rates of 1 Mbps 

[19]. However, the issue of synchronous communication needs to be resolved for Blue

tooth LE to be suitable for WSN applications. Our cross-layer policy applies to any 
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of these technologies and only requires adjustments to be made for the operating 

parameters discussed in Chapter 5. The energy efficiencies of the devices of these 

technologies must also be identified and applied. 

For cognitive radio, there are a few alternatives that can be used. Firstly, given 

that the cluster-head is performing centralized resource allocation, the cluster-head 

can perform channel scheduling to ensure non-overlapping channels. This reduces co-

channel interference by preventing multiple nearby sensors from transmitting over the 

same channel. However, without spectrum measurements, it will be difficult to avoid 

surrounding interference with sources outside of the sensor network. One solution 

may be to create a profile of operating channels in the spectrum band such that 

cluster-heads can keep track of channels that have high failure rates through feedback. 

This would not provide cluster-heads with surrounding interference measurements but 

provides additional information regarding which channels to avoid in the optimization 

process. 

7.3 Contributions 

To summarize, we have presented the following contributions of this research: 

1. The link suitability method to quantify the optimal PHY layer resource allo

cation that achieves joint throughput and energy optimization in application-

centric WSNs. By maximizing the trade-off between achievable throughput 

benefits and the associated power cost of using the link, we ensure that nodes 
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are allocating limited resources optimally to transmission channels that are ca

pable of a higher level of throughput and energy conservation; 

2. A cross-layer optimization policy that is unique in identifying routing paths in 

WSNs with the optimal trade-off between throughput benefits and energy costs 

across multiple transmission channels. Our policy is based on: i) path selection 

at the network layer; ii) channel selection at the link layer; and, iii) transmit 

power based on the link suitability at the PHY layer; and, 

3. A NPP that contributes the relationship between expected performance, net

work lifetime, message load and energy capacity for application-centric WSNs. 

The NPP enable network designers to study the impact of various network 

design decisions on performance and network lifetime objectives. 

7.4 Future Work 

Many areas exist for which the throughput and energy optimization problem may be 

extended. They will be explored in this section. 

7.4.1 Modulation, Bandwidth and Application Factors 

In this thesis, application performance was studied from the perspective of achiev

able throughput only. It shall be important to extend application-related factors to 

include delay and BER as these are also affected by resource allocation. In terms of 
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additional PHY layer considerations, our cross-layer optimization algorithm should 

be extended to include modulation and bandwidth parameters in addition to cur

rent considerations of transmit power and frequency. It shall be important to study 

their impact on energy efficiency, objective function convergence, and meeting both 

performance and network lifetime objectives. 

7.4.2 Sensor Localization 

In this thesis, we consider sensors that are equipped with GPS tracking such that 

they are aware of their latitude and longitude positions. While manufacturers such 

as Garmin are making GPS sensors available, it is likely that it will be many years 

before sensors equipped with GPS are made available with reasonable sizes and costs 

for a diverse range of applications. We suspect that, in the next 3 to 5 years, sensor 

technology will have advanced enough such that sensors are able to perform self-

localization with GPS adapters at reasonable costs and sizes. Thus, in the mean 

time, methods for localization of sensor nodes are required. 

Localization is required to execute the SPP protocol and determine available 

paths, as well as for optimization of requests to find the optimal path. Thus, while 

sensors with GPS capabilities are not available for application-centric WSNs, it may 

be required to deploy a third tier of nodes in the network, known as anchors, that 

would exist in a hierarchy below mesh nodes but above sensors in a cluster. These 

nodes, for which positions are known either through GPS or having been deployed in 
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positions with known coordinates, are scattered throughout the sensor field to per

form localization during the initialization phase. Several techniques for localization 

using anchors in WSNs are presented in [111]. Optimal placement of these nodes for 

maximum network lifetime or minimum energy consumption should also be explored. 

Given their availability, these anchors may also perform data aggregation or data 

correlation to reduce the number of routed messages in the network. 

7.4.3 Application Queries and Addressing 

It is likely that, in next-generation WSNs, sensors will be identified by application-

related queries, such as which nodes meet specific thresholds of temperature, light 

or chemical levels, for example. These queries would be forwarded through the net

work to retrieve critical data from individual sensors rather than requiring periodic 

data delivery from an entire sensor cluster. This addressing scheme complicates the 

cross-layer optimization process and its existing addressing scheme for sensors. Com

patibility with these systems must be explored and it may be required for each sensor 

to both maintain a fixed address and respond to application-related queries. 

7.4.4 Back-Up Mesh Node Scheduling 

The deployment of redundant mesh nodes in our distributed WSN as proposed in 

this thesis raises additional research problems. Firstly, mesh nodes and their back

ups may take turns being active in order to balance energy consumption. Thus, 
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optimal scheduling algorithms should be explored to determine wake and sleep cycles 

and should also consider variations in traffic intensity. Secondly, for multiple cluster-

heads used to service a single cluster, the optimal locations of these cluster-heads 

should be explored for maximum coverage and connectivity. 
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Appendix A 

Summary of the Cross-Layer Optimization 

Policy for Pa th , Channel, Power and Rate 

Negotiation 

1. Initialization State {network layer}: 
form simple path matrix X for one cluster and mesh using the Simple Path Protocol (SPP). 
Repeat for each sensor cluster deployed. 

{Repeat for all requests}: 

2. At time of request, extract path list A C X for source node u; of transmission. Set initial 
path to evaluate, a — 1, and done-already(i)a:,t)y) = 0,Vvx,vy e Z; 

3. Select path a to evaluate: 

(a) If a = 1 and path a £ A then simple path does not exist between vt and Vj and there 
cannot be an optimal path. Network partitioning has occurred and request is rejected. 

(b) If a jt 1 and path a £ A, then we have iterated over all paths. Go to Step 5. 

(c) If path a 6 A exists: 

i. Link Optimization State{PHY layer}: 
optimize all hops in path a by finding optimum link utilities L*^ , over all 
transmitter-receiver pairs, i.e. Vvx,vy € path a: 

A. Check if done_already(t)2r, vy) — 1 . If true, jump to Step 3(c)iC, else continue 
to Step 3(c)iB. 

B. Optimize L*^ , over all channels, V / e F using Equation (3.8) for vx — vy 

pair using previousjolution(vx,v ! /,/) as initial value using the Nelder-Mead 
method. 
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C. Store / , Plj, rimiVyif and L%^yJ. 

D. Set p rev ious-so lu t ion^ ,^ , / ) = - P ^ j , V/ € F. 

E. Set done-already(i)a;,Vj,) = 1. 

ii. Channel Optimization State{data link layer}: 

determine the receiver vy's C=5 most preferred bins over all hops, \/vy 6 path a: 

A. Form Table 4.1 using / and L%x<v j values from Step 3(c)iC. 

B. Rank bins in order of L* ,, f . 
C. Select top C = 5 bins from Step 3(c)iiB and form Table 4.2. 

D. Iterate over CK' possible bin combination assignments. 

E. Select bin combination / i , •••, /£• ' that leads to largest valid profit sum, 
U$ „ , according to constraints in Equation (3.6). 

F. Store l/° „. and / * , . . . , / £ , for path a. 

4. Set a = a+1 to select the next candidate path. Go back to step 3. 

5. Path Optimization State{network layer}: 
determine optimal profit sum E/".*„., bin allocation /{" , . . . , /£», transmit power P£.j, rate 
r* „ f and L* ,, r from set of candidate paths A. 

(a) Retrieve profit sums, {U£ttV }, for all candidate paths a€ A from 3(c)iiF. 

(b) Select path a* with maximum profit sum, £/„<*„. as optimal path. 

(c) Retrieve stored bin allocation / { , . . . , /£•< for path a*. 

(d) Retrieve optimal link utilities L*m<v j , rates r*x v f and transmit power Pt'.j f ° r each 
hop along a*. 

6. Transmission State{PHY layer}: Inform all vx — vy pairs along path a* of their next hop, 
required transmit powers P{j,..., P^'j' a31'^ channel selection / £ , . . . , / £ , . 

7. Set done-already^jUj,) = 0, Vvx,vy £ Z for next request. 

Figure A.l: Summary of the Cross-Layer Optimization Policy for Path, Channel, 
Power and Rate Negotiation 



Appendix B 

Link Budget Analysis for U W B , Zigbee 
and WiMax 

Parameter 

Information 
Data Rate 

Average Maximum 
Transmit Power 

Total Path Loss 
(@ max range) 

Average Rx Power 

Noise Power Per Bit 

Rx Noise Figure 

Total Noise Power 

Required Eb/Na 

Implementation Loss 

Link Margin 

Rx Sensitivity 

UWB 

480 Mb/s 

-14.3 dBm 

60.7 dB 
(@ 10.6 m) 

-75 dBm 

-87 dBm 

0.60 dB 

-86.4 dBm 

-1.59 dB 

3.0 dB 

10 dB 

-85 dBm 

Zigbee 

250 Kb/s 

OdBm 

75 dB 
(@ 78.9 m) 

-75 dBm 

-120 dBm 

33.2 dB 

-86.8 dBm 

-1.2 dB 

3.0 dB 

10 dB 

-85 dBm 

802.16-2004 WiMax 

75 Mb/s 

11 dBm 

84.2 
(@ 1.04 km) 

-73.2 dBm 

-104 dBm 

8 d B 

-96 dBm 

9.8 dB 

3.0 dB 

10 dB 

-83.2 dBm 

Table B.l: A Link Budget Analysis for Zigbee, UWB and WiMax [100] [101] [102] 
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Appendix C 

Proof of Convergence for L* „ f and U* ,, 

To prove the convergence of our link utility function L* v , and objective function U*xiV to the 
optimal solution, we form our link utility function as, 

W^-^l.^'^ffi^)- <-> 
i>(E) 
~z~ it. 

and differentiate — L*iV /(•?«/!*) t o yield, 

0J*, . , (u//W„,,/ + /„„,/ + PlJ\HVxtVy^)log{2)log{lQ) $ ( P * x / ) t ) 

where, 

log(2)C^ qtvxCVyJ(t)log(10) - a) 

and, 

(C.2) 

"«L,.<> - - / ^ * . M i o ) « * ( i +16?€) + (C'3) 

*WL/.*)= f tog(2)a„/(t) + V<*/1 + ^NffTl!, ) ) {CA) 
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Differentiating again, we obtain, 

d2Kx,VyJ wf\HVx,VyJ\^(PZtJ,t) 
dPlJ {wfNVyJ + IVyJ + P^, /|H^,Uy, /|2)2iog(2)Jog(10) HP^j^f 

(C.5) 

where, 

W/Zo9(2) (« - 2 ^ qtMt)lo9m) lo9 (l + ̂ g ^ 5 ) - (C6) 

log{2)(wfa + CVyJ{t)log(2)(a - ^ ^ <h^CUy,f(fi)log{10))) 

To guarantee convergence to the global optimum, as all of the other parameters are real 
and positive, A(P*x j,t) < 0 for strict convexity and is the necessary condition to ensure that 

~^v'x,v , /Ci,,/ '*) > 0- ^° c o n n r m t n a t ^ K *,t) < 0 for all three networks, we utilize the op
erating parameters from Tables 5.1 and 5.2, as well as typical values for P^^j, HVmtVyj, NVyj and 
IVyj, to summarize standard results for A(P* ,,t) below, 

Table C.l: Summary of A(Pg,if ,t) for Zigbee, UWB and WiMax Networks 

Network 

Zigbee 

UWB 

WiMax 

P* 

(dBm) 

-10 

-25 

10 

\H„x,vyJ? 
(dB) 

-65 

-60 

-80 

*«,./ 
(dB) 

-204.0 

-204.0 

-204.0 

KJ 
(dB) 

-150 

-150 

-150 

^PLf,t) 

-2.1 x 109 

-1.9 x 1013 

-3.5 x 1012 

A(0,t) 

-1.3 x 109 

-1.5 x 1013 

-2.9 x 1012 

As A{P*xj,t) < 0 for all three subnetworks, — L*'^ ,/(-Pj„/>*) > 0 in all cases including 
P$x t = 0. Given that a sum of convex functions is also convex, our objective function —U$ttV>, as 
the summation of —L* v , along candidate paths in the sensor and mesh network, is also convex. 
Thus, our algorithm converges to the unique optimal resource allocation that leads to the maximum 
J7" „ given our objective function constraints. 


